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Assessors' Valuation of the
Town of Swampscott, flass., May 1, 1894.
Buildings, excluding lands .... $1,968,700 00
Land, excluding buildings .... 1,650,825 00
Total value of real estate .... $3,619,525 00
Personal estate ...... 1,529,675 00
Total valuation ...... $5,149,200-00
Number of polls .... 785
Tax on each poll . . . $2.00
Rate of taxation . $it,oo on $1,000.00
Tax on polls . . . . . . . $1^570 00
Tax on personal estate ..... 16,826 43
Tax on real estate 39,814 77
Total tax on polls, personal and real estate . $58,211 20
State tax ........ $4,840 00
County tax . . . • . . . . 6,090 83
Town tax 47,280 37
Total tax for State, County and Town . . $58,211 20
Number of residents assessed on property
.
562
Number of non-residents assessed on property 206
Number of persons assessed on properly
.
798
Number of persons assessed on poll tax only
. 391
Total number of taxes assessed . . . 1,189
Number of dwelling houses .... 797
Number of acres of land .... i,444
Number of horses ...... 316
Number of cows ...... 102
Number of neat cattle other than cows . . 3
Number of swine ...... 67
Number of fowl ...... 2,264
Value of fowl $1,132
1895.] STATISTICS. 5
Statistics of the Town of Swampscott,
1865=1895.
Assessors' Valuation May 1.
||
March 1,
Real Personal Total RateTaxes
1
OS
Notes
a>
Estate. Property. Valuation. per$1,000
CP
>- Payable.
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1
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1872 1,854,750 578,000 2,432,750 9.50 1873 47,068.00
1871 1,598,800 504,073 2,102,873 9.50 1872 43,150.00
1870 1,334,570 508,564 1,843,134 10.00 1871 38,745.00
1869 1,244,120 313,711 1,557,834 11.20 1870 31,545.00
1868 1,141,020 347, 173 1,488,193 11.50 1869 33,745.00
1867 1,124,670 268,675 1,393,345 13.50 1868 37,74.5.00
1866 972,120 249,289 1,221,409 12.00
i 1867 31,945.00
1865 755,394 279,837 1,035,231 14.70 1866 29,095.00
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ELECTED TOWN OFFICERS.
Moderator.
John R. Merritt.
Selectmen.
H. Gushing Bulfinch, Chairman,
Town Clerk.
George T. Till.
Treasurer.
Benjamin O. Honors.
Collector of Taxes.
Michael P. Garroll.
Auditors.
J. Roswell Widger, Ghairman,
Aaron R. Bunting, W. Ernest Stone,
Jay G. Merritt, Secretary, Elmer A. Hardy.
Assessors.
Term ends
Gilbert Delano, 1895,
Term ends Term ends
D. HOLMAN MiLLETT, 1896, Peleg Gardner, 1897.
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School Committee.
Term ends
William H. Rogers, 1895,
Term ends Term ends
Eldridge F. Small, 1896, Frank E. Ingalls, 1897.
Public Library Trustees.
Term ends
Frank F. Stanley, 1895,
Term ends Term ends
Curtis V. Merritt, 1896, James E. Peasley, 1897.
Park Commissioners.
Term ends
Robert B. Wardwell, 1895,
Term ends Term ends
Benjamin Potter, 1896, George A. Jackson, 1897.
Overseers of the Poor.
Term ends
Joseph F. Crowell, 1895,
Term ends Term ends
George T. Melzard, 1896, Michael P. Carroll, 1897.
Board of Health.
John I. Adams, Chairman,
Edwin F. Wiley, Joseph W. Glass.
Co?istables.
James Wheeler,
Rodney A. Douglass, Samuel T. Harris.
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APPOINTED TOWN OFFICERS.
Secretary of Selectmeii.
George T. Till.
Tow7i Counsel.
NiLES & Carr.
Librarian of Public Library.
Miss S. L. Honers.
Assistant Librarians.
Alfred G. Macpherson, Nowell Ingalls,
Howard G. Ellis.
Registrars of Voters.
Term ends.
George W. Marshall, 1895,
Term ends. Term ends.
Joseph M. Bassett, 1896, James H. Moulton, 1897,
George T. Till, Clerk,
(Ex-Officio.)
Ballot Clerks., Election March 19, 1894.
John B. Earp, Abram G. Stone.
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Tellers^ Election March 19, 1894.
Edmund Russell, Benjamin F. Rich,
Oscar F. Morris, Charles G. Rowell,
Bertram C. Melzard, Stephen P. Hurd,
Charles E. Alden, Willard M. Hatch.
Tellers^ Recount March 20, 1894.
Arthur F. Foster, Eldridge F. Small.
Inspectors of Electionsfor One Yearfrom Nov. i, 1894.
John B. Earp, John W. Thurston,
Republican. Democrat.
Deputy Inspectors of Electionsfor One Year from Nov. i, 1894.
Charles G. Rowell, ' W. Henry Collins,
Republican. Democrat.
Tellers^ National and State Election^ Nov. 6, 1894.
Milton D. Porter, Edward H. Thomas,
Willard M. Hatch, Daniel F. Knowlton,
David W. Nisbett, Oscar F. Morris.
Superintendent of Streets.
James P. M. S. Pitman.
Superinte7ident of Cemetery.
Joseph S. Brown.
Superintendent of Burial of Deceased Soldiers and Sailors.
John I. Adams.
Town Forrester.
James P. M. S. Pitman.
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Agent of Town HalL
George T. Till.
Janitor of Toimi Hall.
-James A. Mott.
Secretary of Overseers of the Poor.
Mrs. L. E. Kendrick.
Secretary of the Board ofHealth.
Wilbur B. Adams.
Engi7ieers of the Fire Departmefit.
George P. Cahoon, Chief,
Charles K. Roberts, James E. Phillips.
Forest Firewards.
George P. Cahoon,
Charles K. Roberts, James E. Phillips.
Police.
Charles H. Dunlap, Chief,
Seth C. Kendrick, John C. Whorf.
Special Police.
Nathaniel A. Cahoon,
James P. M. S. Pitman,
Lemuel W. Pickhard,
Richard V. Bessom,
William D. Hutt,
Rodney A. Douglass,
James A. Mott,
George Newhall,
Joseph W. Glass,
Joseph S. Brown,
Daniel F. Knowlton,
John T. Bird,
John B. Crowell,
J. Henry Widger,
Frank Holden,
Samuel T. Harris,
Joseph D. Spinney,
George R. Hussey,
Frederick L Fall,
Jas. E. O. Nisbett,
Addison D. Stone,
Lewis G. Clark,
Silas B. Carr,
David W. Nisbett.
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Constables.
Charles H. Dunlap,
Seth C. Kendrick, John C. Whorf.
Keeper of Lockup,
Charles H. Dunlap.
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
George W. Harris.
Inspector of Provisions and Animals i?itended for Slaughter or kept
for the Production of Milk.
George Newhall.
Milk Inspector.
Charles E. Harris.
Surveyor of Luinber and Measurer of Wood and Bark.
Fred H. Eastman.
Fefice Viewers,
Gilbert Delano, Peleg Gardner.
Field Driver,
George Newhall.
Pound Keeper,
Jefferson G. Owens.
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SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
Committee on Salaries.
Robert B. Wardwell,
Sydney M. Shattuck, William G. Earp.
Cojnmittee on Additional Electric Lights.
{Norfolk atid Middlesex Avcjities, and Elmwood Terrace.)
Curtis V. Merriit,
Edwin A. Farnham, William F. Norcross.
Committee to PurcJiase Road Roller.
Samuel F. Crosman,
Martin E. Nies, Daniel F. Knowlton.
Committee on Improvement Essex Street.
{Kemovitig' Ledge near Burrill Street.)
Board of Selectmen.
Committee on Proposed Collection of Ashes.
Board of Health.
Committee on Sideivalk for Salem Street.
Board of Selectmen.
Cofnmittee on Extension of Water Pipes.
{Higtiland Street to Greenwood Court.)
Board of Selectmen.
1895.] STANDING COMMITTEES. 13
STANDING COnniTTEES.
Phillips School Building Committee.
Milton D. Porter, Chairman,
School CoMMrrTEE,
Board of Selectmen,
David K. Phillips, D. Holman Millett,
Arthur C. Wiixier, Secretary.
Committee on Water Supply.
Milton D. Porter,
Martin Nies, Arthur C. Widger,
Peleo Gardner, Eldridge F. Small.
Committee on Sewerage.
Samuel F. Crosman,
Frank E. Ingalls, Aaron R. Bunting,
John H. Farwell, Arthur C. Widger,
Charles P. Curtis, Jr., Edward H. Kitfield,
Kendall Pollard, *George E. Emmons.
*Resigned.
Committee on Street Lighting.
Curtis V. Merritt,
Edwin A. Farnham, William F. Norcross.
Committee o?i Assessors Maps.
John Chapman,
Daniel P. Stimpson, D. Holman Millett.
Comtiiittee on Land for Cemetery.
Board of Selectmen.
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INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Town Hall and Land-
Aqueduct Pipes •
Public Library
Soldiers' Monument
Hay Scales .
Portable Safe
Standard Weights and
Treasurer's Safe .
Steel Box
Piano .
Measures
$14,000 00
50,000 00
5,000 00
3,000 00
200 00
200 00
TOO 00
20 00
25 00
75 00 $72,620 00
School Department.
Phillips School and Land $57,000 00
Redington-Street School and Land 5,000 00
Beach School and Land 4,000 00
Pine-Street School and Land 4,000 00
Essex-Street School and Land 4,000 00
Farm School and Land 2,000 00
Land Essex Street opposite Cemetery . 300 00
School Furniture 2,000 00
School Supplies 500 00
Cemetery Departrnent.
Receiving Tomb ..... $2,000 00
Superintendent's Building *. • 500 00
Implements ...... 50 00
Ainouut carried forvxird 53597° 00
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INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Amount brought forward $iS3?97o oo
Fire Department.
Engine House, New Ocean Street
Land with same ....
Steam Fire Engine ....
Hose Wagon .....
3,400 feet Cotton Hose, good order, .60
250 feet Cotton Hose, damaged, .25
j 2 crowbars, 8 ladder and hose straps
( 6 coal baskets,and 6 hydrant wrenches
Ladder Truck
One 42 ft. Extension Ladder
One 27 ft. Ladder
One 25 ft. Ladder
One 24 ft. Ladder
One 20 ft. Ladder
Two 18 ft. Ladders
One 15 ft. Ladder
Four Fire Hooks and Poles
Three Axes
Supply Wagon
Hose Reel, Engine House
Hose Reel, 400 feet Hose, wrench and
spanners, John Shepard's, Atlantic ave
Hose Reel, 500 feet Hose, wrench and
spanners, Evans & Cole's stable.
Orient St.
Hose Reel, 400 feet Hose, wrench and
spanners, D. P. Stimpson's stable,
Redington St. . . . .
Hose Reel, 400 feet Hose, wrench and
spanners, Lynn & Boston Railroad
Co's stable, Essex St. . . .
Amount carried forward
$4,500 00
1,500 00
3,500 00
450 00
2,040 00
62 50
100 00
25 00
200 00
$13,227 50 $153^970 00
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INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Amount broiigJit foricdvd $13,227 50 $153,970,00
Hose Reel, 400 feet Hose, wrench and
spanners, Mountain Park
Fire Alarm Bell, Town Hall
16 Fire Alarm Boxes
2 Fire Alarm Strikers, Town Hall a
Congregational Church, Blaney St.
2 Fire Alarm Strikers, Engine House
2 Gongs, Engine House and Chemical
House, Lynn
3 Tappers, Engine House
2 Hand Chemicals on Hose Wagon
Steam Whistle, Marblehead Water Co
5 Horses
3 Sets Double Swinging Harnesses
I Single Swinging Flarness
8 Florse Blankets .
Hay and Grain
Furniture and Bedding
Supplies for Batteries
Wood and Coal
5 Hose Pipes
1 Ladder Hose Pipe
2 Extra Nozzles .
22 Spanners .
2 Wagon Jacks
1 1 Lanterns
22 Rubber Coats
Canvas Life Net
Life Shute
2 Siamese Connections
200 00
800 00
800 00
550 00
65 00
85 00
35 00
50 00
50 00
1,200 00
450 00
75 00
16 00
25 00
150 00
75 00
15 00
125 00
15 00
10 00
5 50
5 00
27 50
55 00
20 00
35 00
20 00 18,186 50
Amount carriedforward $172,156 50
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INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Amount brought forward $172,156 50
HIGHWAY DEPARTHENT.
Stone Crusher Plant
Gravel Bank, Marblehead .
Storage Building, New Ocean Street
Land with same
Victor Road Machine
Three Snow Plows
Tool House
Tool Box ....
One Set Double Harness .
Two Sets Lead Harness
One Cart Harness
Five Horse Collars
One Four-Wheel Tip Cart
One One-Horse Cart
One Two-Horse Road Roller
Six Street Hoes
Four Rakes
Six Drag Rakes
Eight Snow Shovels
Six Trow Bars .
Twenty-two Shovels
Two Mattocks .
Five Hammers .
Six Stone Points
Ten Hand Drills
Three Frost Wedges
$2,500 GO
500 GO
4OG GG
4GG GG
I5G GG
76 GG
25 GG
3 00
42 GO
2 I 60
^5 75
15 GG
156 00
70 GO
225 GG
3 00
i 25
3 00
4 OG
6 00
13 2G
5 00
6 50
1 00
2 60
8 OG
Amount carried forward $4,652 90 $172,156 5G
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INVENTORY OF PUBLIC PROPERTY.
Amount brought forward $4,652 90
Twenty-four Picks 2 A 00
Three Pounders -7 00
One Wheelbarrow 2 CO
Three Sand Pails
Four Sand Scoops . . . 60
One Tamping Bar I 00
Ten Lanterns .... 00
One Hundred Feet Hose Q 00
6 GO
Two Brush Hooks I 50
One Bush Scythe I 50
One Axe I 00
One Hatchet .... 50
One Steel Rammer 6 75
One Dirt Rammer 3 00 4,718 70
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Seven Revolvers
Twenty Badges .
Eight Pairs Handcuffs
Nine Twisters
Thirteen Billies
Eleven Helmets
Six Whistles
One Lantern
Gun
42 00
20 00
26 00
9 00
13 00
26 00
I 00
I 00
20 00 158 GO
$158 GG $177,033 20
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RECORDS OF THE TOWN CLERK.
ANNUAL MEETING, MARCH 19th, 1894.
TOWN WARRANT.
ESSEX, ss.
To cither of the Co7istables of the Tozvn of Szvampscott in said
County^ Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are directed to notify the inhabitants of the Town of Swamp-
scott qualified to vote in Elections, and in Town affairs, to
meet at the Town Hall in said Swampscott, on Monday, the
Nineteenth day of March, current, at six o'clock in the fore-
noon, then and there to act on the following articles, viz :
—
Art. I. To choose a Moderator to preside in said meet-
ing.
Art. 2. To choose a Town Clerk for one (i) year.
To choose a Board of Selectmen for the year
ensuing.
To choose one member of the Board of Assessors
for three (3) years.
To choose a Town Treasurer for one (i) year.
To choose a Collector of Taxes for the year
ensuing.
To choose one member of the School Committee
for two (2) years.
To choose one member of the School Committee
for three (3) years.
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To choose one member of the Board of Trustees
of the Public Library for three (3) years.
To choose three members of the Board of Audi-
tors for the year ensuing.
To choose one Overseer of the Poor for three (3)
years.
To choose a Board of Health for one (i) year.
To choose three Constables for the year ensuing.
To choose three Park Commissioners, one for
one (i)year, one for two (2) years, one for
three (3) years.
All to be chosen on one ballot.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot *'Yes" or "No" upon the
question : Shall Licences be granted for the sale of Intoxi-
cating liquors in this Town.
Art. 4. To hear and act upon the reports of the Audi-
ting Committee, the Board of Selectmen, the School Com-
mittee, the Superintendent of Streets, the Board of Trustees
of the Public Library, the Engineers of the Fire Department,
the Superintendent of the Cemetery, the Board of Health,
the Chief of Police, the Milk Inspector, the Committee on
Street Lights, the Sewerage Committee, the Inspector of
Provisions and Animals, and the Committee on New School
Building.
Art. 5. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year, and make
appropriations therefor.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will accept the list of names
for Jurors as prepared and posted by the Selectmen.
Art. 7. To see what amount of bonds will be required
of the Town Treasurer for the current year.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will authorize the Treasurer
to hire money, under the direction of the Selectmen, in an-
ticipation of the taxes to be assessed and collected for the
current year.
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Art. 9. To see what amount of bonds will be required of
the Collector of Taxes for the year ensuing.
Art. 10. To see what compensation the Town will allow
the Collector for the collection of taxes for the ensuing year.
Art. 1 1. To see what action the Town will take in regard
to the collection of taxes, and what rate of discount, if any,
will be allowed for prompt payment on or before a certain
date.
Art. 12. To see what action the Town will take as to
appropriating and raising by loan an additional sum of money
for the purpose of erecting the High and Grammar School
Building now in process of erection on Greenwood Avenue,
on land conveyed to the Town by D. K. and L. H. Phillips.
Art. 13. To see if the Town will appropriate the money
received from the County Treasurer for dog licences to aid in
support of the Public Library.
Art. 14. To see what compensation the Town will allow
the members of the Fire Department the current year and
grant money for the same.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will appropriate a, sum of
money to furnish and set curbstones, and lay concrete side-
walks
;
provided the abutters will pay one-half the expense.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will appropriate the sum of
one hundred dollars (;^ioo) to he placed in the hands of James
L. Bates Post 118, G. A. R., towards defraying the expenses
of Memorial Day.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money for the purpose of constructing a Street Crossing from
the corner of Railroad avenue and Pine street across Pine
street to the westerly side thereof, agreeable to the petition of
George A. R. Horton and others.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money to construct a Street Crossing on Humphrey street at
a point near Washburn's boarding stable, so called, opposite
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the land of William R. Blaney, as petitioned for by Wm. R.
Blaney and others.
Art. 19. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money to place a Street Crossing across Humphrey street
at a point near the store of S. J. Pettingell, as petitioned for
by Joseph F. Crowell and others.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money for the purpose of constructing a Street Crossing
from the Depot entrance across Columbia street, as petitioned
for by William F. Norcross and others.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will construct Street Cross,
ings as follows : One across Thomas' road at its junction with
Burrill street and another across Paradise road at its junction
with Burrill street and make an appropriation for the same
agreeable to the petition of S. T. Beers and others.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will construct a Street
Crossing from New Ocean street to Paradise road, across
Burrill street and appropriate money for the same, as peti-
tioned for by James L. Taylor and others.
Art. 23. To see what action the Town will take toward
increasing the number of the Board of Selectmen from three
to five members, agreeable to the petition of E. M. Tuttleand
others. *
Art. 24. To see if the Town will build a sidewalk the re-
mainder of the way on Salem street and appropriate money
therefor, as petitioned for by John E. Chase and others.
Art. 25. To see what action the Town will take in rela-
tion to the collecting of ashes and rubbish and to appropriate
money for the same, agreeable to the petition of M. W.
Burdett and others.
Art. 26. To see what action the Town will take toward
procuring additional land for the Town Hall, by purchasing
the property known as the Proctor estate and make an ap-
propriation therefor, the same to be raised by loan or do any-
thing in relation to it.
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Art 27. To see if the Town will appropriate a sufficient
sum of money to erect and maintain an electric (arc) light
over the Park, so-called, in Elmwood terrace, agreeable to the
petition of William G. Earp and others.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will erect two electric (arc)
lights on the property now or formerly of the Stetson Land
Co., one at the junction of Norfolk and Middlesex avenues,
the other at a suitable point on Norfolk avenue, and appro-
priate money for the same, agreeable to the petition of Stet-
son Land Co. and others.
Art. 29. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen
to petition the Legislature for an act to enable the Town of
Swampscott to raise and appropriate money for street water-
ing as petitioned for by S. F. Crosman and others.
Art. 30. To see what action the Town will take as to
raising and appropriating money for watering certain streets
of the Town as petitioned for by Geo. S. Burton and others.
Art 31. To see what action the Town will take in regard
to revising the last part of Sec. 3, Art. 2 of the By-Laws in
order to have a copy of Assessors' Valuation of estates with
a list of poll tax payers, published every fifth year as peti-
tioned for by J. R. Widger and others.
Art. 32. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
the sum of fifteen hundred ($1500) dollars to be used in con-
nection with the abolishment of the grade crossing at Burrill
street.
Art. 33. To see if the Town will vote to accept and
adopt that part of Chapter 16 of the Acts of 1894, as relates
to the election of one or more Surveyors of Highways.
Art. 34. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate
a sum of money for the purpose of making an Assessor's
plan of the land in Town.
Art. 35. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money to have the sea wall on Orient street raised to a level
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with the curbstone by placing suitable cap-stone thereon as
petitioned for by Robert B. Wardvvell and others.
Art. 36. To see if the Town will have all sidewalks
bordering on the Beaches concreted and appropriate money
for the same, as petitioned for by Robert B. Wardwell and
others.
Art. 37. To see what action the Town will take as to
adopting Sections 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48 of
Chapter 102 of the Public Statutes of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
The polls to be closed at 5.30 o'clock p. m.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting
attested copies thereof at the Town Hall, Depot, Post Office,
and three other public and conspicuous places in the Town,
seven days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this Warrant, with
your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and place
of meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hands, this Sixth day of March, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
AARON R. BUNTING, ) Selectmen
H. GUSHING BULFINCH, [ ofARTHUR C. WIDGER, ) Szvampscott.
RETURN ON WARRANT.
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me dijrected, I have
notified the inhabitants of the Town of Swampscott, qualified
as herein expressed, to meet at the time and place and for
the purposes herein mentioned, by posting up attested copies
of the Warrant in eleven public and conspicuous places in
said Swampscott on Saturday, the seventh day of March in
the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
JAMES WHEELER,
Constable of Sivanipscott,
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In accordance with the foregoing Warrant, the voters of the
Town assembled at the Town Hall on Monday, March 19th,
1894.
The meeting was called to order by the Town Clerk at 6
o'clock A. M., the Warrant calling the meeting and the return
thereon was read. The business of electing a Moderator was
immediately commenced. The polls closed for choice of
Moderator at 6.20 o'clock a. m. with the following result
:
Whole number of ballots 93. John R. Merritt, 51, elected
and qualified: Geo. H. Holden, 42.
John B. Earp and Abram G. Stone who had previously
been appointed and qualified, served as Ballot Clerks.
Specimen Ballots, Cards of Instruction to voters, Penalties
were posted according to law.
Balloting for Town Officers was commenced at 6.30 o'clock
A. M.
The ballot box was opened and shown to be empty. The
keys were placed in the hands of Seth C. Kendrick, Con-
stable. The ballot box register showing 000.
The Moderator appointed Edmund Russell, Oscar F. Morris,
Bertram C. Melzard, Benj F. Rich, Charles G. Rowell,
Stephen P. Hurd, Charles E. Alden and Willard M. Hatch,
as Tellers
;
they were qualified by the .Town Clerk.
The polls closed at 5.30 o'clock p. m., the ballot box regis-
ter showing 552.
There were five hundred and forty-two general and three
special ballots cast, making five hundred and forty-five (545,)
both check lists showing five hundred and forty-five (545)
checks.
At 6.30 o'clock p. M. the following result was announced.
For Selectmen—H. Gushing Bulfinch, 408, elected ; Aaron
R. Bunting, 234, elected; W. Ernest Stone, 234, elected;
William G. Earp, 233; John H. Farwell, 209; Arthur C.
Widger, 190; blanks, 118.
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For Town Clerk—George T. Till, 471, elected; blanks,
70; scattering, i.
For Treasurer—Benjamin O. Honors, 467, elected ; blanks,
75-
For Assessor, for three years—Peleg Gardner, 436, elected;
blanks, 106.
For Collector of Taxes—Michael P. Carroll, 483, elected;
blanks, 59.
For School Committee for two years—Eldridge F. Small,
397, elected; blanks, 147.
For School Committee for three years—Frank E. Ingalls,
433, elected; blanks in.
For Trustee of Public Library three years
—
James E.
Peasley, 377, elected; blanks, 165.
For Overseer of the Poor three years—Michael P. Carroll^
289, elected; George A. R. Horton, 172 ; blanks, 81.
For Park Commissioner one year—Robert B. Wardwell,
240, elected; James L. Taylor, 173 ; blanks, 129.
For Park Commissioner two years—Benjamin Potter, 310,
elected
;
blanks, 231 ; scattering, i.
For Park Commissioner three years—George A. Jackson,
313, elected; blanks^ 227 ; scattering, 2.
For Board of Health
—
John I. Adams, 350, elected ; Joseph
W. Glass, 320, elected ; Edwin F. Wiley, 3 1 7, elected ; Richard
G. Gilley, 221; Frank Goodwin, 164; blanks, 253; scatter-
ing, I.
For Auditors— Elmer A. Hardy, 239, elected; Jay C.
Merritt, 216, elected
; J. Roswell Widger, 215, elected; L.
Frank Gaboon, 214; Herman F. Ashton, 150; J. William
Thurston, 143; Wm. F. Norcross, 136; blanks, 313.
For Constables
—
James Wheeler, 406, elected ; Rodney A.
Douglass, 362, elected; Samuel T. Harris, 337, elected; blanks,
520; scattering, i.
License Question—No, 353; Yes, 124; blanks, 65.
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Voted. To adjourn to Tuesday evening, March 20th, at
7.30 p. M.
ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING, MARCH 20, 1894.
In accordance with the adjournment of the previous meet-
ing the voters of the Town assembled at the Town Hall on
Friday evening, March 20th, 1894.
Called to order at 7.30 o'clock p. m., by John R. Merritt,
Moderator.
Records of the last meeting read and declared approved.
Voted. To lay Articles 4 and 5 upon the table until the
other articles in the Warrant have been disposed of.
Voted. Art. 6. To accept and adopt the following as a
List of Jurors
:
ADAMS, JOHN I.
ANDREWS, ISAAC II.
ASHTON, ELLIOT M.
BASSETT, JOSEPH
ELANCHARD, HORACE W.
BURNIIAM, ELI H.
CARR, SILAS 13.
CARROLL, MICHAEF. P.
COLLINS, W. HENRY
COREY, ALONZO
CONNOR, GEORGE M.
CROSMAN, JOHN H.
DELANO, GILBERT
DOUGLASS, RODNEY A.
ELDRIDGE, ZIPA
FAT^WELL, JOHN H
FREEMAM, GEORGE L.
GALEUCIA, NATHANIEL
GILBERT, GEORGE E.
COLDER, EVAN R. List ot Muiors.
HARRIS, CHARLES E.
HARRIS, NATHAN M.
HORTON, JEREMIAH L.
JACKSON, CHARLES T.
JENNISON, JOSEPH R.
KNOWLTON, DANIEL F.
MORRIS, OSCAR F.
NEWCOMB, NOAH R.
NILS, MARTIN E.
PARKER, SAMUEL R.
PEASLEY, JAMES E.
PHILLIPS, LEONARD IL
POTTER, BENJAMIN
RICH, THOMAS P.
ROGERS, JOHN A.
SEGER, WILLIAM
THING, FRANCIS C.
WARDWELL, EBEN N.
Voted. Art. 7. That the Treasurer be re-
quired to give a bond of ten thousand dollars
(;jS5io,ooo).
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hfam^^^^^^^^ Voted. Art. 8. That the Town Treasurer be
and is hereby authorized, under the direction of
the Board of Selectmen to hire such sum or sums
of money as may be necessary to be raised in an-
ticipation of the taxes to be assessed and collected
for the current year, such sums to be payable
therefrom. (Unanimous.)
Tax col. bona. VoTED. Art. Q. To rcquirc of the Collector of
Taxes a bond for five thousand dollars ($5,000.)
com. on salaries. VoTED. Art. 10. That a committcc of three
be appointed to bring in at an adjourned meeting
a list of salaries for all elected and appointed Town
Officers.
Voted. That the several articles in the Warrant
relating to salaries be laid upon the table until the
committees' report is heard.
Discount on Taxes. VOTED. Art. II. To allow 2^0 disCOUUt OU all
taxes paid on or before October ist, the current
year.
4pJSpriat\on Voted. That the Town appropriate an addi-
schSi!^^'^*^ tional sum of $8,000, for the purpose of erecting,
furnishing and completing the high and grammar
school building now in process of erection on land
conveyed to the Town by D. K. and L. H. Phillips,
and that the Town Treasurer, under the direction
and authority of the Selectmen, shall borrow said
sum of $8,000, hereby appropriated for the erec-
tion of said school building, and that the vote on
this motion be a yea and nay vote, and that the
check list be used in voting thereon. Yes" 139,
-No" 14.
Voted. Art. 13. To appropriate the sum of
money received from the County Treasurer for
Dog Licenses to aid in support of Public Library.
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Curbstones and
Concrete.Voted. That the subject matter of Art. 15
be laid over and taken up in connection with the
Selectmen's Report.
Voted. Art. 16. To appropriate the sum of fV^iS'Say.
one hundred dollars ($100) the same to be used
by James L. Bates Post 118, G. A. R., toward de-
fraying the expenses of Memorial Day.
Voted. That Articles 17 to 22, both numbers g'^olsWs.
inclusive, be referred to the Board of Selectmen
to be acted upon as in their judgment may be
deemed expedient for the public convenience and
that the sum of seven hundred dollars ($700) be
appropriated to defray the expense of same.
Voted. To lay over the matter contained in
Art. 23, to the next Annual Meeting.
Voted. Art. 24. To refer the matter of build- |£\ak''^
ing a sidewalk on Salem street to the Selectmen,
a report on the same to be made at the Adjourned
Meeting.
Voted. Art. 25. To refer the matter of col- [.SISS^^
lecting rubbish to the Board of Health, a report
to be made at an adjourned meeting.
Voted. Art. 26. To indefinitely postpone the
matter of purchasing land adjacent to the Town
Hall Lot.
Voted. Art. 27 and 28. To refer to the Street
Light Committee for a report at the adjourned
meeting.
Voted. To indefinitely postpone the subject '"^^''^^^'^^^''^^
matter of Art. 29.
Voted. To reconsider the vote whereby the
subject matter of Art. 29, was indefinitely post-
poned.
Voted. To adjourn to Wednesday evening,
March 21st, at 7.30 o'clock.
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RECOUNT OF VOTES.
A petition for a recount of votes cast at the
Town Election of March 19th, for Selectmen was
received by the Town Clerk, on Tuesday, March
20th, signed by the required number of voters.
The Moderator appointed Wednesday, March
2 1 st, at 3 p. M. as the time when the recount should
be made.
Arthur F. Foster and Eldridge F. Small were
appointed as Tellers. They were qualified by the
Town Clerk.
The ballots were all gone over and the result
found to be the same as before declared.
ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING,
MARCH 21, 1894.
Agreeable to the foregoing adjournment, the
voters of the Town assembled at the Town Hall,
on Wednesday, March 21st, 1894.
The meeting was called to order at 7.30 o'clock
p. M., by John R. Merritt, Moderator.
The records of the last meeting were read and
declared approved as corrected,
street watering VoTED. Art. 29. That the Towu authoHzc the
Selectmen to petition the Legislature for an act to
enable the Town of Smampscott to raise and
appropriate money for street watering.
Voted. To lay Article 30 upon the table to be
. *taken up at the adjourned meeting.
The following Resolution was adopted on Art. 3 1
:
resolution.
'^valuation. That SO much of Section 3, of Article 2, of the
Town By-Laws, which refers to the publication of
an Assessors' valuation of estates, shall be changed
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so that it shall read as follows : Every fifth valua-
tion of estates made by the Assessors or are
abstract thereof, together with a list of poll tax
payers, shall be printed and distributed with the
Annual Town Reports for the next year after same
shall be made, and that the valuation of May i,
1895, shall be the first published under this vote
and one every fifth year thereafter.
Voted. Art. 32. To appropriate the sum of ^^Sd?"^"
fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) the same to be
used in connection with the abolishment of the
grade crossing at Burrill street, the matter to be
left with the Selectmen.
Voted. Art. 33. To accept and adopt that gJSys^^
part of Chap. 16 of the Acts of 1894, as relates to
the election of one or more Surveyors of High-
ways.
Voted. Art. 34. To refer the matter of an o/ST'
Assessors' plan of the land in Town to a commit-
tee of three, namely: D. Holman Millett, Daniel P.
Stimpson and John Chapman, to investigate and
report thereon at the adjourned meeting.
Voted. To refer Art. 35, to the next Annual ^"^tiforJenflt
Meeting.
Voted. To refer Art. 36, to the next Annual
M borderingeetmg. Beaches.
The Moderator appointed as a Committee t0sX™i"^®°'^
bring in at an adjourned meeting a list of salaries
for all elected and appointed officers, Robert B.
Wardwell, Wm. G. Earp, Sidney M. Shattuck.
Voted. Art. 37. To adopt Sections 40, 41,
42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47 and 48 of Chapter 102 of the
Public Statutes of the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts, relating to Steam Engines, Furnaces and
Boilers.
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Voted. Art. 4. Report of Superintendent of
Streets. To appropriate a sum not exceeding two
hundred and twenty-five dollars ($225) to purchase
a Ring Road Roller, weighing two and one-half
tons, and to appoint a committee of three to pur-
chase the same. The Moderator appointed as a
committee, Samuel F. Crosmari, Martin E. Nies
and Daniel F. Knowlton.
Voted. To take up Art. 4, and act on each
report.
Voted. To accept the Auditors' Report and
refer the recommendations to the Committee on
Salaries.
Voted. To accept the Selectmen's Report and
have the recommendations contained therein read.
Voted. To lay upon the table that part of the
Selectmen's Report as pertains to the appropria-
tions recommended for the several departments,
the same to be acted upon in connection with
Article 5.
Voted. To adjourn to Thursday evening,
March 22, at 7.30 o'clock.
In accordance with a vote taken at the adjourned
meeting held April i6th, 1894, the following is in-
serted : A motion to strike out from the records
the Preamble and Resolutions on the Selectmen's
Report," adopted at the Town Meeting of 1893,
was negatived.
ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING,
MARCH 22, 1894.
In accordance with the foregoing adjournment
the voters of the Town assembled at the Town
Hall, on Thursday evening March 22, 1894.
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Meeting called to order at 7.30 p. m. by John R.
Merritt, Moderator.
Records of last meeting read and declared ap-
proved.
Voted. To take from the List of Jurors the
name of John A. Rogers.
Voted. To act upon the appropriations as
recommended by the Selectmen.
Voted. To act upon each article separately.
Voted. To appropriate for the several depart-
ments as follows
:
Selectmen's Department
Highway Department
Sidewalk Department
School Department
Health Department
Poor Department
Concrete and Curbstones
Town Hall, Receipts and
Library, Receipts, and .
Catch Basins and Paving Gutters
Monument Lot, Care of
Water Rates ....
Soldiers* and Sailors' Aid
Interest and Discount
County Tax ....
State Tax ....
$4,300 00
5,500 00
1,000 00
12,000 00
1,500 00
2,500 00
500 00
400 00
400 00
500 00
25 00
600 00
400 00
2,800 00
5,500 00
5,500 00
Voted. To defer action on appropriation for
the Fire Department until after the report of the
Committee on Salaries is made.
Voted. To adopt the recommendations as pub-
lished in the Engineer's Report in regard to
adding five more men to the company.
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App. for the
rouce Dept.
Street Light
Committee.
Town work to
be done by
Citizens.
Future Water
Supply.
Voted. To appropriate the sum of twenty-five
hundred dollars (1^2,500), for the Police Depart-
ment for the ensuing year. The Board of Select-
men to be required to*employ four men for the
entire year.
Voted. To defer action on appropriation for
Cemetery Department, until the report of the
Committee on Salaries is made.
Voted. To lay upon the table the matter of
an appropriation for the Street Light Department,
until that committee's report is made on Articles
27 and 28.
Voted. To reappoint the same Street Light
Committee for the ensuing year. E. A. Farnham,
Curtis V. Merritt, Wm. F. Norcross.
Voted. That the substance of the vote taken
on Article 31, in the Annual Meeting of 1893, be
the sense of the Town for ensuing year.
Voted. To appoint a committee of five members
to investigate the matter of a future Water Supply,
as recommended in Selectmen's report, and re-
port on the same at the next Annual Meeting.
Cemetery.
COMMITTEE.
Frank E. Ingalls, Peleg Gardner, Arthur C.
Widger, Eldridge F. Small, Martin E. Nies.
Voted. To lay over the matter of removing
the ledge on Essex street until the adjourned
meeting.
Voted. To lay over the recommendations
made in connection with the Cemetery until after
the report of the Committee on Salaries is made.
Voted. That the reports which do not contain
recommendations, be not read unless called for.
Voted. That the matter of procuring more
land for Cemetery purposes be referred to the
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Selectmen for their investigation, to be reported
upon at the adjourned meeting.
Voted. To accept the reports of the School
Committee, the Trustees of the Public Library,
the Board of Engineers, the Board of Health, the
Inspector of Provisions and Animals, and the
Street Light Committee as printed.
Voted. That when this meeting adjourns it
be to Monday, April i6th, at 2.30 o'clock p. m.
Voted. To adopt the following resolutions in
regard to Street Lighting :
In veiw of the fact that the contract for Street street Lighting.
Lighting, made with the Lynn Gas and Electric
Company, of Lynn, April 30, 1890, for a term of
(5) five years, and whereas the said contract expires
April 30, 1895.
Resolved^ That it is the sentiment of this meeting
that the Street Light Committee be and is hereby
authorized to receive proposals for street lighting
for such time, after the expiration of the present
contract, as shall in the judgment of the committee
be for the best interests of the Town. Said pro-
posals shall be submitted to the Town by the com-
mittee by publishing same in connection with the
Street Light Committee's Annual Report for
1894-95.
Voted. To add Arthur C. Widger to the Com-
mittee on New School Building.
Voted. To reappoint the same Sewerage Com-
mittee : S. F. Crosman, F. E. Ingalls, A. R.
Bunting, J. H. Farwell, A. C. Widger, Geo. E.
Emmons, Chas. P. Curtis Jr., Edward H. Kitfield,
Kendall Pollard.
Voted. To adjourn at 8.50 p. m.
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ADJOURNED ANNUAL MEETING,
APRIL 16, 1894.
In accordance with the adjournment of March
22d, the voters assembled at 2.30 p.m., April 16,
1894.
The meeting was called to order at the appointed
time by John R. Merritt, Moderator.
Voted. To dispense with the reading of the
records and adjourn until this evening at 7.30.
In accordance with the adjournment of the
afternoon the voters of the Town assembled at the
Town Hall, on Monday evening, April i6th, 1894.
The meeting was called to order at 7.35 o'clock
p. M., by John R. Merritt, Moderator.
The records of the last meeting were read and
approved.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SALARIES.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
—
Your committee appointed at the adjourned
Town Meeting, March 20th, 1894, to prepare a
list of salaries for the Town Officials, respectfully
submit the following report
:
elected officers.
Salaries. Moderator for annual meeting-
Board of Selectmen . . . .
Town Clerk . . . . .
Treasurer*(the town to furnish bond) .
Collector of Taxes (the town to furnish
$2$ GO
825 GO
100 GO
4GG 00
bond,
Board of Auditors
Board of Assessors
School Committee, each
Overseers of the Poor: Chairman
400 go
2GG GG
4OG GO
IGG GG
IGG GG
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Two other members, each . . 75 oo
Secretary, Overseers of the Poor 25 00
Board of Health, each . 60 00
Secretary, Board of Health . . 25 00
APPOINTED OFFICERS.
Secretary, Board of Selectmen . . 200 00
Librarian, Public Library . . . 200 00
Assistant Librarians, each . . 30 00
Inspectors of Elections or Deputies
per day ...... 5 00
Tellers per day ..... 3 00
Supt. of Streets, per week, to include
team ...... 20 00
Supt. of Cemetery .... 350 00
Janitor of Town Hall, including all
charges 350 00
Engineers of the Fire Department,
Chief 100 00
Assistant Engineers, each . . . 50 00
Firemen, per year . . . . 35 00
Engineer of Steamer .... 100 00
Permanent men at Engine House, per
week . . . . . . 12 00
Inspector of Provisions, etc., including
expenses, per year . . . . 40 00
Milk Inspector, per year . . . 20 00
Sealer of Weights and Measures, per
year ...... 20 00
Police Officers, per week . . . 1 5 00
Special Police Officers, per hour . . 25
Agent of Town Hall, per year—Ten
per cent of receipts
ROBERT B. WARDWELL,
SIDNEY M. SHATTUCK,
WILLIAM G. EARP.
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Voted.—To accept and adopt the report of the
Committee on Salaries.
A motion that salaries of Town Officials be same
as last year was negatived.
Voted. To take from the report of Committee
on Salaries, those items relating to the Library.
REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN ON SALEM STREET
SIDEWALK.
The Selectmen to whom was referred Article 24,
relative to the construction of a sidewalk the re-
mainder of the way on Salem street, report that
they have investigated the same and find there to
be about 3,000 feet of walk to construct. The
probable cost of same to be about ^1,200. We
feel that it is not advisable for the Town to con-
,
struct the whole of said walk this year. But as
there is a large lot of coarse material constantly
accumulating at our gravel pit, which is quite handy,
we recommend that the same be used in the con-
struction of part of said sidewalk this year, and
that the sum of ^500 be appropriated for the same.
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. BULFINCH, )
A. R. BUNTING, } Selectmen.
W. ERNEST STONE, )
Voted. That the report of the Selectmen on
Salem street sidewalk, be not adopted.
Voted. To reconsider the vote whereby the
report of Selectmen on Salem street sidewalk was
not adopted.
Voted. To accept and adopt the report of the
Selectmen on Salem street sidewalk.
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Voted. To refer to the Board of Selectmen
the following recommendation
:
''That the Superintendent of Streets, hereby be
instructed by this meeting, to cut away and clean
up Salem street to its full width, and use said street
as a dump ground until leveled to a grade of street."
Referred with discretionary powers.
The Board of Heath reported that it would cost
one thousand dollars ($i,ooo) to collect ashes and
rubbish as petitioned for in Article 25.
A motion to appropriate one thousand dollars
for the purpose called for in Article 25, was
negatived.
Voted. Art. 25. To lay upon the table indefi- Shis'*'''"
nitely the matter of collecting ashes and rubbish.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :—
Your Street Light Committee have attended to gfl^^t'cSi?''''*
their duty and respectfully submit the following
report for your deliberation :—Concerning Articles
27 and 28, in our late Town Warrant which were
referred to your Committee, we recommend the
placing of two arc lights at such points in the
Stetson estate as will best serve the interests of
all. We also recommend the placing of an incan-
descent light at the park, so called, in Elmwood
terrace. Your Committee take this occasion to
explain that in calling for the yearly appropriation
extra lights were not anticipated. We would
therefore recommend an additional $300 be added
to the same.
Respectfully submitted,
WM. F. NORCROSS,
Sec'f St. LigJit Committee.,
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fS^st^Sh^" Voted. To accept and adopt the report of the
Street Light Committee and appropriate seven
thousand dollars (;^7,ooo) for the Street Light
Department for the current year.
PETITION TO LEGISLATURE.
In regard to Article 29, of the Warrant, the
Selectmen beg leave to report that they have peti-
tioned, as authorized, the Legislature for an act
enabling the town of Swampscott to raise and ap-
propriate money for street watering, and that said
petition has been granted.
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. BULFINCH, )
A. R. BUNTING, } Selectmen.
W. ERNEST STONE, )
Voted. To accept the above report on Art. 29.
(chapter 240.)
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
In the year one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-four.
An Act
TO AUTHORIZE THE TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT TO EXPEND
MONEY FOR WATERING ITS PUBLIC STREETS.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives in General Court assembled and by
authority of the same, asfollows:—
Section i. The Town of Swampscott may
raise, appropriate and expend money for watering
its public streets.
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Section 2. This act shall take effect upon its
passage.
House of Representatives, )
April 1 1, 1894. )
Passed to be enacted.
G. V. L. MEYER, Speaker.
In Senate, April 11, 1894.
Passed to be enacted.
WILLIAM M. BUTLER, President
April 12, 1894.
Approved.
,
F. T. GREENHALGE.
Office of the Secretary, Boston, April 13, 1894.
A true copy.
Witness the Seal of the Common-
wealth.
ISAAC H. EDGETT,
Deputy Secretary of the Commonwealth,
A motion that the petitioners' request contained
in Article 30, be granted and a sum not exceeding
fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500) be appropriated for
the same, the amount to be taken from the High-
way Department appropriation, the work to be
done under the direction of the Superintendent
of Streets, and Essex street from Lynn line to the
brook on the east side of E. R. Golder's estate,
and Burrill street from Essex street to the Depot,
be watered by the Town was negatived.
SEAL.
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Voted. Art. 30. That the matter of watering
the streets of the Town be laid upon the table for
one year.
Voted. That the record of the adjourned
meeting of March 21st, last, be re-opened, and
that the Town Clerk be instructed to record the
vote whereby the Town voted not to strike out
from the records, the Resolutions on Selectmen's
Report, passed at the Annual Town Meeting of
1893.
REPORT ON assessors' PLAN, ART. 34.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott:
The Committee appointed to investigate the
matter of the probable cost of maps, showing the
measurement of each lot of land in the town, would
submit the following report
:
IS' plan After examining the maps used by the Assessors
of Lynn and Marblehead, your committee decided
that those in use in Lynn came nearest to our
requirements, they being of convenient size, and
well adapted to the purpose for which they were
made, the assessors informed us that by numerous
tests their maps were found to be 'substantially
correct, and that the amount of taxes received from
land which these maps have brought to light, had
paid for their cost many times. The Marblehead
Assessors gave similar testimony in regard to the
great benefit their maps had been to them in show-
ing property which had not heretofore been
assessed.
The committee have received figures from prom-
inent surveyors, to furnish maps similar to those
of Lynn, covering the whole town, the work to be
completed in three years, one-third part thereof to
be finished in each year, for sums ranging from
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forty hundred to forty-eight hundred dollars, for the
entire work.
Respectfully submitted,
D. P. STIMPSON,
JOHN CHAPMAN,
D. HOLMAN MILLETT.
Voted. To accept and adopt the above report
and empower same committee to procure said
maps or plans.
Voted. To accept and adopt the recommenda- cSIr/.*^'*
tions made by the Selectmen in their report in re-
lation to the Cemetery, and to appropriate the sum
of nine hundred and twenty-five dollars ($925) for
the Cemetery Department for the current year.
Voted. To appropriate for the Fire Depart- FireDep?"^
ment for the current year the sum of forty-five
hundred dollars (;^4,50o). The horses to be worked
for the Town under the direction of the Selectmen
and Board of Engineers.
A motion to appropriate thirty-five hundred dol-
lars (^3,500) for the Fire Department, the horses
to be worked on the Highways to the amount of
one thousand dollars (^1,000) the same to be
taken from the Highway Department appropria-
tion was negatived.
Voted. To appropriate the sum of two hun- ^Jlfge^Es™t!
dred and twenty-five dollars {$22^) for the purpose
of removing the ledge on Essex street as recom-
mended by the Selectmen, the Selectmen to carry
out the vote.
Voted. To excuse Frank E. Ingalls from com-
mittee on a future water supply.
Voted. To appoint Milton D. Porter as a mem-
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ber of the committee to investigate the matter of
a future water supply.
Voted. To excuse George E. Emmons from
serving as a member of the Sewerage Committee.
REPORT ON ACQUIRING MORE LAND FOR CEMETERY
PURPOSES.
* The Board of Selectmen for the present year
after a careful investigation, can but concur in the
report of its predecessors in regard to the acquir-
ing of more land suitable for burial purposes, and
deem it necessary for the Town to look elsewhere
for suitable land, and we recommend that a com-
mittee be appointed to make inquiries concerning
the same and report at the next Annual Town
Meeting.
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. BULFINCH, )
A. R. BUNTING, [ Selectmen.
W. ERNEST STONE, )
Voted. To refer the matter of the acquiring
of more land for Cemetery purposes to the
Selectmen, for their investigation, a report to be
made on the same at the next Annual Town
Meeting.
Voted. To extend to the Moderator and Clerk,
a vote of thanks for efficient services rendered at
this meeting.
Voted. To dissolve at 9.20 p. m.
I hereby declare the foregoing to be a true record.
Attest
:
GEORGE T. TILL,
Town Clerk.
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SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, SEPTEMBER 17, 1894.
TOWN WARRANT.
ESSEX, ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Swampscott,
in said County
,
^Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are hereby directed to notify the inhabitants of the Town of
Swampscott, qualified to vote in Elections, and in Town
affairs, to meet at the Town Hall in said Swampscott, on the
Seventeenth day of September, A. D., 1894, at Seven and
One-Half o'clock in the evening, then and there to act on the
following Articles, viz
:
Article i. To choose a Moderator to preside in said
meeting.
Art. 2. To see if the Town will accept and allow the lay-
ing out of a certain Town way from Highland street, in said
Swampscott, to the road leading to Redington street, in said
Swampscott, reported to the Town by the Selectmen as per
report and plan on file in the Town Clerk's Office, and accept,
allow and adopt said report.
Art. 3. To see what action the Town will take as to ap-
propriating and raising by loan, the sum of four thousand
dollars ($4,000) for the purpose of constructing a certain Town
way leading from Highland street, in said Swampscott, to
the road leading to Redington street, in said Swampscott, re-
ported to the Town by the Selectmen as per report and plan
on file in the Town Clerk's Office, being the way mentioned
in Article 2 of this Warrant, and of paying the damages
awarded as per said report.
Art. 4. To see what action the Town will take as to ex-
tending the Water Main to the Phillips' School House, and to
authorize the payment therefor to be made from any money
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that may be in the Treasury, when payments therefor are due,
not otherwise appropriated.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting
attested copies thereof at the Town Hall, Depot, Post Office,
and three other public and conspicuous places in the Town,
seven days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this warrant, with
your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and
place of meeting, as aforesaid.
Given under our hands, this Sixth day of September, in
the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
H. GUSHING BULFINCH, ) Select7neji
A. R. BUNTING, [ of
W. ERNEST STONE, ) SwampscotL
SwAMPSCOTT, Mass., Sept. 6, 1894.
RETURN ON WARRANT.
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me directed, I have
notified the inhabitants of the Town of Swampscott, qualified
as herein expressed, to meet at the time and place and for
the purpose herein mentioned, by posting up attested copies
of the within Warrant in ten public and conspicuous places
in said Swampscott, on Saturday, the eighth day of Septem-
ber, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
JAMES WHEELER,
Constable of Swampscott.
In accordance with the foregoing Warrant the voters of
the Town assembled at the Town Hall on Monday evening,
September 17th, 1894.
The meeting was called to order at 7.30 o'clock by the
Town Clerk, the Warrant was read and the return thereon.
Proceeded to ballot for choice of Moderator resulting as
follows
:
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^ .
D. H. Millett, eight (8) elected. E. Boynton, one (i).
D. H. Millett declined to serve as Moderator.
Proceeded to ballot again for choice of Moderator, result-
ing as follows :
Charles T. Jackson, two (2) elected. Charles T. Jackson
was immediately qualified for the duties of Moderator, by the
Town Clerk.
Voted. Art. 2. To accept the report of the Selectmen
on laying out a Town way from Highland street to a road
leading to Redington street.
Report to the Town of Swampscott, Massachusetts, of the
Selectmen of said Town of the laying out of a Town way
from Highland street, in said Swampscott, to a road leading
to Redington street, in said Swampscott.
The undersigned Selectmen of the Town of Swampscott
having given seven days at least previously to the laying out
hereinafter set forth a written notice of the intention of said
Selectmen to lay out a Town way fifty feet in width leading
from Highland street, in said Swampscott, to the road to Red-
ington street, is said Swampscott, hereinafter more fully de-
scribed, to Stephen L. Breed, and Lizzie J. Delory, who are
all and the only owners of land over which such way was pro-
posed to be laid out, by causing the same by their order to be
left at the usual place of abode of said Stephen L. Breed, in
Lynn, Massachusetts, and at the usual place of abode of said
Lizzie J. Delory, in said Swampscott, and (the said Stephen
L. Breed having no usual place of abode in said Swampscott
and no tenant or authorized agent therein known to said
Selectmen) by causing by their order such notice to be posted
up in three public places in said Swampscott seven days at
least before the time fixed in said notice for the laying out
of such way, (said notices having been left at said last and
usual place of abode, and having been posted on the twenty-
eighth day of August, A. D. 1894, and the time therein fixed
for said laying out being on the sixth day of September, A. D.
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1894,) and having given notice to all parties interested by
posting said three notices as aforesaid, and said way being
described in said notices as follows, to wit : as a way from
Highland street to a road leading to Redington street, as
shown on a plan and profile drawn by Fred H. Eastman,
dated August 24, 1894, and on file in the office of the Town
Clerk of said Town of Swampscott.
The Southerly line begins at a stone monument, marked
A on said plan, set in the division line of lands owned by S.
L. Breed and S. H. Green, on the Easterly side of Highland
street, and runs thence N. 78° 15' E. (magnetic) 232.3 feet,
to a stone monument marked B on said plan, and from thence
it deflects 0° 14' to the North and runs 98 feet to a stone
monument marked C on said plan, set in the Westerly side
of the road to Redington street. The Northerly line of this
location is fifty (50) feet distant. Northerly from the above
described Southerly line, and parallel therewith. All the land
lying between said Northerly and Southerly lines, is included
in this laying out ; and the time and place fixed in said notices
for the Selectmen and all persons interested to appear before
them being at the junction of said proposed Town way and
Highland street, on Thursday, September 6th, 1894, at two
o'clock in the afternoon, and at the office of the Selectmen, in
the Town Hall in said Swampscott, at four o'clock in the
afternoon on the same day, and having caused such notices to
be actually served and posted up as aforesaid in all respects
according to law by the Constable of the Town of Swamp-
scott, pursuant to such notice, met at said junction of said
proposed Town way and Highland street at the time in said
notice appointed, and at our office in said Town Hall, at
the time in said notice appointed therefor, and after hearing
any and all persons who desired to be heard, and duly con-
sidering the premises, and viewing the said way so to be laid
out as aforesaid, were and are of the opinion and hereby re-
port that in the opinion of said Selectmen the common con-
venience and necessity of the inhabitants of the Town of
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Swampscott require that a way should be laid out and main-
tained by said Swampscott, from Highland street to a road
leading to Redington street, as hereinbefore described, and
that at the office of said Selectmen at said time hereinbefore
mentioned, said Selectmen laid out said road as and where the
same is more fully hereinbefore described, and that said way
so laid out is more fully described on a plan and profile of the
same made by Fred H. Eastman, dated August 24th, 1894,
approved by said Selectmen, and filed in the office of the
Town Clerk, August 27th, 1894, and said plan and profile are
to be considered as a part of this record, and that the damages
to the estates, parts of which are taken for said way, are the
sum of nine hundred and ten dollars for land of Stephen L.
Breed, taken for laying out said way, which was awarded and
is reported as awarded to said Stephen L. Breed for said
damages, and four hundred dollars for land taken of said
Lizzie J. Delory for laying out said way was awarded, and is
reported as awarded, to said Lizzie J. Delory for said damages,
and said sums so awarded to said owners respectively are in
full for all land taken from, and damage occasioned to them
respectively and said respective estates by said taking and
laying out, and the estimate of the cost of the construction
of said way, and the payment of said land damages is four
thousand dollars, and said way so voted to be laid out by the
Town is hereby reported to the Town for the acceptance and
allowance of said laying out, and the acceptance and allow-
ance of this report, and when the same are so accepted and
allowed by vote of the Town, and this report recorded, said
way is to be known as a Town way.
This record has this day been filed by us in the office of
the Town Clerk.
H. CUSHING BULFINCH, ) Selectmen of
A. R. BUNTING, [ t/ie Tozvn
W. ERNEST STONE, ) of Swampscott,
Filed in the office of the Town Clerk.
A.ttest *
DANIEL P. STIMPSON, Asst. Tozvn Clerk.
Swampscott, Sept. 7, 1894.
50 [ Sept. IT,
A motion to lay on the table until the Selectmen have
time to present a proposition on the extension of King street
was made and withdrawn.
Moved to recommit to the Selectmen.
Voted. Art. 2. To indefinitely postpone the whole mat-
ter of Article 2.
Voted. Art. 3. To indefinitely postpone the matter of
Article 3.
Voted. Art. 4. That the matter of extending the Water
Main to the Phillips' Schoolhouse be left with the Board
of Selectmen with instructions to lay the water pipe through
the extension of King street or Redington court to the
Phillips' Schoolhouse.
Voted. To dissolve at 9.10 p. m.
Attest:
GEORGE T. TILL,
Towji Clerk.
STATE ELECTION, NOVEMBER 6, 1894.
TOWN WARRANT.
ESSEX, ss.
To eitJier of the Constables of the Toivn of Swampscott i7i said
County., Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are directed to notify the inhabitants of the Town of Swamp-
scott, (qualified to vote in Elections, to meet at the Town
Hall, in said Swampscott, on Tuesday, the Sixth day of
November next, it being the Tuesday next after the first
Monday of said November, at 6 o'clock in the forenoon, then
and there to bring in their votes to the Selectmen, on one
ballot, for
Representative to the 54th Congress, Sixth District.
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Governor, Lieutenant-Governor, Councillor for the Fifth
Essex District, Secretary, Treasurer, Auditor, Attorney-
General, Senator First Essex District.
Two Representatives in General Court for Seventeenth
Essex District.
County Commissioner
;
Register of Deeds, South District,
Essex
;
County Treasurer.
Also upon the following Article of Amendment to the
Constitution
:
Shall the proposed Amendment to the Constitution relative to
Commissioners of Insolvency be approved and ratified ?
The polls to be kept open until 4 o'clock, p. m.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting
attested copies thereof at the Town Hall, Depot, Post Office,
and three other .public and conspicuous places in the Town,
seven days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this warrant, with
your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and
place of meeting, as aforesaid.
Given under our hands, this Nineteenth day of October, in
the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
H. GUSHING BULFINCH, ) Se/ca7;ie7i
A. R. BUNTING, [ 0/
W. ERNEST STONE, ) Szmynpsco/L
RETURN ON WARRANT.
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me directed, I have
notified the inhabitants of the Town of Swampscott, qualified
as herein expressed, to meet at the time and place and for
the purpose herein mentioned, by posting up attested copies
of the within Warrant in eleven public and conspicuous places
in said Swampscott, on Saturday, the Twenty-seventh day of
October, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-
four.
JAMES WHEELER,
Constable of Szvainpscott.
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In pursuance of the foregoing Warrant, the voters of the
Town met in the Town Hall, on Tuesday, the Sixth day of
November, in the year one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-four, and were called to order at Six o'clock in the fore-
noon, by H. Gushing Bulfinch, Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen, and presiding Election Officer. The Town Clerk
then read the Warrant and the return thereon.
The package of ballots marked " first set of ballots. Town
of Swampscott," was then delivered to the presiding Election
Officer, who receipted therefor.
John B. Earp, (Rep.) and John W. Thurston, (Dem.) who
had been appointed Inspectors, were duly sworn as Ballot
Clerks, the ballots were delivered to them, the seal of the
package having been broken by the presiding Election Officer.
The cards of instruction, specimen ballots and amendment
posters were posted inside the railing and about the Hall in
accordance with the law.
The ballot box was opened and declared to be empty, the
register was ooo, the key was delivered to the Constable in
charge.
Voting commenced at 6.10 a. m., the polls were kept open
by vote of the meeting, until 4.30 p. m.
David W. Nisbett, (D.) Oscar F. Morris, (D.) Edward H.
Thomas, (D.) Milton D. Porter, (R.) Daniel F. Knowlton,
(R.) and Willard M. Hatch, (R.) who had been appointed
Tellers, were duly sworn to the faithful discharge of their
duties.
There were four hundred and ninety-six ballots cast, the
ballot box register was at 485, when the polls closed, it having
failed to register eleven times, both voting lists showed four
hundred and ninety-six checks.
At 6.10 I'. M. the following result was announced, viz:
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FOR GOVERNOR.
George H. Gary, of Lynn ...... 41
Frederic T. Greenhalge, of Lowell .... 353
Alfred W. Richardson, of Springfield ... 22
John E. Russell, of Leicester 71
David Taylor, of Boston* ...... 4
Blanks . • 5
FOR LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR.
Wilbert O. Dvvinell, of Danvers ..... 47
Moritz E. Ruther, of Holyoke ..... 3
Samuel B. Shapleigh, of Boston . . . . 31
Charles E. Stratton, of Boston . . . . . 68
Roger Wolcott, of Boston . . . . .
-339
Blanks 8
SECRETARY.
Charles A. DeCourcy, of Lawrence .... 60
Wilbert D. Farnham, Jr., of Somerville ... 22
Joseph F. Malloney, of Lynn ..... 3
William M. Olin, of Boston . . . .351
Isaac W. Skinner, of Brockton ..... 41
Blanks . . . 19
TREASURER.
Emil Auerbach, of Adams . . . . . . 2
John M. Fisher, of Attleborough .... 19
James S. Grinnell, of Greenfield .... 68
Martin W. Moran, of Boston 37
Henry M. Phillips, of Springfield .... 358
Blanks 12
• AUDITOR.
John W. Kimball, of Fitchburg 357
Maurice W. Landers, of Pittsfield .... 38
AVilbur M. Purrington, of Williamsburg . . . 17
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Charles N. Wentworth, of Lynn .... 5
Alfred C. Whitney, of Boston 63
Blanks ... ...... 16
ATTORNEY-GENERAL.
m
Frank M. Forbush, of Natick 17
Henry F. Hurlburt, of Lynn . . . ' . . 67
Hosea M. Knovvlton, of New Bedford .
-351
Frederick August Nagler, of West Springfield . ' . 2
James Sumner, of Milton ...... 40
Blanks 19
COUNCILLOR FIFTH DLSTRICT.
Benjamin H. Blaney, of Marblehead .... 47
Daniel B. Lord, of Salem ...... 65
B. Frank Southwick, of Peabody . . . - 350
Blanks . 34
SENATOR FIRST ESSEX DISTRICT.
Eugene A. Bessom, of Lynn . . . -351
William P. Conway, of Lynn ..... 41
Charles E. Wiley, of Lynn . . . . . 17
Louis Wolfson, of Lynn ...... 4
James Harvey Young, of Lynn .... 68
Blanks 15
REPRESENTATIVES IN GENERAL COURT—SEVENTEENTH ESSEX
DISTRICT.
Arthur J. Blood, of Lynn 25
James A. Elliott, of Lynn ..... 49
Edwin Keay, of Swampscott . . . . . 36
Joseph S. Moore, of Lynn ..... 46
George H. Newhall, of Lynn ..... 338
Fred E. Oelcher, of Lynn . . . . . 8
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E. W. Pinkham, of Lynn ...... 282
A. Justin Townsend, of Lynn ..... 5
Scattering ........ i
Blanks ......... 202
COUNTY COMMISSIONER ESSEX.
Edward B. Bishop, of Haverhill . . . . 340
Benjamin Potter, of Swampscott .... 69
Edward P. Wildes, of Georgetown . . . . 61
Blanks 26
COUNTY^ TREASURER ESSEX.
Francis H. Caskin, of Danvers .... 48
E. Kendall Jenkins, of Andover . . . -351
John C. Sanborn, of Lawrence ..... 66
Blanks . . . 31
REGISTER OF DEi:DS SOUTHERN ESSEX DISTRICT.
Charles S. Osgood, of Salem . . . . . 365
James B. VVoodfin, of Marblehead .... 61
Blanks 70
REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS—SIXTH DISTRICT.
William Cogswell, of Salem . . . . .361
Joseph K. Harris, of Haverhill ..... 46
Henry B. Little, of Newbiiryport .... 68
Blanks
,
.
21
FOR THE AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.
Shall the proposed amendment to the constitution relative to
Commissioner of Insolvency, be approved and ratified?
Yes, 134. No, 47. Blanks, 315.
Dissolved.
Attest
:
GEORGE T. TILL,
Toivn Clerk.
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SwAMPSCOTT, Mass., Nov. i6, 1894.
At a meeting of the several Clerks in Representative Dis-
trict Number Seventeen, held at City Clerk's office, Lynn,
at 12 M. this day, it was found that the candidates had re-
ceived votes as follows
:
George H. Newhall, of Lynn ..... 1896
E. W. Pinkham, of Lynn . .1661
James A. Elliott, of Lynn . . . 430
Joseph S. Moore, of Lynn . . . 386
Arthur J. Blood, of Lynn ...... 202
A. Justin Townsend, of Lynn ... 136
Edwin Keay, of Swampscott . . .136
Fred E. Oelcher, of Lynn ...... 98
George H. Newhall and E. W. Pinkham both of Lynn,
having received the largest number of votes were declared
elected Representatives of this District to the General Court
for the ensuing year. Certificates of election were prepared.
Attest:
GEORGE T. TILL,
Toivn Clerk.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, DECEMBER 5, 1894.
TOWN WARRANT.
ESSEX ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Swampscott,
in said County, Greeting :
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you
are hereby directed to notify the inhabitants of the Town of
Swampscott, qualified to vote in Elections, and in Town
affairs, to meet at the Town Hall in said Swampscott, on
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Wednesday, the Fifth day of December, 1894, at Seven and
One-Half o'clock in the evening, then and there to act on the
Article i. To choose a Moderator to preside at said
meeting.
Art. 2. To see if the Town will make an additional ap-
propriation of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) for the School
Board to enable them to open and maintain a Primary School
at Redington street, agreeable to the petition of Robert B.
Wardwell and others.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by post-
ing attested copies thereof at the Town Hall, Depot,
Post Office, and three other public and conspicuous places in
the Town, seven days at least before the time of holding said
meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this Warrant, with
your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the time and place
of meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hands, this Twenty-sixth day of November,
in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four.
Pursuant to the within Warrant to me directed -I have
notified the inhabitants of the Town of Swampscott, qualified
as herein expressed to meet at the time and place and for
the purpose herein mentioned by posting up attested copies
of said Warrant in eleven public and conspicuous places in
said Swampscott, on Tuesday, the Twenty-seventh day of
November, in the year one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-four.
following Articles, viz
:
H. GUSHING BULFINCH,
AARON R. BUNTING,
W ERNEST STONE.
RETURN ON WARRANT.
JAMES WHEELER,
Constable of Swampscott.
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In accordance with the foregoing Warrant the voters of
the Town assembled at the Town Hall on Wednesday even-
ing, December 5th, 1894.
The meeting was called to order at 7.30 o'clock by the
Town Clerk, the Warrant and the return thereon was read.
Charles T. Jackson was chosen Moderator, he receiving
the whole number of ballots cast, thirty-two (32) in number,
and was sworn to the faithful performance of the duties by
the Town Clerk.
Voted. Article 2. Whereas^ 230 families of the 800 in
our town reside within the proper bounds of the Redington
street School District,
And Whereas^ within said district are found a sufficient
number of scholars of the primary grades to form a school.
A?id Whei'eas, for nearly a century this right of the com-
munity has been unquestioned.
And Whereas^ the principal reason advanced for discon-
tinuing said school was lack, of funds.
Therefore^ be it enacted that the sum of five hundred {^500)
be appropriated to open and maintain an ungraded Primary
School in the Redington street School Building.
Voted. To dissolve at 8.55 p. m.
GEORGE T. TILL,
Tozvn Clerk.
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TOWN CLERK'S STATISTICS.
I'.IRTHS RECORDED.
Males, 31; Females, 36; Total, 67.
In January, 4; February, 3 ; March, 8; April, 3 ; May, 3;
June, 10; July, 5; August, 8; September, 9; October, 3;
November, 4; December, 7.
Nativity of Fathers.—Massachusetts, 34; Nova Scotia, 7;
Unknown, 6 ; Ireland and Maine, 3 each ; England, Switzer-
land and New Hampshire, 2 each
;
Vermont, New York,
Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, New Foundland, Prince Edward
Island, Italy and France, i each.
Nativity of Mothers. — Massachusetts, 26 ; Ireland, 9
;
Maine, 6; Nova Scotia, 4; New Brunswick and Unknown, 3
each ; Prince Edward Island, Canada, Pennslyvania, New
Hampshire, 2 each
;
Vermont, New York, New Foundland,
England, Scotland, Germany, Italy and Switzerland, i each.
Fathers born in Swampscott, 1 1
;
mothers, 7.
MARRIAGES RECORDED, 28.
In January, 4 ; February, i ; March, i ; April i ; May, i ;
June, 3 ; July, 4 ; August, 2 ; September, 2 ; October, 3 ;
November, 3 ; December, 3.
Nativity of Grooms.—Massachusetts, 16; Maine, Illinois,
Nova Scotia, 2 each ; New Hampshire, New York, Maryland,
Western Islands, Prince Edward Island, Ireland, i each.
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Nativity of Brides.—Massachusetts, 17; Nova Scotia, 3;
Prince Edward Island, 2 ; New Hampshire, Maine, Rhode
Island, Missouri, Long Island, Ireland, i each.
Occupation of Grooms.—Foreman, 3 ; Clerk, Tinsmith,
Fisherman, 2 each, Salesman, Broker, Police Officer, Store-
keeper, Shoe Manufacturer, Laborer, Shoe Cutter, Cook,
Clergyman, Iron Worker, Manufacturing Chemist, Carpen-
ter, Shoe Worker, Sole Cutter, Motorman, Farmer, Black-
smith, Box Manufacturer, Machinist, i each.
DEATHS RECORDED.
Males, 26
;
Females, 28
;
Total, 54.
In January, 7 ; February, 3 ; March, 7 ; April 3 ; May, 3 ;
June, 4 ; July, 4 ; August, 9 ; September, 4; October, 4:
November, 5; December, i.
Under 5 years, 15 ; 10 to 20, i ; 20 to 30, 3 ; 30 to 40, 3 ;
40 to 50, 4 ; 50 to 60, 6 ; 60 to 70, 10 ; 70 to 80, 6 ; 80 to
90, 6.
Causes.—Consumption, Heart Disease, 7 each; Cancer, 4;
Old Age, Pneumonia, Brain Disease, Apoplexy, Meningitis,
3 each ; Still Born, Cholera Infantum, Exhaustion, Railroad
Accident, Entero Colitis, 2 each
;
Paresis, Senility, Paralysis,
Suicide, Dropsy, Indigestion, Cystitis, Hydrocephalus, Rheu-
matism, Debility, Suffocation, i each.
Seventy years of age and over.—David Atkins, 74 yrs.,
I mo., 19 dys.. Old Age; Emily F. Bartlett, 76 yrs., 9 mos..
Old Age and Paralysis; James W. Converse, 86 yrs., 7 mos.,
15 dys., Senility; Hale Evans, 75 yrs., Heart Disease; Mary
E. Fairbanks, 84 yrs., 16 dys., Dropsy; Philip Fox, 86 yrs.,
Z mos., 17 dys.. Cancer; Mary Haley, 87 yrs.. Old Age;
George S. Hall, 79 yrs., 10 dys., Paralysis; Olive L. Horton,
72 yrs., 5 mos., lO dys.. Rheumatism; Caroline L. Pitman,
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82 yrs. 9 mos., 24 dys., Brain Disease; Martha A. Phillips,
80 yrs., 7 mos., Heart Disease ; Harriet Stone, 76 yrs., 3 mos.,
14 dys., Heart Disease.
DOGS LICENSED.
Males, 133; Females, 15; Total, 148.
GEO. T. TILL,
Town Clerk,
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LIST OF JURORS.
Prepared and posted by the Selectmen, for the consideration
of the Town at the Annual Meeting, March i8th, 1895.
ALBR^E, JOHN, JR.
ANDREWS, ISAAC H.
ASHTON, HERMAN F.
BAIN, WELLSLEY
BAILEY, SIDNEY E.
BECKETT, DANIEL C.
BESSOM, JAMES H.
CAHOON, LEWIS F.
CANN, JOHN W.
COLLINS, WILLIAM H.
EARP, WILLIAM G.
FARRINGTON, CHAS.
GALEUCIA, NATHAN'L
GARDNER, PELEG
GILLEY, RICHARD G.
HALEY, MICHAEL
HAMILTON, GEORGE F.
HASKELL, CHARLES A.
HATCH, WILLARD M.
HEATH, GEORGE A.
IVERSON, WILLIAM J.
JACKSON, CHARLES T.
KEHOE, JAMES W.
LAMPARD, GEORGE
MARTIN, EBEN S.
MELZARD, GEORGE T.
MERRITT, JOHN R.
MORRIS, OSCAR F.
MOTT, JAMES A.
NILS, MARTIN
NISBETT, JAMES E. O.
PARKER, SAMUEL R.
PEARSON, SYDNEY N.
PETTINGELL, LUTHER D.
RICH, BENJAMIN F.
ROGERS, WILLIAM H.
SEGER, WILLIAM
TENNEY, WILLIAM N.
THURSTON, FRANK D.
ULMAN, ISAAC A.
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REPORT OF THE SELECTMEN.
Fellow Citizens and Taxpayers:—
Your Board of Selectmen beg to submit for your consider-
ation the following report for the fiscal year ending February
28, 1895.
Appropriations.—^After consultation with the different
departments, and in accordance with Article 2 part of Section
3 of our By-Laws, we recommend the following detailed esti-
mates of the amounts of money which will be required for
the current financial year:
Selectmen's Department .... ^4,500 00
Highway Department ..... 4,S'oo 00
School Department
. . ... . 14,000 00
Health Department . . . . . 1,500 00
Poor Department ...... 2,500 00
Fire Department ...... 4,500 00
Police Department ...... 2,600 00
Sidewalks
. . . .... 1,000 00
Concrete and Curbstones • . . . . 500 00
Cemetery Department ..... 500 00
Town Hall (and receipts) . . '. . 400 00
Library (dog tax and receipts) . . . 400 00
Memorial Day ...... 100 00
Catch Basins and Paved Gutters . . . 400 00
Care Monument Lot . . . . . 25 00
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Water Rates ....... 600 00
Soldiers' and Sailors' Aid .... 400 00
Interest and Discount ..... 3,000 00
State Tax, (estimated) ..... 4,500 00
County Tax, (estimated) ..... 5,500 00
The Abolition of Grx\ue Crossing on Burrill Street.
With the exception of a few minor matters, we can announce
with pleasure the completion of this long looked for im-
provement.
At the -beginning of the year it was hardly known what
portion of the work was to be done by the Town, hence our
inability to recommend a consistent appropriation. Accord-
ing to the decree of the superior court however, the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts was to pay twenty-five (25) per cen-
tum ; the Town of Swampscott ten (10) per centum ; and the
Boston & Maine R. R. Co., sixty-five (65) per centum of the
whole cost actually incurred in such alterations. The Town
had for its part of the work, the furnishing of the labor and
material necessary for the construction of a ten-inch drain
with suitable man-holes from the catch basins to King's brook
850 feet distant ; the paving of the gutter three feet wide on
both 'sides of Burrill street, with granite blocks; and the
macadamizing of the road-beds which were left from one to
two feet below grade. All other labor and material being
furnished by the Boston & Maine Railroad Co. To carry on
this work as well as many other incidentals that constantly
suggested themselves, necessitated an expenditure much
larger than was appropriated, and in fact much more than the
Town's proportional part of the expenses will be. At this
writing, the bills for the different parts of the work have not
been audited, but we are led to believe that the whole cost of
the improvement will not exceed thirty thousand dollars
(^30,000) in which event the Town will be reimbursed all
over three thousand dollars (;^3,ooo) it has expended. In
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other words all over ten (lo) per centum of whatever the
whole cost may be.
Cemetery.—In accordance with the vote passed at our
last Annual Town Meeting, instructing the Selectmen to
make investigations toward procuring a suitable location for
a cemetery, we would report that some difficulty was experi-
enced in finding land that was suitable for this purpose.
Among those which we can mention as best adapted is a
parcel of about nine (9) acres situated on the easterly side of
Salem street and owned by the John Phillips' heirs; another
parcel of about eight (8) acres on the westerly side of said
street and owned by Mr. W. F. Lewis. Both of these lots are
conveniently located, well tilled and drained, and at a small
expense could be laid out and beautified as a cemetery.
The price asked for both of these lots is five hundred dol-
lars per acre, which we consider rather exorbitant and would
recommend that this matter be again referred to a committee
for further investigation.
At the beginning of the year we recommended the removal
of the old tool house to the rear part of the cemetery and the
building on thereto, an addition suitable for a waiting-room
for the owners of lots. On looking more fully into the mat-
ter we found the avenues were not of sufficient width to
admit of said removal without destroying some of the orna-
mental trees and a probable damage to the adjacent lots.
This we considered imprudent and upon consultation with
the Superintendent decided it would be fully as convenient
in its present location, which proved to be part of the public
reservation, and with some improvement that would harmon-
ize with the surroundings, be made an ornament to the
cemetery. With this end in view we had the old building
enlarged sufficiently with a hip-roof, to provide a waiting-room
as mentioned above and forming on three sides spacious
covered verandas inclosed by balustrades and turned posts.
Water pipes have also been extended from the street main to
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a central location, all of which must serve as great conven-
iences to lot owners.
Essex Street Ledge.—The projecting ledge on Essex
street nearly opposite Burrill street, which has long been a
menace to public travel, has been removed at a small expense,
by vote of the Town at its last annual meeting. This
admitted of the extension of the sidewalk from the school-
house to the corner of Cherry street, and provided sufficient
room for a roadway between the railroad tracks and the side-
walks. Thus removing great liability of accident.
Highways.—Humphrey street is one of our most traveled
thoroughfares, and is at present in bad condition in the cen-
tral portion of the Town. Experiences in other cities has
demonstrated the fact that a properly macadamized road-bed
is much cheaper to maintain than a graveled one, and with
our well equipped stone-crusher would be. more economical.
We therefore recommend that a certain amount of this work
be done each year, and that Humphrey street from the hay-
'* scales to the monument be thoroughly macadamized the com-
ing year, and that the sum of fifteen hundred (^1,500) dol-
lars be appropriated for the same.
Petitions.—During the year we received a petition nu-
merously signed, praying for the laying out of a Town way
from Highland street to Greenwood court, across the Breed
and DeLory lots.
We also had in our possession a petition which was referred
over from the preceding year for the extension of King
street to said Greenwood court. We submitted both . peti-
tions to the same careful consideration, employing compe-
tent engineers to survey and make plans and profiles of both
ways with estimated costs thereof.
As the laying of water pipes to the new schoolhouse was
an important factor in the case, its cost had to be taken into
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consideration with other things. Suffice it to say, however,
that the fifty (50) foot street through the Breed and DeLory
lots proved to be not only the better but the cheaper of the
two ways, which from a sense of duty of course, we recom-
mended and reported upon favorably. But at a Special Town
Meeting held September 17th, 1894, action on said report
was indefinitely postponed. Later, we again received peti-
tions for both ways.
While we feel that there should be a suitable and easy ave-
nue of approach to our new schoolhouse, and inasmuch as
your Board of Selectmen had previously acted, as it supposed,
wisely and fairly in the matter, they can but feel that only
one of two things remain for them to do, either to extend
King street at its much larger expense, which would surely
be entailed, provided it be laid out straight, with a suitable
grade, and at least forty feet wid'e, which seems to be the ex-
pression of the majority of our citizens; or to refer the mat-
for the adjudication of their successors in office. Bearing in
mind the fact that the Town during the past year has been
engaged in two large improvements involving a large finan-
cial outlay, and inasmuch as the water pipes to the new
schoolhouse have been constructed at the expense of the
Marblehead Water Co., we feel it our official duty to adopt
the latter.
Town Hall Repairs.—For the past few years that por-
tion of the tower above the main roof has been a source of
annoyance and expense, caused by the water penetrating
through and running down upon the clock and fire-alarm
machinery in the room below. A thorough examination was
made and the cause was found to exist largely at the bell-deck,
where its space was nearly covered by the frame-work sup-
porting the bell and fire-alarm machinery. As patching had
been thoroughly tried, with no good result, it was decided to
remove the bell, frame and other machinery for convenience
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in working, strip off the tin, add a new and well crowned
deck which has been covered with heavy roofing copper.
Other necessary repairs to complete the work were rnade.
The room below the deck has been improved by placing a
good-sized window in the west wall. This room contains the
clock and fire-alarm apparatus and is much used. Previous
to the improvement it has been without light or ventilation.:
The main entrance to the hall has been improved by adding
more light and the construction of the much needed vestibule
doors. The expenditures in this department are in excess of
the appropriation, but the work was considered imperative.
Salem Street Sidewalk.—With an appropriation of five
hundred dollars ($500) and a large accumulation of coarse
material at the gravel-pit,' we were enabled to extend one of
the culverts and construct a sidewalk nearly the whole length
of the easterly side, also remove the brush and do considerable
filling on the westerly side. As the idea of the Town was to
do a portion of the work each year, we recommend that the
sum of three hundred dollars be appropriated to continue the
work.
Street Crossings.— In compliance with a vote of the
Town, granite crossings have been laid as follows :
Across Humphrey street, near land of Wm. R. Blaney
;
across Pine street, at its junction with Railroad avenue
;
across Humphrey street, near the store of S. J. Pettingell
across Columbia street, from depot entrance ; across Thomas
road, at its junction with Burrill street ; across Burrill street,
from New Ocean to Paradise ; across Paradise road, at its
junction with Burrill street. We have also replaced the con-
crete crossing, which was nearly obliterated, in front of the
Town Hall, with one of granite.
Public Parks.—We call special attention to the report of
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the Board of Park Commissioners, with which we are in
sympathy.
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. BULFINCH, ) Board
A. R. BUNTING, [ of
W. ERNEST STONE, ) Selectmen.
SwAMPSCOTT, Feb. 1 8, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE PARK COHMISSIONERS.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
The establishment by our Town of the Board of Park
Commissioners was a step forward into the line of the pro-
gressive towns of the Cornmonwealth. This was done by
the acceptance of the Park Act, at the March meeting, in
1893. [For a copy of this act, see appendix to this report.]
In 1894 this first Board of Commissioners were elected. At
once upon organization, (March 26), we took steps to put our-
selves in close relations with our townspeople, feeling that the
success of our work was dependent upon the co-operation of
ajl classes and interests among us. To this end we sent
out several hundred copies of the following letter
:
Dear Si?-
:
—The undersigned, having been chosen Park Commissioners of the
Town of Swampscott, desire to enlist their fellow-townsmen, and all other per-
sons interested in the work of securing such Parks and Driveways as are needed
to beautify our Town. You could contribute to this end in various ways:
I. As a Board, we should prize suggestions from you as to desirable sites,
either for Parks or Driveways.
II. Again you could materially assist by placing, or inducing some friend to
place, in the hands of the Town, plats of ground, which you may control; some-
thing of little value perhaps to the owners, but which might be made of much
value to the public.
III. Once more, any gift of money, large or small, which your generosity
may prompt you to entrust to us, would be carefully used for securing or
beautifying places of public resort.
Any communications with regard to this work may be addressed to The Park
Commissioners, Swampscott, Mass.
Very respectfully yours,
GEORGE A. JACKSON, )
BENJAMIN POTTER, > Park Commissioners.
ROBT. B. WARDWELL, )
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APPEAL TO THE METROPOLITAN PARK COMMISSION.
Meantime, even before we had been elected, there had been
a vigorous movement in favor of a park in Swampscott. In
1893, the State had constituted the Board of Metropolitan
Park Commissioners. This body was endowed with remark-
able powers and had received an appropriation of a million
dollars for carrying out its plans. Accordingly two hundred
and fifty of our townspeople, knowing that we were liable to
be taxed for a portion of this money, had petitioned the said
Commissioners to lay a park upon and inland from King's
Beach. This movement your board at once endorsed officially,
and made earnest and repeated efforts to secure the help of
the Metropolitan Board. Finally, on July 26, the members
of the Commission, accompanied by their consulting engineer,
Mr. Charles Eliot, came to Swampscott and were shown the
possibilities of our shore for public uses by our Selectmen
and local commissioners. They expressed themselves as
highly pleased, and strongly advised an attempt to secure
both of the beaches and a driveway along the edge of Black
Will's Cliff. Such expressions, and subsequent interviews
with individual members of the Commission, emboldened us
to hope for substantial aid from them. In that hope we de-
layed aggressive steps of our own perhaps too long, for finally
we were informed that their money was exhausted and that
for the present they could not help us. Our park, it was re-
cognized, would be of value to the Metropolitan District. In
the future, when the Commission had money, it was intirfiated
that we might be aided, but that, meantime, we ought to be
helping ourselves.
OUR FIRST WANT, THE BEACHES.
But while thus acting for so long a time the part of un-
successful suitors, your Board were not idle. They had been
studying the natural features of our shore and highlands, and
of the wooded waste above Upper Swampscott, and had be-
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come convinced that a system of parks and boulevards may
yet be developed which will make ours one of the most
attractive towns in the State.
These things however, are in the future.
What we want firsts and as quickly as may be, is the
/possession by the public of our beautiful beaches. These are
Swampscott's. They are our joy, our pride. And they should
be made accessible, at high as well as at low tide, to
every one of our citizens. Further, there should no longer
exist in the minds of our fishermen that haunting fear, which
most of them feel, lest the encroachments of private owners
shall in a few years cut them off from their privileges and
their livelihood.
And it may be added that there are sixty odd million of
people in our country that would like to visit the sea at this
delightful point, if we would make them welcome, and render
their stay agreeable. A condition it should be noted, which
can only be met by concerted and authoritative action on the
part of our citizens. Individual action will not avail.
THE INTERESTS INVOLVED.
Accordingly it has been our chief effort to ascertain the
present status of the beach property; the kind and value of
business interests there represented: the effect which the
acquisition of the beaches would have upon those interests,
as well as upon the general interests of the Town; and the
feeling of our townspeople towards our project.
As to the status of the beach property, it is sufficient now
to say that we have thoroughly informed ourselves. The
business interests directly connected with the shore, are fish-
ing, boating and bathing. Fishing which fifty years ago made
the Town, is now of less importance ; but still it is carried on
by a highly respected portion of our citizens. In acquiring
the beaches, these men should be considered and provided
for, first of all. This, not only for their own sakes, but also
for the picturesqueness which their calling adds to our shore.
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Next, yachting and pleasure boating is a source of income to
not a few. Whatever is done should be made to foster this
interest. Bathing is a source of some profit, mainjy at the
upper beach. Of course provision should be made for the
supply of bathers' wants.
Finally we have considered the probable effect of park-
bordered beaches upon the largest business interest of the
Town, our summer hotels and boarding houses, and our
cottages rented to summer visitors. Our opinion is that the
additional influx of money to the Town from this source alone
would speedily overbalance the cost of the proposed improve-
ments. Our views upon these topics have been matured
after much consultation with our fishermen, our property
holders, and our summer entertainers, and after a public hear-
ing at the Town Hall.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE TOWN.
We therefore deem ourselves justified in recommending to
the Town the following action :
To take immediate steps to acquire Blaney's Beach, from
Edwin Farnham's line to John Stanley's line, and the whole
of King's Beach to the Lynn line ; a requisite portion of
Blaney's Beach to be devoted to, and guaranteed forever as
a fisherman's landing, and to be provided with suitable fish
houses owned by the public ; the remaining portion to be used
for a park. For this purpose we recommend that the Town
appropriate thirty thousand dollars, not to be used or borrowed
until the Metropolitan Park Commissioners have appropriated,
or public spirited persons have paid to the Town fifteen
thousand dollars for park purposes in Swampscott ; the time
for such appropriation or payment being limited to six months
from the dissolution of the town meeting.
As to the recommendation for a fisherman's landing, it
may be said that fishermen already have especial rights along
the whole shore ; they do not need any particular spot guaran-
teed to them. Their own reply to this is that if they have
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such rights, they have not yet found it out ; there is nothing
in the public statutes to assure them, and recent events have
dissipated all trust in their old tradition to that effect. At
all events, they would much rather have some legal title to a
convenient landing place than have a vague and baseless
theory of right along the whole shore.
The cost involved in acquiring this territory, though it
seems to us a considerable sum, is now slight compared with
what it may be a few years hence. We have secured options
for six months on a large part of the property at equitable
terms. It may also be said that if the Town acquires the
upper beach before further changes, there is good reason to
believe that the low land opposite will be purchased by private
parties and presented to the Town, thus giving us an ample
park with perhaps a skating pond.
V^HAT OTHER TOV^NS AND WATERING PLACES DO.
Other towns are awakening to such needs as these. Win-
chester, with a valuation very -near our own, appropriated last
year ^50,000.00 for park purposes. From a money point of
view, we ought to be far more eager than Winchester to
establish attractive parks, for they cannot see any prospective
financial return. Swampscott as a watering-place can antic-
ipate speedy re-payment. We should learn wisdom from
the great watering-places of the Old World. There they have
spent fabulous sums in beautifying their resorts; and now
they are reaping returns from the whole world.
We conclude then, that first of all our fishermen ; then all
persons interested in our summer traffic ; then all property
owners ; then every citizen interested to have his family and
friends enjoy the sea which the Almighty has spread before
us to be enjoyed by all, should see to it that the Town ac-
quires the beaches this year.
GEORGE A. JACKSON, )
BENJAMIN POTTER, \ Park Covimissioiiers,
ROBERT B. WARDWELL, )
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APPENDIX.
Of the Laying-out of Public Parks by Towns and Cities.
Acts of 1882, Chapter 154, as amended by Chapter 240
OF THE Acts of 1890.
Section i. Any town in this Commonwealth which accepts the provisions
of this act in the manner hereinafter prescribed may, at a legal meeting called
for the purpose, elect three competent persons who shall constitute a Board of
Park Commissioners for such town, and may prescribe their terms of office;
and the Mayor of any city which in such manner accepts said provisions may,
with the approval of the City Council, as soon as may be after such acceptance,
appoint five competent persons who shall constitute a Board of Park Commis-
sioners for such city, and who shall hold their offices until the expiration of
terms of one, two, three, four and five years respectively, from the first Mon-
day in May next following such appointment; and the Mayor shall, before the
first Monday in May in each year thereafter, with like approval, appoint one
such commissioner to continue in office for five years from the expiration of
the term of the commissioner then next outgoing. No person shall be such
commissioner who is at the same time a Selectman or Treasurer or Clerk of
such town, or a member of the City Council, Clerk or Taeasurer of such city;
and any such commissioner may be removed by a vote of two-thirds of the
legal voters of such town, at a legal town meeting called for the purpose, or
by a concurrent vote of two-thirds of the whole of each branch of such City
Council.
Sect. 2. Any vacancy occurring in such board shall be filled for the residue
of the term of the commissioner whose place is to be filled in the manner in
which such commissioner was originally appointed. Such commissioners shall
serve without compensation.
Sect. 3. Such Board of Park Commissioners shall have power to locate
within the limits of their respective towns or cities a public park or parks, and
for that purpose from time to time to take in fee by purchase, gift, devise, or
otherwise, any and all such lands as they may deem desirable therefor, or to take
bonds for the conveyance thereof to their respective towns or cities; to lay out
and improve any such park or parks; to make rules for the use and govern-
ment thereof, and for breaches of such rules to affix penalties not exceeding
twenty dollars ($20) for one offence, to be imposed by any court of competent
jurisdiction; to appoint all necessary engineers, surveyors, clerks and other
officers, including a police force to act in such parks; to define the powers and
duties of such officers and fix the amount of their compensation; and generally
to do all acts needful for the proper execution of the powers and duties
granted to or imposed upon such town or city or upon such boards by this act;
provided, however, that no land shall be taken, or any other thing involving an
expenditure of money be done under this act, until an appropriation sufficient
to cover the estimated expense thereof shall in the town have been made by a
vote of two thirds of the legal voters present, and voting in a legal town meet-
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ing called for^the purpose, or in a city by a vote of two-thirds of each branch
of the City Council; and such expenditures shall in no case exceed the appro-
priations made therefor, and all contracts made for expenditures beyond the
amount of such appropriations shall be void; p7-ovidcd^ further, that in a town
no taking of land otherwise than by purchase shall be valid unless such taking
is reported to the town, filed, accepted and allowed, as provided by section
seventy-one of chapter forty-nine of the Public Statutes in the case of laying
out town ways.
Sect. 4. Such board shall, within sixty days after the taking of any land
under this act, file, and cause to be recorded in the registry of deeds for the
county or district in which any land so taken is situated a description thereof
sufficiently accurate for identifying the same.
Sect. 5. Such boards shall respectively estimate and determine all damages
sustained by any person by the taking of land or by other acts of such boards
in the execution of the powers vested in them respectively by this act; but a
person aggrieved by any such determination of the board may have his
damages assessed by a jury of the Superior Court in the same manner as is
provided by law with respect to damages sustained by reason of the laying out
of ways. If, upon trial, damages are increased beyond the award, the party in
whose favor the award was made shall recover his costs : otherwise he shall
pay costs; and costs shall be taxed as in civil cases.
Sect. 6. The fee of any land taken or purchased by such boards in any
town or city for a park under this act shall vest in the town or city in which
such park is laid out: and such town or city shall be liable to pay all damages
assessed or determined, as provided in the preceding section, and all other
costs and expenses incurred by its Board of Park Commissioners in the execu-
tion of the powers vested in such board by this act. Any town or city shall
also be authorized to take and hold in trust, or otherwise, any devise, grant,
gift or bequest that may be made for the purpose of laying out, improving, or
ornamenting any park or parks therein.
Sect. 7. The Boards of Park Commissioners, in their respective towns and
cities, shall have the same authority to determine the value of, and assess upon
real estate the amount of betterments accruing to said real estate by the
locating and laying out of a park or parks under this act that is conferred by
chapter fifty-one of the Public Statutes upon boards of city or town officers
authorized to lay out streets or ways; and the provisions of the first eight sec-
tions of said chapter relating to ways shall apply to such assessments by
Boards of Park Commissoners in respect to the location and laying out of parks
as aforesaid; provided, ho^vroer, that no assessment shall be laid upon any real
estate except such as abuts upon the park from the laying out of which the
betterment accrues, or upon a street or way bounded by such park.
.Sect. S. Any town or city in which a public park is laid out under this act
may raise, appropriate, and expend such sums of money as may be deemed
best for the purchase and improvement of such park or parks, subject to the
laws of this Commonwealth limiting municipal indebtedness.
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Sect. 9. For the purpose of defraying the expenses incurred under the
provisions of this act, the City Council of any city shall have authority to issue
from time to time, and to an amount not exceeding the sum actually expended
for the purpose or taking of lands for a park or parks, bonds or certificates of
debt, to be nominated on the face thereof the" Public Park Loan," and to bear
nterest at such rates and to be payable at such times as said City Council
may determine. For the redemption of such loan such City Council shall
establish a sinking fund sufficient, with the accumulating interest, to provide
for the payment of such loan at maturity. All amounts received for better-
ments shall be paid into such sinking fund until such fund shall amount to a
sum sufficient with its accumulation to pay at maturity the bonds for the
security of which the fund was established.
Sect. 10. All lands taken or held under this act shall be forever kept open
and maintained as a public park or parks. No building covering more than
six hundred square feet shall be placed or allowed to remain on any such
park; and no street or way, and no steam or horse railroad, shall be laid out
over any portion of a park located under j;his act, except at such places and in
such manner as the Board of Park Commissioners shall approve.
Sect. ir. No military encampment, parade, drill, reviewer other military
evolution or exercise" shall be held or performed on any park laid out as afore-
said except with the consent of such board; nor shall any military body, with-
out such consent, enter or move in military order within such park, except in
case of riot, insurrection, rebellion or war.
Sect. 12. All such Boards of Park Commissioners shall make reports of
their respective doings, including detailed statements of all receipts, expendi-
tures and liabilities for the preceding year; such reports to be made in towns
at the annual town meetings, and at such other times as the town may direct,
and in cities to the City Council annually in the month of December.
Sect. [3. This act shall not take full effect in any town or city unless
accepted by a majority of the legal voters of such town or city present and
voting thereon by ballot and using the check list at a meeting or meetings,
notice whereof has been duly given at least seven days beforehand. Said bal-
lots shall be "yes " or "no" in answer to the question, " Shall an act passed
by the Legislature of the Commonwealth in the year eighteen hundred and
eighty-two, entitled, 'An act authorizing towns and cities to lay out public
parks within their limits,' be accepted In a town such meeting shall be
called and notified in the manner in which meetings for the election of town
officers are called and notified; and in a city meetings to act thereon shall be
held at one time in the usual voting places of the city, and on such days as
shall be designated by the Board of Aldermen at any regular meeting, '^nd
shall be called and notified by the Board of Aldermen in the manner in which
meetings for the election of municipal officers are called and notified. The
ballots cast shall be assorted, counted and public declaration made thereof in
open town or ward meeting, as the case may be, and the number of ballots
respectively cast shall be registered in the town or ward records, as the case
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may be. The Clerk of each ward in a city shall, within forty-eight hours of
the close of the polls, make return to the Board of Aldermen of the number of
ballots cast in his ward in favor of the acceptance of this act and of the num-
ber cast against its acceptance. The Selectmen and Town Clerk of a town,
and the Board of Aldermen of a city, in which such meeting or meetings are
held, shall certify, as soon as may be thereafter, to the Secretary of the Com-
monwealth the whole number of ballots cast in favor of the acceptance of this
act, and of the whole number cast against its acceptance, and, if it shall appear
that a majority of the ballots have been cast in favor of acceptance, the said
Secretary shall immediately issue and publish his certificate declaring this act
to have been duly accepted by such town or city.
Sect. 14. No second meeting for the purpose of voting upon the question
of accepting this act shall be called within twelve months from the first, unless
the first meeting shall have failed ^through illegality or irregularity in the pro-
ceedings.
SwAMPSCOTT, Feb. 25, 1895.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FUTURE
WATER SUPPLY.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
The committee appointed at the last annual meeting to
look into the matter of a future water supply for the Town,
most respectfully submit the following report : The com-
mittee organized with E, F. Small as chairman, and A. C.
Widger as clerk, four regular meetings and one public hear-
ing have been held during the year. We have carefully con-
sidered the relation of the Town with the Marblehead Water
Co., and its bearings on a future water supply, and while
the conditions seem somewhat complicated, your committee
believe the Town has rights, which, when the time comes for
assertion, will be fully manifest.
The contract made by the Town with this Company to
supply the Town with water for ten years, expires Oct. ist,
1897. While it may seem rather premature in bringing this
question before the Town at this seemingly early stage, yet
your committee feel that the interest of the Town can be
better conserved by taking ample time for a careful and delib-
erate consideration of the matter, rather than waiting a later
period, when some hasty action entirely at variance with the
best judgment and interest of the Town, might become
necessary.
The Metropolitan system of water supply, now before
the State Legislature for enactment, presents itself to the
Town for careful consideration. The opinion expressed at
the hearing held in the Town Hall, Saturday evening, Feb.
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i6th, at which were assembled a large number of leading
citizens, seemed to indicate a universal demand for softer
water, and a greater supply than we now have, and a growing
sentiment that the Town should sooner or later own and
control its water supply.
While in the absence of an appropriation, your Committee
have been unable to conduct any practical experiments, yet
they are unaminous in their opinion, that an abundance of
pure, soft water can be obtained within, or near the limits of
the Town, sufficient to meet the present prospective demands.
We would recommend that an appropriation be made tt)
enable the committee to still further consider and investigate
the subject of a future supply.
ELDRIDGE F. SMALL,
ARTHUR C. WIDGER,
MILTON D. PORTER,
PELEG GARDNER,
Committee
on
Water Supply.
MARTIN E. NIES,
SwAMPSCOTT, Feb. 21, 1895.
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REPORT OF SEWERAGE COMMITTEE.
MINORITY REPORT.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott:
As a member of the Sewerage Committee, I deem it my
duty to make a report. There has not been a meeting called
by the committee during the year past. I do not know the
reason why.
I think the sewerage question one of vital importance to
the future growth of the Town, and one which should be care-
fully considered, and all of the expense counted at the be-
ginning ; so as to know just how much the Town will be called
upon to pay.
The question is asked me often Where is your sewer .f^"
This subject must soon come before the Town for action.
The question arises where shall we empty our sewerage for
that section of the Town lying west and north-west of Reding-
ton street. I should answer, Stacey's Brook.
The sewerage of the eastern portion of Lynn will be obliged
to come to the same place. The sewer at Herrick's factory
indicates that the bed of Stacey's Brook will be the outfall of
the present sewer. When this sewer is full it overflows and
runs down that way now.
My plan is as follows : Commencing at a point on New
Ocean street and run a large sewer pipe through New Ocean
street to Burrill street, branching off at Pine street, then take
in Pine street, Boynton street and Railroad avenue ; then run
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a pipe up Burrill street to Essex street ; then take in Essex
street, Columbia street, Beach avenue, Cherry street, Hill-
side avenue, Elliot street, Crescent street, Roy and Jessie
streets ; from New Ocean street branch off into Paradise
road
;
lay a pipe for the Stetson Land Co. and a portion of
the Swampscott Land Trust Co. to the sewer in Paradise
road, to take the sewerage from these locations into the sewer
running up New Ocean street to Stacey's Brook ; have one or
two large pipes laid in Stacey's Brook that will empty out
into the ocean ; extend the box drain to low-water mark
;
run a sewer pipe from the Town Hall to the Soldiers' Monu-
ment ; have a large pipe laid in Humphrey street, from
Stacey's Brook as far as Mr. S. H. Wardwell's residence on
Humphrey street ; branch off and go up Redington street,
Blaney street, Rockland and Kings streets ; branch off at the
Soldiers' Monument and go up Monument avenue as far as
George E. Emmons' residence ; then go up Elmwood road
into Sheridan road to Redington street and connect High-
land street with the Redington street pipe. The sewerage
in the sewers, as here described, will all fall by gravity with-
out any pumping.
The lower portion of the Town can be sewered on to the
beach near the Lincoln House, and Atlantic Avenue and
Beach Bluff by the way of the brook near Marblehead line.
I do not think this would need to be pumped.
Now have this all sewer pipe, and charge abutters twenty-
five (25) cents per foot for the land on the street where the
sewer is laid. This will give abutters the right to connect
with the sewer, and who is there in the Town who would not
be willing to pay this amount and not be obliged to empty
their cess-pools once or twice each year.
I do not believe it would injure the beaches; I have talked
with some of the best engineers and they say it would not do
any harm.
I would recommend that a committee of three be appointed
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to look over these streets and ascertain the size of pipe re-
quired, and report at the next annual town meeting, and
ascertain the estimated cost of doing the work.
Respectfully submitted,
KENDALL POLLARD.
SwAMPSCOTT, Feb. 25, 1895.
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REPORT OF COnniTTEE ON ASSESSORS'
MAPS.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott:
In compliance with a vote of the Town passed at the last
annual meeting, empowering the committee to procure maps
or plans of a surv^ey of the Town for the use of the assessors,
your committee employed a prominent surveyor to write a
contract with minute specifications for the work of surveying
and platting of all the territory of the Town, and the furnish-
ing of accurate plans, tracings, index maps, etc. The area of
each separate lot to be correctly computed, and the measure-
ment, street frontage and number to be shown thereon. The
work to be done in a skilful and workmanlike manner, and to
the satisfaction of the committee, to be completed by May i,
1897. The territory of the Town to be divided into three
sections, one year being allowed for the work of each section.
The terms of payment to be 80^ of one-third of the con-
tract price when one-third of the work is completed, the same
proportion of the contract price when two-thirds is completed,
and the balance upon the completion, delivery and acceptance,
of the entire work required, under the terms of the specifica-
tions and the contract based thereon.
Bids for doing the work were received by the committee
from McClintock & Woodfall and J. M. McClintock of
Boston; from I. K. Harris and C. N.Wilson of Lynn; and
from E. H. Kitfield and F. H. Eastman of Swampscott. Mr.
Eastman's bid was $3,450, and was the lowest received, and
he having given satisfactory assurance of his ability to per-
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form the work to the satisfaction of the committee, the con.
tract was awarded to him for that sum, and was signed August
17th, 1894. He commenced immediately upon the work.
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN CHAPMAN, ) ^ .
D HOLMAN MILLETT, V ^o^^'^^^\^^^n
D. P. STIMPSON, ) ^^P'-
SWAMPSCOTT, Feb. 19, 1895.
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REPORT OF STREET LIGHT COHHITTEE.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
In response to a vote passed by the Town at an adjourned
meeting, your Street Light Committee herewith submit their
report.
We have located during the year Arc lamps at the following-
named points: One at Middlesex avenue, one at Norfolk
avenue, one at the L. & B. R. R. stable on Humphrey street.
One Incandescent at Jackson Park.
The Arc at the stable referred to was the first of the kind
used in Swampscott. It was located April i, 1889, by the
L. & B. R. R. Co., and maintained by the said corporation
until June i, 1894, when they refused to maintain it longer.
Your committee re-located it on the town circuit.
We have now eighty-six arc lamps, nineteen incandescents,
and two Welsbach's. The latter named lights are located at
each approach of the Burrill-street bridge, and burn every,
and all night. The electrics burn on a moonlight schedule of
twenty nights in each month until 2 o'clock, with extra light-
ing for dark nights, when the moon is obscured, proportionate
rates being charged by the light company as prescribed in
town documents of 1891, section 4, page icq, the items of
which will be found in the Auditors' report under Street
Light Department in this volume. Concerning the Welsbach
lights, your committee take occasion to explain that their
service at the bridge is meeting with general favor, and as the
consumption of gas is but three cubic feet per hour, or, one-
half that of a six-foot burner, and the light more than double
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the candle power, your committee felt justified in experiment-
ing with these two lights with a possible view of substituting
them in place of incandescent lamps throughout the Town.
If on the contrary, the Welsbach's do not come up to the
requirements anticipated, they can easily be removed and an
ordinary five to six-foot burner adjusted.
We have received a petition from Frank L. Earl and others
for an incandescent lamp in front of Odd Fellows' Hall. As
this locality is fairly lighted we have not acted in the matter,
nevertheless, the hall being used by the public we believe the
request to be reasonable and refer it to your Light Committee
of 1895 and 96, with our favorable endorsement. The con-
tract with the Lynn Gas and Electric Company, expires
August 1st, of the current year, and in accordance with a vote
of the Town, your committee are negotiating for proposals (from
the said company and from other sources), for a continuance
of the service. It is regretted that your committee are unable
to present any figures at this time,- but owing to requests for
copy being made by the Auditors earlier than anticipated, this
duty will be reserved until town meeting, when it will be pre-
sented with recommendations of appropriations, etc., as a
postscript to this report.
Your committee have visited the new lighting station at
Marblehead, and through the courtesy of the Light Committee
of that town, one of whom is our former fellow-townsmen, B.
J. Lindsey, we were made at home in one of the most modern
lighting stations.
In closing, your committee recommend a more pronounced
policy in the trimming of shade trees.
Respectfully submitted,
E. A. FARNHAM,
CURTIS V. MERRITT, .
^ ^.
WM. F. NORCROSS, ) ^^gf^^^-^
Committee oti
SwAMPscoTT, Feb. 23, 1895.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE TO PURCHASE
ROAD ROLLER.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
Your committee purchased a Road Roller of the Ames
Plow Company of Boston, in accordance with your vote at
the last annual town meeting, paying therefor, the sum of
two hundred and twenty-five dollars ($225.00), the exact
amount of the appropriation.
The Roller has been delivered to the Highway Depart-
ment.
Respectfully submitted,
S. A. CROSMAN, )
D. F. KNOWLTON, V Committee.
M. E. NIES, )
Swampscott, Feb.- 26, 1895.
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REPORT OF PHILLIPS SCHOOL BUILDING
COMMITTEE.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
Your committee on construction of the Phillips School
building, herewith present their second and final report.
Early^in 1894 we again advertised for proposals for the
construction of the building. Ten bids in all were received
and Mr. E. E. Strout of Lynn, being the lowest, to him was
awarded the contract to erect and finish the entire building,
with the exception of the heating, ventilating, and the
plumbing.
Subsequently, of twelve tenders for heating and ventilating,
that of Messrs. Ingalls & Kendricken of Boston, being con-
sidered by the committee as being the most comprehensive
and satisfactory, they were awarded the work.
The contract for the plumbing was later awarded to Geo.
E. Sleeper of Lynn, he being the lowest bidder, and under
the direct supervision of your committee the work was
steadily prosecuted to completion, and on the 24th of November
your committee was enabled to deliver to the Town the
finished building, complete in all its parts, .and ready for
occupancy.
Citizens
:
—In the prosecution and completion of the work
everything has been competitive, and in all contracts and pur-
chases connected therewith, the strictest and most rigid
economy, consistent with the highest requirements, has been
observed, and the committee have delivered into your hands
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a plant which they consider as first-class in all respects, and
they trust a permanent source of both pride and benefit to
the Town.
You are referred to the Auditors' reports for the detailed
statement of the entire cost of the work.
Respectfully submitted,
MILTON D. PORTER,
H. GUSHING BULFINGH,
A. R. BUNTING,
W. ERNEST STONE,
E. F. SMALL,
A. C. WIDGER, / Committee.
D. HOLMAN MILLETT,
WM. H. ROGERS,
F. E. INGALLS,
D. K. PHILLIPS,
SwAMPscoTT, Feb. 23, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
The Report for the year 1894-95 will be interesting for its
record of the completion, dedication and occupancy of the
Phillips School Building.
For obvious reasons, our reports should include a some-
what extended account of the dedicatory exercises, which we
here append as a matter of interest to present and future
generations.
November 24th, 1894, the day appointed for these impor-
tant and interesting exercises, dawned with clear skies.
Assembly Hall, which occupies the third story of the build-
ing and which will accommodate nearly eight hundred people,
was well filled.
On the platform, besides His Excellency the Governor, and
the Rev. Dr. Pullman, who were the orators of the day, there
were many invited guests from out-of-town. There was a
general acceptance of the opportunity afforded to take in the
view from the tower of the building, and from all sides came
enthusiastic expressions of the surpassing beauty of the
situation.
While the audience were assembling, and at intervals during
the exercises, the occasion was enlivened by music from
Lurvey's Orchestra of Lynn. At 1.30 p. m., F. E. Ingalls,
Secretary of the School Board, called upon Rev. Anthony
Bilkovsky, who invoked the divine blessing.
Mr. Ingalls then presented Milton D. Porter, the Chairman
of the Building Committee, as chairman of the day, who
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Stepped forward and delivered the keys of the building to H.
Gushing Bulfinch, Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, with
the following fitting address :
ADDRESS OF MILTON D. PORTER.
Citizejis
:
We assemble here today to congratulate ourselves, and each other, on the
happy consummation of the enterprise which has produced for us, this substan-
tial structure, and in a fitting manner, to dedicate it to the high and noble pur-
poses for which it is intended. But a little more than a year ago, our Town
voted a liberal sum of money to erect a High and Grammar School building on
this beautiful site, so generously donated to the Town by our esteemed fellow
citizens, whose honored name it bears. Into the hands of a committee, of which
I am one, was placed this means, to procure plans, and cause to be erected, a
suitable school building which should meet the present and prospective needs
of the Town. The committee have labored to accomplish this object, and they
are here today to deliver to you this finished edifice, this thoroughly equipped
plant, which we trust will meet the requirements of our people, and will not
suffer by comparison with those of its class which are already dotting the sur-
face of every town and city in our land.
We may, perhaps, be excused, if on this day and on this occasion, we indulge
for a moment in the gratified pride of location, and congratulate ourselves that
the large-hearted generosity of these citizens has made it possible for us to locate
on this beautiful and commanding height, rather than in yonder less favorable
situation. Here, the splendid panorama stretched out on every hand, set in
nature's rich surroundings, must be noble inspiration to every teacher, and
grand incentive to every scholar. For who that stands here today, and with
sweeping gaze, scans the circle of yonder horizon, though he may have "traversed
earth's dull round," can say the eye has rested on fairer scene than this. These
lofty turrets shall catch the first glad radiance of the morning sunburst, and re-
flect back her last golden rays at its settings, they shall be resort of the traveller
from every land, and of the pilgrims who come hither from our western world
to feast upon the rich and diversified scenery of our own New England, and the
wild weird beauty of this eastern sea. To those of you who go out upon yon-
der ocean, these towers will be the last beacon you leave behind, and the first to
greet your eye, as you sail toward your home. And to the storm tossed mar-
iner, the making of this ocean landmark, will be as welcome as sight of polar
star, or "grasp of brother in a foreign land." At our feet lies our beautiful
bay, studded with fair isles, and promontories of picturesque beauty, and set
like a crown amid jeweled crescent, where art has vied with nature in rich and
lavish adornment on either hand. Almost in sight across yonder bay, lies that
historic Rock of Plymouth, where from the nucleus of a nation, and its one-
room schoolhouse, have emanated those stern and solid principles of govern-
ment, which have gradually disseminated through all our broad land, have given
force and stimulus to every enterprise and development, and have ever prompted
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and fostered that steady onward march through the years and the centuries,
which have resulted in a nation of happy and prosperous people. Just there on
yonder height, rises that majestic shaft, which perpetuates the heroic endur-
.
ance, the undying patriotism, and the successful struggle of that patriot people,
who fought to establish and give permanence to that peaceful prosperity which
we to-day enjoy, and which make it possible for us to dedicate to the higher
educational requirement for our rising generation, such beautiful and enduring
structures as this. Right here at our doors, lies this great and busy hive of in-
dustry, the hum of whose ceaseless wheels and the steady pulsation of whose
tireless energies are affording constant impetus and success, to one of the
greatest industries the world has known. Looking landward, the eye rests upon
the beautiful undulating and picturesque scene of forest, of hill and plain, where
but a short league away, our noble Commonwealth is rearing another of her
grand temples of learning, soon to take its proud place with those higher ed-
ucational institutions, of which we here, are an integral, though a supplemental
part.
And now, Mr. Chairman of the Selectmen, who by virtue of your office, are
custodian of the public property of the Town, I come, sir, in behalf of my com-
mittee, to surrender our trust, to deliver to you this completed building, to hand
you these keys, and to give into your possession the custody of this property as
the result of our best efforts for all our interests, in return for the means which
you have placed in our hands.
Accept it, sir, in behalf of the Town, guard it zealously, transmit it to your
successors, and to you and to them may it prove a source of pride and profit,
and may this community ever realize a rich and noble endowment, and a satis-
factory and profitable investment, in the possession of this Phillips School.
In receiving the keys, Mr. Bulfinch spoke felicitously as
follows :
ADDRESS OF MR. BULFINCH.
Mr. Chairmati and Members of the Committee
:
The duty, or as I would prefer to call it, the privilege, of accepting in be-
half of the Town of Swampscott, this modern institution of learning, situated,
as you have so well described, on one of the grandest and most sightly loca-
tions to be found on the North Shore, and dedicated to the elevation of the
intellect and morals of our boys and girls, is one for which I am truly grateful,
and justly proud.
My Dear Friends
:
—You have been invited here this afternoon to engage in
the dedication of a building constructed in behalf of hundreds of our children
whose opportunities for earnest, remunerative and satisfactory education has
been jeopardized by ill-located, ill-constructed and ill-ventilated school build-
ings. In fact, what was formerly said of the old High School building at
Lynn, can be truly said of our old building on Redington street: "That it
I scarcely shelters our pupils from the rain."
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Although the question of location and the vast expenditure of money on
the new edifice has been lamented by some of our citizens, it is pleasing to
see them all come smiling into line and lend their efforts in making this the
crowning event in the preparation of the high school building for its noble
purpose.
The school work, for the past few years, in the old building has been under
such unfavorable conditions that it has been almost impossible for our honor-
able school board to gratify the demands that this age absolutely necessitates.
Education, opportunities and conditions have materially, almost radically,
changed the character and purpose of the course of instruction, and the work
done during the years spent within these walls will prepare them for that
greater work which they all hope to achieve in future years.
It has been said that about 90 per cent, of our men who engage in business
in this country fail ; some from lack of capital, others from misfortune, but
the vast majority, I venture to say, from insufficient education.
The composition of your Building Committee I believe to have been a good
one. You have had on that committee from the citizens able, faithful and
experienced men; you have also had there the members of the school board,
which has been a great advantage, and whose absence on such committees is
considered a disadvantage in cities where, although they have from the stand-
point of maintenance the necessary repairs of a school building, they have
practicallv no voice in the selection of a site or the construction of their
buildings. So I say this building is better for having their counsel, for they
are the ones who know better than all others the needs and wants of our
school system, and it must be borne in mind that they are not only officers of
the Town, but they are also officers of the Commonwealth, and have its several
mandates to perform.
While we all feel that both the teachers and the scholars have shown great
achievements in the past, we can safely predict, and shall expect, that, under
the favorable conditions afforded in this modern building, our teachers will be
enabled to redouble their efforts to render each department more efficient in
its purpose of preparing our children in attaining the very highest excellence
within the compass of their faculties.
In conclusion, I wish to extend my sincere thanks to the sub-committee for
their zealous efforts; to the architect, for his judgment and taste, and to the
citizens for their substantial reply to a clamor for a better home for our school
children.
J/r. Chairman of the Swa?npscott School Board:— I have received these keys
not to retain, but simply serving as a stepping-stone in their transit to your
custody, and it becomes my pleasant duty, in behalf of the Board of Selectmen
of the town of Swampscott, to deliver to your keeping this beautiful edifice.
With its conveyance our responsibility ceases, while yours and that of your
colleagues commences.
The town, for its own prosperity and the advancement of its children, has
appropriated for this structure with generosity, and may it look for a return
commensurate with its expense.
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The Chairman of the School Board was made the final
custodian of the keys, and in receiving them at the hands
of the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, he spoke as
follows
:
THE ADDRESS OF REV. W. H. ROGERS.
Mr. Chairman and Fellozu Citizens
:
—
To one like myself it seems a very great honor to be made the custodian of
these keys, and I confess that I might be weak enough to be somewhat elated,
were it not for the accompanying thought of the responsibility, which sobers
and subdues.
This is one of the great days in the history of a community whose settle
ment ante-dates that of historic Boston, and it is fitting that the structure
which represents the crowning improvement of more than two hundred and
sixty years of material and mental and moral progress, should be dedicated
-on the crowning summit of our territory, where sea and city on the one hand,
and field and forest on the other, combine their varied charms to capture and
captivate the eyes of the pilgrims from all parts of the land, who annually
visit our shores.
It becomes my first duty in behalf of pupils, teachers, committee and citi-
zens generally, to convey our hearty thanks to the Building Committee, whose
skill and arduous toil has accomplished for us a public school building so
admirable in all its appointments, a model at once of comfort and convenience,
of strength and simplicity, of grace and dignity.
To gentlemen D. K. and L. H. Phillips, we also owe a debt of gratitude for
that generous offer which came to our relief in the time of a most embarass-
ing exigency, enabling us to perpetuate the name of their honored father, Eben
B. Phillips, whose thrift and enterprise were so prominent in the material
development of our town for a long period of years, and whose industry and
economy is worthy to be imitated by the youth of the generations to come.
And the name of Phillips, which we all delight to honor to-day, suggests yet
another name in that earlier history of our community, far back even in the
seventeenth century. Many of you, I am sure, will recall the Francis Ingalls
and the Edmund Ingalls of those early days, and whose names are happily
represented here to-day in the person of Francis Edmund Ingalls, the tireless
Secretary of the Swampscott School Board.
But we come in the last place to pay our chief debt of gratitude to the peo-
ple, by whose suffrages this building has been decreed, and by whose sugges-
tions it has been developed. It would seem as though every step of our
progress had first been suggested by the people and then supported by the
.
people.
The School Committee were at first a unit in spending about three thousand
dollars ($3,000) for the enlargement and refitting of the Redington street
building. The people said, "No. We must have an entirely new building."
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The committee proposed to themselves a structure costing, perhaps, twenty-
five thousand dollars ($25,000), on the old site. The people said, "No, From
our ample territory select a more favorable situation." The committee origi-
nally had no thought of anything but a wooden structure. The people said,
•'No. We should build of more enduring brick."
Thus, step by step, we have moved on, until, by the generosity of our
donors, and by the acceptance of the same by a hearty vote of the people,
we have attained a consummation, which we believe the future will vindicate
with an emphasis stronger even than that which the present affords.
l^ut our exultation to-day should be tempered by a sense of new responsi-
bilities. Our school house is built, and well built, but all about us, in the per-
sons of our boys and girls, we see the crude material of character, waiting at
our hands to be built into the enduring temple of a strong and noble manhood,
and a pure and beautiful womanhood.
May young men and maidens go from this hill, from year to year, with such
an equipment for the duties of that larger world into which they enter, as shall
be an annual demonstration that this building, which has been erected by the
people, for the people, shall not have been erected in vain.
To this end, the committee beseech the continued hearty and considerate
co-operation of all our citizens. Remember, that we are called upon to look
after, not the particular interest of one child, but the general interest of more
than five hundred children. Then we, in turn, will endeavor to remember, for
each and every one, that your child is one of the five hundred.
Teachers:—I may say that it is to you that we are indebted for that spirit of
progress, efficiency and enthusiasm that has made this temple of learning pos-
sible, and I hardly need to remind you, that an indulgent community,
which has provided superior surroundings and facilities, have a right to expect
that increasingly efficient service which we know you will cheerfully render.
And to the members of our High School who are here to-day, may I address
one word ? It is your privilege to spend the formative period of your lives
under a horizon where the epoch-making events of our history have occurred,
and where the epoch-making men of our history have lived. Study well the
figures which present themselves upon the landscape which spreads itself
before you, so rich in historic and patriotic and poetic association. Improve
the opportunity here afforded to enrich your natures with the pure and lofty
and tender sentiment of Lowell, Longfellow, Whittier, Holmes, with which
this atmosphere is redolent. In this age in which "wealth is arrayed against
the Commonwealth," it is good to look from this summit across the bay, to
the home of Agassiz, and to recall his words, which were in substance, "I have
not time to make money." Surely, you who study in full view of Bunker Hill,
and where you might have heard the guns of Concord and Lexington,
where you might have caught a glimpse of the white sails of the Mayflower, as
the winds wafted her to the southern shores; surely, you should be patriots.
But let us not, in this hour of our delight over the new school house, forget
the dear memories that cluster about the old school house. Let us not forget
the workers who there laid the foundation of all that we have been able to
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accomplish here. We cherish their memories, and we are glad that so many
of them are with us to-day.
And now, from this high vantage ground which we occupy here to-day, not only
in a physical but in a mental and moral sense, let us, one and all, parents and
pupils, teachers and committee, reconsecrate ourselves to the cause of educa-
tion, and to a truer, kindlier and more faithful citizenship. Let us remember
the rich heritage of the past, and pay to our posterity the debt we owe to our
ancestry.
After the delivery of the keys to the School Committee,
the members of the High School rendered the following
dedicatory hymn, with words and music by Miss Elizabeth
A. Bill, instructor in music and drawing:—
This day, O Wisdom's Goddess,
O, being great and free;
This temple fair and beautiful
We dedicate to thee.
O here, make thou thy dwelling.
Thy gracious presence lend;
May courage, truth and purity,
With Wisdom's teachings blend.
O give each youth and maiden,
Who may assemble here,
Some jewel from thy casket,
Some message full of cheer.
Let thou these halls always.
With love of country ring;
While honor, justice, manliness,
Shall from thy teaching spring.
To thee, O W^isdom's Goddess,
Our homage ne'er shall cease;
For all thy ways are pleasantness,
And all[thy paths are peace.
This temple then, we dedicate.
To Wisdom, honor, truth;
To womanhood and manhood high,
And bright unsullied youth.
Following the dedicatory hymn, came the dedicatory ode,
by Rev. Geo. A. Jackson, which was as follows :—
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ODE
READ AT THE DEDICATION OK THE PHILLIPS SCHOOL,
SWAMPSCOTT.
I.
Wakened to sing by ocean,
And lands that lie beyond;
But turning with first devotion,
To our own broad land and fond.
Seek ye me with me yon tower:
'Twill be an exalted hour.
If, not with vision near,
But eyes anointed, clear,
Ye look the horizon round
—
For only that our bound.
Beyond the East beginnings lie,
Up out of chaos come.
Beyond the West eternity,
—
Time here shall find its sum.
11.
From chaos and dread night.
From things that crawl and fight,
Slow come we to the light.
Where sons, not creatures, stand.
Aye, sons, not by the hand,
But by the breath, of God,
Made masters of the sod,
Whence creatures come.
So have we history;
So in them mystery,
Whene'er we seek to trace
Th' oncoming of our race,
Who not as the planets move.
Compelled. Oft hate or love
Seem dumb, man's ways to prove.
III.
All errant then,
As knights without a cause,
Aimless, not having laws,
Move sovereign men ?
Said we not this;
The goal we do not win,
Because no bound
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Is drawn around
Our going.
Willful, we overleap,
Sluggards, we lie and sleep.
As if not knowing.
Decree the All had made,'
Ere He the foundations laid;
Yea, this to the race had said,
As yet unborn :
—
"From the first morn
Mind doth adorn
The earth, until the end,
Upward ye must have trod,
^ Upward, from self to God;
And all must tend
To make men free,
As God is free;
And all must show that worth
Resides in man, not in his birth.
When comes the day
That each for all and all for each
Do live, the goal we reach:
Then earth may pass away."
IV.
Then east again, o'er ocean,
Into history,
Not now all mystery,
We peer. Our land her portion
God-given hath, .iW* ,v
Closing the long path?' »^'
That clasps the earthiv '
But erst behold the'dearth,
In that dim, distant East,
Of freedom. i
Not bound at first—the beast
Is not, that seemeth free
—
But sure, as by fixed ^decree,
Man ever chos© bis own : —
"My will, naught'.else be done."
Look then ! Great empires low.
Brute tyrannies-^
Egypt's, Assyria's, Nineveh's
—
Make slaves of men, that so
They may learn law.
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V.
Aye, law, first step to being free,
Though taught by tyrant's sword.
For so, "Thus saith the Lord,"
When spoke, was heard, and every knee
Was fain to bow.
Who questions how
The potter moulds his clay ?
Why serfs were taught to obey
The voice of God
By Egypt's rod,
Still terror-held ?
Trace then His way
:
There comes a day
When the whole East grows bright,
And the cavernous past is light.
Lo, One stands free
As God is free,
Presage and pledge of distant goal.
"Would men be free indeed ?
Follow," saith He, "where I lead.
Not contravene, but speed,
Fulfil God's law;
Find life in loss;
• Self to perdition toss,
If need. Bear ye the cross
—
Freedom is of the soul."
VI.
Could this break chains
—
To say, "Who loses gains"
;
To tyrants turn the cheek.
And answer, ever meek,
"In God's good time.''"
Aye, paradox sublime,
Like freedom less'ning crime,
Like lilies grown from slime :
His yoke makes free.
But wait thou first the thousand years
Which be God's day.
Hellenic wit and Roman spears,
Meantime shall say.
Unwilling, "This His rule."
Yea, teach with priest, with bishop's crook,
And begging friar.
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And bell and book,
And tall cathedral spire
—
Teach everywhere
"Lo! this His rule."
And peace at once abounds,
And men stand free .''
Nay. Sword and strife;
A plunging, tottering world,
Once more to chaos hurled;
Death, darkness, bonds, not life.
Until He sets the bound, who hedges round
The lords of hell.
VH.
Then scan once more that East.
Kings, priests and knaves,
Serfs, subjects, slaves,
At first seem all. But no
;
Yon serf, down-trod,
In that long sleep hath dreamed,
And to himself hath seemed
A son of God.
Put back in form of clay
That dreamer Say
That priest or king shall bind
His unchained mind ?
Turn back as well the day,
To flooding ocean say,
"Be bound."
From Runnymede to Uri's shore,
Where Wickliffe prayed, where Luther's door
Was nailed with thought,
Where sturdy Knox with priestcraft fought,
Where Leyden's dikes let in the sea,
Where Hampden died to make men free,
In every cross-taught hamlet, find
Unshackled mind.
Of freedom's onset this the van:
New type of man.
VIIL
Hail, cross-born !
Thou thy race shalt free.
But under ban
That cramped old field;
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Prescription-bound, it cannot yield
Fair freedom's fairest fruit.
Rise up and flee
Far over sea;
There shalt thou see
A continent reserved, where never knee
Shall bow, save unto God.
And lo, he comes, that cross born man,
Conscious that he is free,
That he is rounding out God's plan,
Launching eternity.
Look down.
We see them landing on the strand;
We see them spreading o'er the land.
So dread their trust,
Our hearts stand still.
Peace, do not fear, that trust
Is God-alloyed, and shall fulfil
The mission given to man.
LX.
Aye, bring the day
When each in all
—
Or rich or poor or great or small
—
Hath heritage;
When every son.
Too free for paltry portioning,
Shall be at one
With the Great Source :
Not live in having, but in being.
Blest goal
!
Not reached by a million swords.
And not by a pampered class.
Nor yet an imbruted mass
From untaught hordes.
Goal rather of a state
Where a half hundred empires
Teach their sons to wait
On law;
Life incomplete to call,
That doth not share,
P>ravely each burden bare,
With the great all.
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Than self more dear.
Teach then,
Ten thousand school-crowned hills;
Send out in countless rills, *
Knowledge of our high destiny.
Free they as God is free,
The race that see
How each for all must ever be
—
Fit prelude to eternity.
When Gov. Greenhalge was presented, the audience arose
and gave three hearty cheers. We very much regret the
circumstances which prevent us from giving more than a
meagre paragraph from His Excellency's thrilling address,
which was received with unbounded satisfaction, yet that
paragraph is too valuable to be omitted, and we give it as
follows :—
He said that he had been invited that afternoon to attend a very important
educational event that was going on at Springfield. A member of his family,
who was a Harvard student, had asked him if he did not take an interest in
physical development, and he had replied that, although he did, he preferred
to come to this educational event of another nature and take part in the dedica-
tory exercises of the Swampscott High School. So the family had divided.
His son had gone to Springfield, and he was very glad to be here.
To merely look from the windows of that building on the glorious view of
eastern Massachusetts was itself a liberal education. Lynn, Salem, Marble-
head, Nahant and Boston were in full view.
When the story of Massachusetts was told it would not be her chief glory
that she made print cloths or woolen goods, or that she led the world in making
boots and shoes.
The choicest crop of Massachusetts was her ideas, the principles she fash-
ioned in the foundry of her brain, and so long as she kept at the front in educa-
tion she would hold her own whenever her skill or intelligence were called for.
When the manufacture of cotton called for the product of 40 per cent brain and
60 per cent of raw material, things went well for Massachusetts for awhile, but
when it got so that any and all sections could furnish this 40 per cent of
brain and 60 per cent of raw material, Massachusetts set them another stint and
put in 50 per cent of brain and only 50 per cent of raw material, and today the
^proportions set by Massachusetts were 60 per cent of brain and 40 of raw
material.
" Thus," he continued, the brain of Massachusetts has again and again
proved more than a match for the combined resources of her sister common-
wealths in giving to her and keeping for her, the manufacturing supremacy, as
well as the intellectual supremacy for which she has always been rated.
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The Governor concluded his speech with a vigorous appeal
for an increasing interest in the cause of the public schools,
anct after expressing his gratitude for the honor and pleasure
of being present, retired amid rounds of applause.
Dr. Pullman came as the invited orator of the day. His
address was most timely and vigorous. He spoke substan-
tially as follows :
DR. PULLMAN'S ADDRESS.
I congratulate the citizens of Svvampscott upon the achievement which this
dedication service marks and commemorates.
By the erection of this temple of learning you have added another buttress to
the stability of the Commonwealth, another ornament to your beautiful town
and to the whole North Shore; you have given another evidence of your
capacity for sound and energetic self-government, another proof of your wise
providence for your children and your children's children; you have made a
special contribution to good citizenship, and have built a lasting monument of
your loyalty to the principles which have made our nation great among the
great nations of the earth.
Such edifices do not build themselves. They represent the public spirit and
persistent faith of leaders who know how to patiently overcome difficulties.
The obstacles to be encountered in such a work are:—A wise reluctance to
spend the public money, the apathy of the comfortable classes, the inertia of
ignorance, the absorption of men in personal interests, and the stalwart oppo-
sition of honest differences of opinion. These are only to be removed by
discussion. And discussion is good. It develops clear ideas. Ours is a gov-
ernment by discussion. Discussion is the safeguard of the Republic, and I
hope and expect that this school will train its pupils to profitably discuss all
matters of public policy.
You have spent on this building, I am told, about fifty-three thousand dol-
lars ($53,000). Very good. You have spent these dollars on the principle
that boys and girls are worth more than dollars. They are scarcer, and un-
speakably more valuable. You have said, What shall it profit Swampscott, if it
shall gain the whole corporation tax and lose its boys and girls You mean to
give every Swampscott youth a good chance in life. You don't mean to have
it an educational disadvantage be a citizen of this town. No family shall
decline to settle here on the ground that the school facilities are not good.
No citizen of Swampscott shall hereafter be compelled to send his children
away from home to get a good education. Horace Mann said:-r-"I will make
it possible for the poorest child in Massachusetts to have an education as good
as the richest man can buy." With the opening of this school, Swampscott
comes into line with this noble purpose, and gives its children equal advan-
tages in standard education.
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But this building is only the body; the school you put into it will be the soul,
and will determine the value.
There are certain definite things which you want this school to do. Let me
frankly say:— I. You want it to dignify, adorn, and give distinction to your
town. Local pride and ambition are far too valuable forces to be ignored or
surrendered. You do not want to be absorbed and obliterated by any neigh-
bor—not by Lynn, not by Boston. The talk about Greater Boston is in the
air to-day. The real meaning seems to be Bigger Boston. Our municipal expe-
rience in this country seems to show that a city may be very big and yet have
few elements of essential greatness in it. You will not get a well-governed
city by throwing together a lot of badly-governed cities. The tendency to
concentrate and centralize power is going to a dangerous extreme, and must
be checked. I hope this school will help you to resist the tendency. Eco-
nomic considerations are urged in its favor—lower taxes, cheaper service. But
the further you remove your rulers from the sources of their power, the more
dangerous they become to your liberty. Every great trust justifies its exist-
ence, claims its vast concessions and privileges, and exercises its enormous
tyrannies on the sole plea that it is a cheapener. Will you therefore sell your
liberties to it.'' Will you surrender the principle of self-government—the very
soul of liberty and progress—for a little cheaper gas, water, transportation,
whiskey ? It will be a sorry day when we see all over our land the spectacle
which too many communities already exhibit—a short-sighted, selfish, foolish
people parting with their rights of manhood, independence and freedom for the
sake of a little cheaper maintenance. Men have been at work for ages to get
injustice and tyranny out of government. Nov/ there arises a demand to put
everything into the hands of "the government." There is a cry which sounds
like the old one :— " Feed us and you may rule us," and it sometimes looks as
though the children were selling at a bad bargain what the fathers bought
with their costliest treasures. We may have to again depend on the church to
restore individualism.
I hope this school will stand as a resister of all tyrannies, economic and
political, and will educate and inspire your children to preserve your local
autonomy.
2. You want this school to give every boy and girl in Swampscott the
opportunity to make the most and the best of themselves, to raise every young
life to its highest possibility, to give every child a chance to become a good,
honorable, self-respecting man or woman, knowing the value and use of money,
having a healthy horror of debt, and able to earn a living in independence and
honor.
3. You want this school to help make good citizeps, who will reinforce the
great institutions of the Home, the Church and the Commonwealth wiih the
plain, old-fashioned virtues of honesty, industry, self-control and public spirit.
4. Wanting this school to be a character factory, you already know that
intelligence alone is not enough. Mill said :—"If much knowledge and pierc-
ing intelligence suffice to make men good, then Bacon should have been honest
and Napoleon just." The "dangerous classes" to-day are not alone the
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ignorant and debased, but the intelligent and unscrupulous schemers for un-
earned wealth, place and power. Conscienceless intellectual power is only-
splendid deformity. So you want to teach morals here, to inspire these young
hearts with the great fundamental ethical truths, so that they will take fire and
burn against the wrongs, shames and abuses of the world. You do not want
them to be sordid worshippers of wealth, pitiful fawners* upon power, nor
abject slaves to public opinion, but you want this "school, while it instructs
them, to also strike a noble fire into their souls—make them redressers of
wrongs, resisters of tyranny, protectors of innocence, and champions of honor
and truth.
What you would have come out in the life of the people you must put into
the school."
May you have the desire of your hearts concerning the soul of this school,
even as you rejoice to-day in the completion of its body.
PHILLIPS MEDAL FUND.
Among the guests upon the platform, whose presence was
very greatly appreciated at these dedicatory services were
the above mentioned D. K. & L. H. Phillips, and after the
address of Rev. Dr. Pullman, the Chairman of the School
Committee stepped forward and gave notice of the forth-
coming Phillips Medal Fund, the details of which are
explained in the following communication :
To the I)ihabitants of the Town of Swampscott, Massachusetts
:
—
We have deposited the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) in the Lynn
Institution for Savings and the sum of five hundred dollars ($500) in the Lynn
Five Cents Savings Bank, making in all one thousand dollars ($1,000) which
we hereby offer to give to the town, to be held as a fund upon the following
trusts and known as '* Phillips Medal Fund." The same shall be managed and
kept invested, with power to vary investments, by the Town Treasurer, under
the direction of the Selectmen and School Committee, or their successors in
office.
The income shall be drawn by the Town Treasurer, and expended as the
School Committee or their successors shall direct, for annual prizes to the
pupils of the high school of the Town of Swampscott, as follows :
—
One gold medal for superior scholarship.
One silver medal for first in deportment.
One silver medal for second in deportment.
One silver medal for English composition and oratory.
The gold medal shall be awarded only to members of the graduating class.
The unexpended income in each year shall be accumulated, and the accumu-
lated income may be applied in like manner after the fund, when the unapplied
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accumulations of income exceeds the sum of two thousand dollars ($2,000), or
the town may, by a two-thirds vote, use the surplus fund in excess of two
thousand dollars ($2,000) for educational purposes, as they may think proper.
In event of the present steel dies for medals being replaced, the amount
required for this expense is to be taken from the surplus fund. It shall be the
duty of the Treasurer and the School Committee, or their successors, to ren-
der a yearly account, to be inserted in the town's annual report.
Upon the acceptance of this gift by the town, we will make a transfer of the
funds deposited in the savings banks as above stated.
" DAVID K. & LEONARD H. PHILLIPS.
Swampscott, Mass., Jan. i, 1895.
In behalf of the pupils and teachers of our schools ; in be-
half of our citizens generally, as well as in their own behalf,
the committee most heartily thank the donors of this medal
fund, and we would add that its fruits are already very per-
ceptible in the improved deportment and scholarship of our
pupils. We are under further obligations to the aforesaid
gentlemen, for an elegant assembly hall clock, of the Howard
make, as well as ior eight other clocks which they have gen-
erously donated for the use of our schools. ^
PHILLIPS SCHOOL BUILDING A SUCCESS.
It should be stated right here that the Phillips School
Building is fulfilling our expectations in the way of general
convenience, and excellent adaptation.
The heating and ventilating apparatus has proved eminently
successful, having stood the test of the severest and most
blustering weather of the winter.
OTHER IMPROVEMENTS.
The erection of the Phillips School has by no means be-
trayed your committee into any neglect of other school build-
ings. Beginning at Essex street, we note the fitting and
furnishing of a school room, formerly occupied by the Order
of Red Men in the upper story, where a primary school is
now conducted by Miss Emma J. Machon ; a furnace sup-
plants the stove by which the lower room in the same build-
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ing was formerly heated ; the yard is improved by new con-
crete, and better grading ; a stone gutter has been laid for
the proper carrying away of the water from the hillside which
formerly did much damage ; the roof has been newly shingled,
and leakages stopped by permanent remedies of faulty con-
struction, thus putting the Essex street schoolhouse in better
condition than it has ever been,
At Pine street a new fence has been constructed and the
grading greatly improved.
At the Farms school, a new floor has been laid, thus secur-
ing to the teacher and pupils a warmth which they had never
before enjoyed.
A room in the Redington street building, the one formerly
occupied by B. Grammar, situated on the first floor, next to
Holden's block, has been fitted up for a primary school, now
under the charge of Miss Oliver.
It is due the committee to say that they did not feel, and
do not now feel that there was any exigency which necessitated
the calling of a special town meeting to make the necessary
appropriation for the maintenance of this school.
Unable to convince the people in town meeting assembled
that our view of the matter was the correct one, we have, in
the best of feeling carried out the Town's instructions, rather
than our honest judgment—a judgment which we may say
has been strengthened by subsequent events with which all
are not conversant.
The future is likely to call for some changes which may ne-
cessitate certain re-adjustments that we are not now ready to
recommend.
NEW SCHOOLS AND NEW TEACHERS.
The decided growth of our schools, consequent on the in-
creased population of our Town has necessitated the starting
of new schools, and the employment of new teachers.
Miss Mabel Ingalls, a graduate of our high school, and a
sophomore student in the Boston University, is doing a much
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needed service in the capacity of general assistant in the
Phillips School. She teaches four classes in the high school,
and gives valuable assistance to both pupils and teachers in
the other rooms. Miss Mabel S. Knight, a Normal graduate
and a te'acher of experience in the Danvers schools, began her
work at the opening of Phillips School as teacher of the
fourth and fifth grades, a mixed school which was necessitated
by the over crowding of the above grades.
Miss Isabel Hutt has been promoted to fill the vacancy
occasioned by the marriage of Miss Lula P. Washburn, to
whose excellent service as a teacher in our schools for a period
of seven years or more; we bear cheerful testimony.
Miss Hutt now occupies the position of teacher of the fourth
grade in Phillips School, instead of the Beach Intermediate
as formerly. Miss Fannie A. Gould occupies a position in
Phillips School as instructor of the fifth grade, instead of Pine
Street Intermediate as formerly.
Miss Edith Gardner, Miss May Jackson and Miss Emily
Ellis, have been made regular primary teachers ; the first at
the Beach, the second at Essex street, and the third at Pine
street. These young ladies are all citizens of our Town and
graduates of our high school.
Each has served well her allotted term as trainer and assis-
tant, and we hope for them the best success in the new career
which they have just begun.
GIFTS TO THE PHILLIPS SCHOOL.
PICTURES.
CLASSICAL, RELIGIOUS, HISTORICAL, ETC.
Subjects. By Whom Presented.
Aurora, Copy of Painting by Guido Reni . . High School of 1878
Annunciation, Steel Engraving from Painting by Guido
Reni, Miss E. J. Hadley
SiSTiNE Madonna, Photograph from Painting by Raphael . Class of '97
St. Cecilia, Photograph Class of '98
Battle of Bunker Hill, Engraving Class of '89
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HoMF OF Washington, Engraving . . . . . Class of '89
Shetland Ponies, Steel P^ngraving from Painting by Rosa
Bonheur ........ Class of '90
VIEWS.
AcROPLis, Athens, Large Photograph .... Class of '93
Roman Forum, Large Photograph Class of '93
Castle of St. Angelo and St. Peter's, Large Photograph Class of '94
Grand Canal, Venice, Colored Photograph, . . . Class of '96
Pike's Peak, from Garden of the Gods, Colored
Photograph Fifth Grade, '95
St. Mark's, Venice, Colored Photograph . . . Seventh Grade,
'95
A Misty Morning (Boston Light), Etching . . . Eighth Grade, '95
Liberty Enlightening the World, Engraving . Seventh Grade, '87
portraits.
Washington, Engraving, Life-Size .... Seventh Grade, '94
Washington, Engraving, Life-Size .... Sixth Grade, '94
Holmes, Etching Eighth Grade, '95
Whittier, Etching High School of '89
Longfellow, Engraving Miss E. J. Hadley
Irving, Steel Engraving Mrs Lucy E. Rowe
Columbus, Etching High School, '92
STATUARY.
Shakespeare, Bust Class of '92
Victory, from Trajan's Column, Rome, Bas Relief, Origi-
nal Size . . . Proceeds of Christmas Exhibition, 1894
Six Boys Playing on Trumpets, Four Children Danc-
ing, A High -Relief panel from Frieze of Organ
Screen in the Duomo, Florence, by Luccadella
Robbia .... Proceeds of Christmas Exhibition, 1894
Large Gray Owl Mr. Arthur Pecker
James L. ]3ates Post, G. A. R., 118, has presented the Sixth and Seventh
Grades each with a flag.
The School Committee take great pleasure in acknowledg-
ing the above generous gifts and hereby express unfeigned
ratitude to the donors, whose example can but prove a
healthy stimulus in the right direction.
IN GENERAL.
We think our schools and school buildings are in general
;ood condition. However, a considerable sum of money
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must be expended for the painting of the old buildings the
coming summer. Owing to the rapid growth of our town,
and the ever onward march of improvement, which it is im-
possible to resist, the last few years have been a period of
transition, and such a period as makes the duties of the
School Board difficult and delicate. It will be impossible
for any School Board to either resist or ignore either present
or future demands. The best men that can be found should
be sought for as School Committeemen, and no man who has
a just conception of its duties and difficulties is likely to seek
the position.
The School Board are, as well as other town officials,
entitled to the considerate judgment and hearty appreciation
of the citizens, because of the important and sometimes com-
plicated responsibilities which they bear.
The present Board are grateful for the appreciation and
considerate spirit of our people generally. We do not as-
sume to be above criticism. We know that we are sometimes
subject to unjust reflections.
We are especially grateful for' the sympathy and support
that came to us in a recent painful experience. In this affair
we sought to maintain a quiet and dignified attitude. We
gave careful and candid investigation to both sides, and were
glad to have our judgment amply sustained by the Court.
The present Chairman is about to retire, and wishes to
express thanks to the citizens who have kindly solicited him
to accept the candidacy for a third term. Since it is im-
possible for him to comply with this request, he wishes, to
say that he retires from this congenial and most delightful
field of labor, bearing with him many of life's pleasant mem-
ories.
-If I may be permitted to use the first personal pronoun, in
conclusion, I will say that my relations with pupils, teachers
and patrons have been most kindly, not to say cordial, in
many instances. The committee has been a unit. After
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the happiest association with these men for years, I leave the
work in their hands, in the confident assurance that they are
good men and true, and that they serve the pubHc in the
capacity of School Committee with the utmost singleness of
heart.
Finally, I wish to say, with perfect sincerity, that in my
humble judgment, every citizen in our community may well
cherish the feeling that Swampscott is one of the best of the
towns in one of the noblest of the Commonwealths in the
nation.
THE HIGH SCHOOL PRIZES.
A noteworthy event of the school year was the awarding
of prizes for essays prepared by scholars of the high school.
Three prizes for the three best essays were offered, not by the
Town, but by the gentlemen of the School Committee.
Three subjects were assigned : " The Life of Abraham
Lincoln," " Duties and Privileges of Citizenship," and " Past,
Present and Future of Swampscott." Thirteen essays were
handed in, and given to a committee consisting of Rev.
Anthony Bilkovsky, Dr. A. Frost Hunt and Rev. G. A.
Jackson for examination. The names of the writers were
unknown to the committee, the papers being simply numbered.
All of the essays were carefully read by each member of the
committee, and marked upon a scale of one hundred, a cer-
tain percentage being assigned respectively to material, gram-
matical construction, spelling, pun».tuation, etc. The average
of these markings by the three examiners resulted as
follows: Nowell Ingalls (first prize), Maude F. Alden
(second prize) and Edward H. Curtis (third prize). Hon-
orable mention was also awarded by the Examining Com-
mittee to essays found to be written by Addie L. Gibson,
Grace L. Earp and Jennie A. Marble. The prize essays,
also those honorably mentioned, were delivered at the
anniversary exercises of the schools. At that time too the
prize medals were presented.
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GRADUATION EXERCISES.
Graduation Exercises of the Swampscott High School, held
at Town Hall, Wednesday evening, June 27, 1894.
ORDER OF EXERCISES.
Invocation ...... Rc7>. L. A. Palmer
Singing, Prayer from " Zampa " . . . . . School
Essay, " Duties and Privileges of Citizenship " . Jennie A. Marble
Essay, " Abraham Lincoln " .... Grace L. Earp
Singing, Gypsy Chorus from " Bohemian Girl . . School
Essay, " Abraham Lincoln " . . . . Addic L. Gibson
Essay, " Duties and Privileges of Citizenship " . Ed^vard H. Curtis
Singing, (Nursery Rhymes)'/' c'U^K^ ^^^''"^C • School
' ^ J J 'b, " ihere was a Man in our 1 own
Essay, " Abraham Lincoln " .... Maude F. Alden
l^^SSAY, "Abraham Lincoln" .... Newell Ingalls
Singing, "Sea-birds" ...... School
Essay, "The Four Honors" .... Edith A. Farnu)n
PRESENTATIONS OF MEDALS by the Awarding Committee.
cx^T.,^ "Farmer Boy" ' c/ /Singing, jack and Jill " ' ' ' • ' ^'^"'^
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMA to Edith Alice Farnum, and the
announcing of the Honors, gained in the High and Grammar Schools during
the past year, by the Chairman of the School Board.
Singing, Patriotic Chorus from " Norma " . . . . School
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CORPS OF TEACHERS, JANUARY, 1895.
Name.
Gardner P. Balch .
A. Lillian Rideout
Mabel E. Ingalls. .
Ellen M. Dewing . .
Elizabeth J. Hadley
M. H. Fernald. . .
.
Frances A. Gould
Isabelle M. Hutt.
Mabel S. Knight..
Emma J. Machon
May E. Jackson.
Hattie A. Thayer.
Emily P. Ellis....
Florence A. Oliver
Edith S. Gardner.
Louise C. Stanley.
Elizabeth A. Bill.
School. Date of Appointment.
Phillips High jSept. 1888
i
" High I Sept. 1893.
! Phillips, General Asst. .
.
VIIL Grade....
yiL Grade
VL Grade
1
V. Grade
TV. Grade
IV. & V. Grades
jEssex St. 1. & II. Grades
lEssex St. I. Grade
t
iPine St. III. Grade
[
ipine St. 1. & II. Grades.
.
Redingt'n St. I. 11. III. Gr
Beach I. II. III. Grades.
Farms I. II. III. Grades.
Music and Drawing
Sept. 1894
Jan. 1894
Sept. 1880—Dec. 187S.
Sept. 1888
Sept. 1888
Sept. 1894—Jan. 1S9S. .
Nov. 1894
April 1880
Nov. 1894
Oct. 1888
Jan. 1895
Sept. 1893
Sept. 1894
Jan. 1888
Jan. 1890
[Date of appointment to present position is given in Roman type. If the teacher
has previously served in other schools in town, the earliest date of such appointment
is stated in Italics.']
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SCHOOL STATISTICS FOR 1895.
SCHOOL.
Number
of
sittings.
Largest
number
of
pupils
at
any
one
time.
Number
enrolled.
1
Average
age.
Average
number
of
pupils
during
winter
term.
Average
number
of
pupils
during
spring
term.
j
Average
number
of
pupils
during
fall
term.
Average
attendance
dur-
ing
winter
term.
Average
attendance
dur-
ing
spring
term.
Average
attendance
dur-
ing
fall
term.
Per
cent,
of
attendance.
j
Per
cent,
of
tardiness.
|
50 47 34 16 36 36 47 34.5 35 45 96 .29
VIII. Grade . .. 42 47 25 14J- 24.3 24 43 23 22 42 96^ .13
VTI. Grade.
.
42 35 33 13^ 33 31 34 32 30 33 97 .23
VI. Grade 48 51 47 12.3 43 40 46 41 38 45 96 .27
V. Grade 48 G5 03 10.8 56 55.5 51.6 54 52 50 95 .9
IV. Grade .... 48 54 56 11.7 48 54 44 41 50 42 91 .75
IV. & V. Gr'de 48 34 3 10.6 34 33 97 .00
Essex Street Primary. 42 68 88 7.2 47 56 01 44 52 58 94 .23
Pine-Street Primary.
.
44 54 67 9 45 47 50 43 44 48 96 .6
Redington- St.Primary 42 40 56 6.9 32 34 30 30 31 36 93 1.00
Beach Primary 42 42 54 8 38 40 33.3 32 39 31 91 1.2
Farms Primary 24 24 37 20 22 21 18 20 20 95 .5
Number enrolled in Town—Jan. 1895, 560 ; 1894, 527; 1893, 493; 1892, 465.
Largest number at any one time in all the schools, 514.
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ROLL OF HONOR.
Pupils who have been neither
STUART P. ELLIS,
M. LOULSE ASHTON,
BLANCHE P. BASSETT,
ALICE M. HILLIARD,
isent nor tardy during the year.
JOHN B. CAHOON,
EVERETT F. CURTIS,
,
GEORGE B. OILMAN,
ETHEL L. MACPHERSON
SELECTED LIST.
Pupils whose rank in all studies was above 85 per cent.
EDITH A. FARNUM,
GRACE L. EARP,
OLIVE K. PITMAN,
MILDRED C. BULFINCH,
SIDNEY T. DOANE,
HOWARD G. ELLIS,
CHESTER A. BROWN,
EMMA F. HARDY,
ROY E. CRANE,
HELEN L. WEEMAN,
JOSIE E. TWISDEN,
MARY C. PITMAN,
FLORA L. SMITH,
ELIZABETH S. STEVENS
REGINALD L. WEBB,
J. FRANK BROWN,
BESSIE B. HUSSEY,
GRACE M. WEBSTER.
Omitted from Selected List of 1893.
OLIVE K. PITMAN, MAY E. JACKSON.
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SCALE OF SALARIES FOR TEACHERS.
Grammar
—
4 or more years' experience (maximum), I550. •
Primary
—
3 or more years' experience (maximum), $450.
Primary—2 years' experience, $400.
Primary— i year's experience, $350.
Primary—No previous experienoe, $300.
HOLIDAYS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR.
Washington's Birthday.
Patriots' Day.
Memorial Day.
17th of June.
Labor Day.
Thanksgiving recess, beginning Wednesday noon.
CALENDAR FOR SCHOOL YEAR, 1895.
W^inter term 1895 begins Jan. 7; closes March 29.
Spring term 1895 begins April 8; closes June 28.
Fall term 1895 begins Sept. 3; closes Dec. 20.
Winter term 1896 begins Jan. 6.
[ Feb. 28,
COURSE OF STUDY.
FIRST YEAR.
Teach 300 words by aid of toys and reading from blackboard.
]>egin reading from books the fifth month. Read first half
of as many First readers as possible.
Spelling.—From the reading lessons.
Language.—Copy easy sentences from the board, object les-
sons from familiar objects, correct errors in use of lan-
guage.
Ar2thmet2c.—Numbers from i to 10, fractional parts, Roman
numerals, use objects, lines, etc.
Writing.—On slate and paper.
Drazuing.—On slates from solids, clay modeling.
Geography.—Familiar objects about home, at school, out of
doors, domestic animals, well-known l')irds, common insects,
flowers, plants, etc.
Music.—As directed by music teacher.
Nature Woj'k.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
SECOND YEAR.
Reading.—Second half of five First Readers, and first half of
four Second Readers, phonetic analysis.
Spelling.—Oral and written spelling from reading and lan-
guage lessons.
Language.—First year's work continued.
Arithmetic.—Numbers through 25, Roman numerals, original
concrete problems by the pupils, fractional parts.
Writing.—Tracing books, copy exercises from the board,
writing selections from reach'ng books and from dictation.
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Drawing.—From objects, clay modeling.
Geography.—Familiar objects, houses, school-room, streets,
buildings, neighborhood, a village, a city, cardinal points
of compass, horizon, earth, land, air, etc.
Music.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
THIRD YEAR.
Reading.—Last half of Second Readers, phonetic analysis.
Spelling.—Oral and written, exercise-s dictated from reading
lessons.
Language.—Part i, Mary Hyde's Language Lessons, dictation
exercises.
Arithmetic.—Numbers to lOO, use of common measures, Ro-
man numerals, written arithmetic, foiu" operations with no
multiplier or divisor exceeding two figures, writing num-
bers through thousands, fractional parts, common measures.
Writing—With pen and ink.
Drawing.—Prang No. i Drawing Book. Supplementary
work.
Physiology.—Taught orally, the external parts of the body,
hygiene.
Geography.—Our town, our State, position, boundaries, plans
and maps, land and water in town and the state, parts of
animals vegetables, etc.
History.—Stories, holidays.
Music.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
FOURTH YEAR.
Reading.—First half of Third Reader, King's Geographical
Reader, The Beginnet's American History, Fables and
Folk stories, phonetic analysis.
Spelling.—Graves* Spelling Book, and from reading lessons
and Geography.
Language.—Part i, Mary Hyde's Lessons.
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Aj'it/mtetic.—Mental arithmetic, written arithmetic, four
operations, addition and subtraction of decimal and com-
mon fractions, United States money, denominate numbers,
elementary work with simple examples.
Geography.—Studied from Globe in hands of pupil, the world
as a whole, form, size, motions, hemispheres, zones, seasons,
animals, plants, people, races, civilization, continent,
oceans, position, form, size, etc., North America, United
States, our State.
Draiving.—Prang No.* 2 Drawing Book. Supplementary
work.
Writing.—From copy book.
Physiology.—Read Child's Health Primer, Talks on Hygiene.
History.—Stories.
Music.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
FIFTH YEAR.
Reading.—Second half of Third Reader, Gods and Heroes,
King's Geographical Reader, The Beginner's American
History and King of Golden River, phonetic analysis.
Spelling.—Graves' Spelling Book, also from reading lessons
and geography.
Language.—Part H, Mary Hyde's lessons.
AritJinietic.—Addition, subtraction, multiplication and divis-
ion of United States money, elementary fractions, tables of
weights and measures, simple examples in percentage, fac-
toring, multiples and compound numbers, simple examples
only are to be used.
GeograpJiy.—The Continents, form, size, extent. North
America, United States, with special Geography of New
England and our own State, map drawing.
Writing.—From copy book.
Drawing.—Prang No. 3 Drawing Book. Supplementary
work.
Physiology.—Child's Health Primer.
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History.—Stories, Historical Reader.
Mtisic.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
SIXTH YEAR.
Reading.—Tanglewood Tales, Hiawatha, Bees and Birds,
King's Geographical Reader, with other supplementary
reading, phonetic analysis.
Spelling—GrdiYQs' Spelling Book, also, from the reading, his-
tory, and geography lessons.
Language.—Mary Hyde's Lessons, Part HI, letter writing,
composition writing, declamations, selections from Whittier
and Hawthorne.
Arithmetic.—Fractions, reductions, weights and measures,
simple examples in percentage and interest.
Geography.—Finish the United States, South America, map
drawing
History.—The discoveries and settlements, abstracts on
famous men.
Physiology.—Skeleton and process of digestion, hygiene
effects of alcoho], and narcotics.
Writing.—From copy book.
Dj'awing.—Prang No. 4 Drawing Book. Supplementary work.
Mnsic.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
SEVENTH YEAR.
Reading.—-White Hills, selections from Longfellow, Lars,
with other supplementary reading.
Spelling.-—GvdiYQs' Spelling Book, also, from the Reading,
History and Geography lessons.
Language.—Mary Hyde's Lessons, Part IV. Composition
writing, bills, advertisements, and telegrams, declamations,
selections from Longfellow and Irving.
Arithmetic.—Compound numbers, percentage, interest.
Geography.-—Europe and Asia, map drawing.
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History.—French and Indian War, Revolutionary War, and
the War of 1812. Abstracts on famous men.
Physiology.—Muscles, respiration, circulation, effect of alco-
hol and narcotics.
Drawing.—Prang No. 5 Drawing Book. Supplementary
work.
Writing.—From copy book.
Music.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
EIGHTH YEAR.
Reading.—Masterpieces in English Literature and other sup-
plementary reading.
Spelling.—Graves' Spelling Book, also words from readings
geography and history lessons.
Language.—Qx2imm-3LX, written work, composition writing,
declamations, selections from Holmes and Lowell.
Arithmetic.—Banking, stocks and bonds, proportion, simple
examples in square root and mensuration, reviews.
Geography.—Completed and reviewed topically.
History.—Completed and reviewed topically.
Phpsiology.—Nervous system, special senses, reviewed topic-
ally.
Drawing.—Prang No. 6 Drawing Book, supplementary work.
Writi7ig.— Copy book.
Music.—As directed by special teacher.
Nature Work.—Following Boyden's Outlines.
HIGH SCHOOL.
FIRST YEAR.
Algebra, book-keeping, physical geography, Latin or French
or English, study of authors, reading—Sketch Book and
Deserted Village.
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SECOND YEAR.
Geometry, botany, civil government, Caesar or French, Eng-
lish, study of authors, reading—Twice Told Tales, Lady of
the Lake, Enoch Arden.
THIRD YEAR.
Physics and chemistry, Cicero, English history, French, study
of authors, algebra, geometry.
FOURTH YEAR.
Astronomy a-nd geology, or Virgil, English literature, French,
English composition, declamation, drav^ing and music
throughout the course. Course may be modified for pupils
preparing for College or any other higher institution. Home
reading of the following books :—
LIST OF BOOKS.
ALHAMBRA
.
Irving
ARABIAN NIGHTS
BEN HUR ........ Wallace
CHRISTMAS TALES ...... Dickens
CHILDREN OF THE ABBEY . . . . Roche
DAVID COPPERFIELD ..... Dickens
DRP:D ........ Stone
FREDERICK THE GREAT AND HIS COURT . . Muhlbach
GULLIVER'S TRAVELS ..... Swift
HOUSE OF THE SEVEN GABLES .... Hawthorne
JANE EYRE Broute
JOHN HALIFAX ...... Mulock
KENILWORTH ....... Scott
LORNA POONE ...... Blackmore
LAST DAYS OF POMPEII ..... Lytton
LITTLE MEN ....... Alcott
LITTLE WOMEN ...... Alcott
IVANHOE Scott
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS ...... Bunyan
QUENTIN DURWARD . . . . . . Scott
TALISMAN ....... Scott
RAMONA Jackson
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RIENZI Lytton
RISE OF SILAS LAPHAM Howells
ROBINSON CRUSOE Defoe
SCOTTISH CHIEFS Porter
SHIRLEY Bronte
TALE OF TWO CITIES ...... Dickens
THE VASSAR GIRLS ABROAD .... Shampney
TOM BROWN AT RUGBY . . . . . Hughes
TOM BROWN AT OXFORD Hughes
OLD FASHIONED GIRL ..... Alcott
UNCLE TOM'S CABIN ...... Stowe
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY .... Burnett
TWENTY THOUSAND LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA . Verne
TWO GREAT RETREATS .... Grote & Legur
THE EGYPTIAN PRINCESS ..... Ebers
VICAR OF WAKEFIELD ..... Goldsmith
SILAS MARNER ...... Eliot
THE NEWCOMBS ...... Thackeray
ELSIE VENNER ....... Holmes
ROMOLA ........ Eliot
ADVENTURERS OF ULYSSES .... Lamb
AESOP'S FABLES ......
BIRD'S CHRISTMAS CAROL ..... Wiggin
MILL ON THE FLOSS Eliot
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE .... . Jane Austin
STORY OF PATSY Wiggin
DONOVAN Lyall
ABBOTT Scott
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, )FRANK E. INGALLS, [ School Committee.
ELBRIDGE F. SMALL, )
SwAMPScoTT, Feb. 20, 1895.
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REPORT OF TRUANT OFFICER.
To THE School Committee of Swampscott:
I have to congratulate the Town upon the fact 'that there
have been no cases of truancy during the year. I have made
but 10 calls, for all of which good and sufficient reasons were
given as the cause of absence from school.
Respectfully submitted,
CHAS. RODERICK,
Truant Office}'.
Swampscott, Feb. 19, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF PUBLIC
LIBRARY.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
Our Public Library has been established nearly twenty-
six years, and we now have a collection of 6,279 volumes.
240 books have been purchased, and about 60 worn out
books have been replaced by new copies the past year.
18^109 books have been loaned to patrons, against 14,794
the previous year.
The ^ale of catalogues, and fines for keeping books beyond
the allotted time has amounted to ^21.25.
The Library has been opened every Saturday from 2 to 9,
and Wednesday from 4 to 8 throughout the year.
Printed bulletins of new books have from time to time been
issued, which are gratuitously furnished to all, and a complete
catalogue with supplements can be obtained from the libra-
rian for twenty-five cents, which is not half the cost.
Miss Sarah L. Honers, our librarian for the past fourteen
years, will ever be found ready to assist readers in making
selections, to those who may require her services. The
Trustees desire to express their appreciation of her valued
services.
Masters Nowell Ingalls and Howard Ellis serve as assis-
tants.
JAMES E. PEASLEY,
FRANK F. STANLEY,
CURTIS V. MERRITT,
Swampscott, Feb. 22, 1895.
T^'ustees
Public Library
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF HEALTH.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott:
The Board of Health respectfully submit the following re-
port of their doings for the past year.
During the year we have received and investigated all com-
plaints brought to our notice. We have had official notice
of two cases of diphtheria, four cases of scarlet fever, none of
which proved fatal, for which we have reason to be grateful.
We have had considerable trouble in relation to the dump-
ing grounds, which private parties had allowed us to use,
which are now closed to the public
;
leaving us without any
suitable place for dumping. We think that some action
should be taken by the Town towards procuring some suit-
able place for a dump.
In relat*ion to the collecting of offal, the manner in which
it has been performed has given general satisfaction.
The Board feel that the Town will compare favorably with
other Towns in regard to health and cleanliness.
JOHN I. ADAMS, )
JOSEPH W. Gl.h'^'^.S Board of Health.
EDWIN F. WILEY, )
Attest:
Wilbur B. Adams, Clerk.
Swampscott, Feb. 9, 1895.
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HEALTH REGULATIONS OF THE TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT.
TJie following Regulations have been adopted by tJie Board oj
Health :
vSection I. The owner, agent or occupant, having care of any tenement
used as a dwelling-house, shall furnish the same with sufficient drain, under
ground, to carry off the waste water; and also with a suitable privy, sufficient
for the accommodation of all who may use it.
Sect. 2. All vaults or privies shall be so constructed that the inside of
the same shall be at least two feet distant from the line of every adjoining lot
or street, and the same shall be kept tight; nor shall the contents of any
vault be allowed to accumulate within twelve inches of the even surface of the
ground, or otherwise become offensive.
Sect. 3. All waste water shall be conveyed through sufficient drains, under
ground, to a common sewer, or to such reservoir, sunk under ground, as shall
be approved by the Board of Health, and no person shall suffer any waste or
stagnant water to remain in any cellar, or upon any lot of vacant ground, by
such person owned or occupied.
Sect. 4. Whenever, upon due examination, it shall appear to the Board of
Health that the number of persons occupying any tenement or building in the
town is so great as to be the cause of nuisance or sickness, or the source of
filth; or that any tenement or building is not furnished with vaults constructed
according to the provisions of the regulations, or with sufficient privies, or drains
underground for waste water, or from any cause has become unfit for habita-
tion, they will thereupon issue their notice in writing to such persons, or any of
them, requiring them to remove and quit such tenement or building within
such time as they may deem reasonable.
Sect. 5. No person shall throw or put into any public place, or pond, or
running stream, or body of water, or in any other place where the Board of
Health may deem it a nuisance, any dead animal, dirt or rubbish whatsoever,
nor shall any person throw into or upon any flats or tide water within the
jurisdiction of the town, any dead animal, filth or offensive matter.
Sect. 6. No person shall erect or maintain, within the limits of the town,
any building or structure used for a slaughter house, or for the manufacture
or refining of kerosene oil or soap, the trying out of lard, the business of tal-
low chandler, or the tanning, dressing or coloring of leather or skins, or any
other noxious or offensive trade, or exercise or carry on such trade, business or
employment, without a license from the Board of Health, defining the place
for the same, and any such license may at any time be revoked.
Sect. 7. No person shall collect any house offal or night soil within limits
of the town without a license from the Board of Health.
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Sect. 8. No person shall bring into the town for sale any diseased, putrid,
stale or unwholesome meat, vegetables or provisions.
Sect. 9. No person shall burn, boil or decompose in the town any bones or
other refuse parts of neat cattle or other animal, without a license from the
Board of Health.
Sect. 10. No person shall keep any swine within the limits of the town
without a license from the Board of Health.
Sect. ii. Any person sick with the small-pox, scarlet fever, diphtheria,
membraneous croup, together with all persons in attendance upon him, will
be subject to the control of the Board; and no person shall enter or leave a
house wherein any person is or has been sick with the disease, or in any way
come in contact with the inmates of such house, except by permission of the
Board.
Sect. 12. All persons are warned not to approach a house or the surround-
ing premises whereupon is displayed either a health card, a red flag by day or
a red light by night.
Sect. 13. When a householder knows that a person within his family is
taken sick of small-pox, scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, membraneous
croup, typhoid fever, or any other disease, dangerous to the public health, he
shall immediately give notice thereof to the Board of Health.
Sect. 14. When a physician knows that any person whom he is called to
visit is infected with small-pox, scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, membraneous
croup, typhoid fever, ar any other disease dangerous to the public health, he
shall immediately give notice thereof to the Board of Health.
Sect, 15. No child from any family or house infected with scarlet fever,
measles, diphtheria, small-pox, or membraneous croup shall be permitted to
attend school without a permit from the Board of Health.
Sect. 16. The bodies of all persons dying of small-pox, scarlet fever, diph-
theria, membraneous croup, typhus or typhoid fever, must be immediately
disinfected and placed in a tight coffin, which shall not be reopened. No cer-
tificate of death from either of the above-named diseases will be endorsed by
1 the Board of Health until above regulations have been complied with. In
above cases no public funeral will be allowed without permission from the
Board of Health.
Sect. 17. Notice of domestic animals or cattle suffering with contagious
disease, or suspected of suffering from contagious disease, shall immediately be
given to the Board of Health by those having the charge of such animals or
cattle.
EXTRACT FROM THE TOWN BY-LAWS.
article VII.
Sect. 6. The contents of any sink, cesspool, or privy shall only be re-
moved in a vehicle effectually covered and water-tight, and the same shall not
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be emptied on any beach or into the sea adjacent to any beach in the town, but
shall be carried in such cart and disposed of in the earth or otherwise as the
Board of Health may by rules provide, but apart from dwelling houses.
Sect. 26. No person shall put, or cause to be put, into any catch basin in
the highway any filth, sewerage, slops or dirty water.
JOHN I. ADAMS, ) Board
EDWIN F. WILEY, \ of
JOSEPH W. GLASS,
SwAMPscoTT, Feb. 28, 1895.
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REPORT OF INSPECTOR OF PROVISIONS,
ANIHALS, ETC.
To THE Board of Selectmen :
Whole number of cattle, 102. Cows, 90. Young cattle, 9.
Bulls, 3. Provision stores, 5. Wagons, 3. Fish Markets, 3.
Fish Wagons, 4. Hogs Slaughtered, 78.
Horses reported as having contagious disease, 2. Killed
by order of Cattle Commissioner, i. Killed by request of
owner, i. One horse made to leave Town after entering,
the same reported to Lynn Inspector.
Cows reported as diseased to Cattle Commissioner, 2,
]cilled, I.
Persons prosecuted for slaughtering without license, i
REMARKS.
Since the change in the law, June 20, 1894, the work of
inspection has nearly doubled, as the disease among cattle
known as tuberculosis and considered as very contagious to
people seems to be on the increase.
GEORGE NEWHALL, Inspector.
SwAMPScoTT, Feb. 18, 1895.
[Feb. 28,
REPORT OF THE MILK INSPECTOR.
To THE Board of Selectmen :
The number of licenses granted for the sale of milk for the
term of 1 894-1 895, was (18) eighteen, for which nine dollars
($9.00) was received and paid into the Town Treasury. No
complaints in any form have been made as to quality or ser-
vice, and it is fair to infer that the service of milk in our
Town has been satisfactory to all.
C. A. Bryson ..... 50
A. L. Pierce ..... 50
J. H. Grant 50
Hanafry C. Drisland . . . . 50
R. V. Bessom 50
Martin Enholm .... 50
Allen S. Rowe ..... 50
Frank Newhall ..... 50
A. F. Pyne . . . 50
H. J. Pierce . . . . ' . . 50
J. F. Brown ...... 50
W. F. Lewis ...... 50
John McDonough . . . 50
Walter Carey . . . . 50
Thomas A. Grangei- .... 50
George Melzard .... 50
W. O. Fuller 50
M. T. Roberts 50
Respectfully submitted,
C. E. HARRIS, Milk Inspector.
SwAMPScoT'j", Feb. 11, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE FIRE ENGINEERS.
To THE Board of Selectmen :
The Engineers herevv^ith present their annual report for the
year ending Feb. 28, 1895.
LOCATION OF BOXES.
No. 3, Essex, corner Dan vers Street. •
4. Boston & Maine R. R. station, Burrill Street.
5. Engine house, New Ocean Street.
6. Opposite Jeffers' Drug store, Humphrey street.
7. Hillside Avenue, corner Cherry Street.
8. Roy Street, Mountain Park.
9. Humphrey Street, corner Forest Avenue.
12. Allen Rovve's, Humphrey Street.
13. Hotel Preston, Atlantic Avenue.
14. Orient Street, corner Lincoln House Avenue.
15. Opposite Evans & Cole's stable. Orient Street.
16. John Jeffries, Orient Street.
17. Highland, corner King Street.
21. Junction Sheridan, Andrew and Farragut Roads.
23. Opposite Phillips Beach station.
On boxes 6, 15, 17, 21 and 23 we have placed keys to avoid
delay in case of alarm.
AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF LYNN.
The boxes and alarms in Lynn that the Swampscott De-
partment respond to are as follows :
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FIRST ALARM.
Box 57. Essex, corner Fremont Street.
82. Lewis Street, Chemical Engine House.
516. Swampscott Engine House.
521. Columbia Avenue, Standard Oil Co.
SKCONl) ALARM.
59. Empire, corner Brookline Street.
512. Essex, corner Jackson Street.
CiKNKkAL ALARM. .
Ten blows.
The Lewis Street Chemical Engine, Lynn, answers the
following first alarms from the Swampscott department :
boxes 4, 5, 6, 15, 17 and 21, and when our apparatus is in
Lynn on a general alarm, the chemical engine answers all
alarms that may come in from Swampscott.
I'IRKS AND ALARMS.
1894,
Mar. 28. Box g. Fire in woods.
Mar. 30. Box 5. For box 82, Lynn.
Apr. 20. Box2L False alarm.
May 2. Box 5. Fire in woods.
May 3. Box 21. Fire in woods.
June 15. Box 4. House on Stetson estate. ,
July \. Box 5. F'ire in woods.
July 4. Box 23. False alarm.
July 16. Still alarm from Stetson estate.
July 31. Box 17. Walter DeLory's hay-stack.
July 31. Box 7. Stable, Cherry street.
Aug. 3. Box- 8. Dwelling house.
Sept. 3. Box 16. Oakland House.
Sept. 14. Box 5. B. F. Rich's stable.
Oct. I. Box 15. E. A. Farnham's building.
Oct. 28. Box 16. Miles Blanchard's boat-house.
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Nov. 29. Box 8. Hooper's carpenter shop, Mountain Park.
Dec. II. Box 6. Rev. W. H. Rogers' residence.
Dec. 23. Still alarm, Mudge estate.
1895.
Jan. 12. Box 5. House on Mudge estate.
Jan. 14. Box 8. Highland Hall, house and stable, Roy
street, Mountain Park.
Feb. 13. Box 5. General alarm, Lynn.
Feb. 26. Box 21. False alarm.
REMARKS.
Our connection with the City of Lynn, in regard to fires,
during the past year, has proved to be of much benefit.
The Lynn chemical engine, located on Lewis street, has
responded to our fires very promptly, thereby saving consid-
erable property for the Town the past year.
In our department, the apparatus and horses are in good
condition.
The horses and men have been employed upon the streets
and have credit for work done upon the highways as follows
:
Horses, ^409.13 ; drivers, $165.50 ; total, $574.63.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
The Engineers would respectfully recommend that eight
hundred dollars be appropriated to enlarge the stable in the
rear of the engine house. It is very much needed; there is
hardly room to turn the horses back of the stalls, or any place
to hang the work harnesses, and is very close in warm weather
for the horses.
We would also recommend the purchase of one more horse
for the ladder truck.
Our reason for this recommendation is that the ladder truck
is too much for one horse. The hose wagon gets out before
the call men can get round and the truck pick up the men.
This makes too heavy a load for one horse, and we recom-
mend two hundred dollars be appropriated for this purpose.
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These recommendations we trust will be favorably acted
upon for the benefit of the department.
We thank the citizens of Swampscott in behalf of the mem-
bers of the Fire Department, for the courtesies shown them
the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE P. CAHOON,
CHARLES K. ROBERTS,
JAMES E. PHILLIPS,
Swampscott, Feb. 28, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE CHIEF OF POLICE.
To THE Board of Selectmen
Whole number of arrests
Assault and battery
Drunkenness .
Violation of liquor law-
Violation of Town By-Law
Neglect of family
Larceny
.
Obstructing Town way
Bastardy
.
Breaking and entering
Giving false alarm of fire
Insane
Evading board bill .
Arrested for other officers
Slaughterino: without License
Disposed of as follows :—
Committed to House of Correction
Committed to insane asylum
Committed to jail
Placed on file .
Fined and paid
Discharged by court
Discharged without complaint
Delivered to other officers
Appealed cases
25
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MISCELLANEOUS CAS£S.
Complaints investigated ..... 125
Fires extinguished without alarms ... 2
Accidents reported la
Buildings found open and secured ... 10
Dogs killed ....... 4
Intoxicated persons taken home ... 15
Intoxicated persons put off at depot . . 17
Lights furnished for dangerous places
. 4
Injured and sick persons assisted ... 7
Search warrants for liquor served ... 3
Lost children restored ..... 4
Assisted other officers ..... 2
Street obstructions removed . . . . ^ 2
Disturbances suppressed .... 14
Stray horses cared for ..... 2
Defective places in streets reported • . . 2
Cases of breaking and entering reported . 6
Cases of larceny reported .... 22
Value of goods reported lost and stolen . ^298 00
Value of goods restored to owners . . . 120 00
POLICE IMPLEMENTS.
Revolvers ....... 7
Badges ......... 20
Handcuffs ....... 8
Twisters ....... 9
Billies .
. , 13
Whistles 6
Helmets ........ n
Lanterns ....... i
Gun ........ I
VALUATION.
Revolvers and badges ..... $62 00
Handcuffs and twisters 35 00
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Billies and whistles . . . 14 oo
Helmets and lantern ..... 27 00
Gun . . . . 20 GO
$158 00
RECEIPTS AND REIMBURSEMENTS.
Working Institute $113
Marblehead Water Co. ..... 5 25
John Jeffries . . 12 00
Lynn Police Court, fines . . . . 184 oo
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co . . . . 19 87
$222 25
RECOMMENDATIONS.
I would recommend that one more regular officer be added
to the force. Under the present system there is no officer
on duty from 4 o'clock A. M. until 2 o'clock P. M. By add-
ing one more officer the Town can be patrolled at all hours
of the day and night.
I would also recommend that some action be taken in re-
gard to having warrants issued in Town, thereby saving time
and expense to the department.
Respectfully submitted,
charlp:s h. dunlap,
SwAMPSCOTT, Feb. 18, 1895. Chief of Police.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
STREETS.
To THE Board of Selectmen :
Stone, gravel and crush stone used on streets as follows
:
Name of street. No. loads gravel. stone. crush stone.
Atlanfip aveniip 395 50 6t:
380 15
rs r» \7 Ti 1" r» r» cf"r*/^/^l-i-fyjy llLUii bUCCL . • 160 10
xjccn^ii ijiuii avenue
. . 15 5
200 75
JLydllVCla bLFccL
• • 65 15
Essex street 250 28 5
Humphrey street 570 36 115
Mudge street 250 80
Orient street 75 30
Pine street
. 25
Ontario street 20
Rock avenue 5
Salem street ICQ
2410 444 185
Stone, gravel and crush stone used on sidewalks
:
Name of street. No. loads gi-avel. stone. CTush stone
.
Burrill street 19 25
Boynton street 2
Cherry street .
. 36
Essex street 115 25
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Name of street. No. loads gravel. stone. crush stone.
Humphrey street ... 90 10
Highland street .... 39
New Ocean street . . . 12
Orient street .... 20 10
Phillips School .... 29
Redington street ... 25 i
Thomas road .... 3
385 25 51
Gutter scrapings removed from the following streets:
Name of street. No. loads.
Atlantic avenue ........ 25
Boynton street
. . . . . . • •
. 5
Beach Bluff avenue ....... 20
Beach avenue . . . . . .15
Blaney street ........ 5
Burrill street . . . . . . . .120
Columbia avenue .
. . . . • • 30
Cherry street ........ 25
Essex street . . . .
. . . .50
Humphrey street ....... 340
Hillside avenue . . . . ' .
. ,
-25
Highland street ........ 5
King street ......... 10
Marshall street . . .
. . . .
'
. 10
New Ocean street . . . . .
. .10
Orient street . . . . . . .210
Pine street ......... 25
Rock avenue ........ 5
Redington street
.
•
. . . , .20
Rose street . . 5
Rockland street ......... 5
Salem street ........ 10
Thomas road ........ 5
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Name of street.
Woodbine avenue
Phillips street
Beach road .
No. loads.
5
5
5
Gutter scrapings used as follows
:
Sold and used.
S. O. Hall .
E. A. Farnham
Richard Gilley
Benj. O. Honors
C. W.. Galloupe
William Granger
Moses Goodridge
Pine-Street School yard
Beach avenue
Cherry street, for filling
Salem street, for filling
Essex street, for filling
Used on dump
Phillips School lot
995
No. loads.
22
70
5
10
40
12
19
200
35
40
35
25
175
282
Abolishing Burrill-street Crossin<
970
Stone. gravel. crush stone
No. 4- No. 3. No. 7.
Burrill street
• 550 50 350 80 40
Columbia avenue . 150 40 115 60 15
Railroad avenue
• 50 25 20 15 10
750 115 485 155 65
Burrill-street Crossing:
Number of loads used in construction of sidewalks on
Burrill street, 75 loads gravel, 75 loads stone; Columbia
street, 75 loads gravel, 90 loads of stone.
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Sand and stone used for paving gutters in streets as fol-
lows :
Name of street. No. loads paving stone. sand.
Pine street ....... 80 35
Beach avenue ...... 19 10
Humphrey street 18 8
Highland street ...... 2 2
Hay scales . . . . . * . 10 5
129
~~
60
Gravel removed and sand used for street crossings :
Name of street. Block stone, No. loads gravel. Sand.
Hay scales .... 275 4 CD
Pine street .... 230 2 2
Burrill street . ' . . . 500 10 4
Paradise road .... 400 10 5
Thomas road . . . . 510 4 3
Columbia avenue . , . . 300 2
2215 32 20
Sand used for sanding sidewalks, 69 loads.
I would recommend that two snow plows be purchased for
the Highway Department.
J. P. M. S. PITMAN,
Stiperintendejtt of Streets.
SwAMPscoTT, Feb. 23, 1895.
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REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF
CEMETERY.
To THE Board of Selectmen :
During the year there has been some improvements made»
the house being remodeled, thereby improving the looks of
the cemetery, and also making it very convenient for the
Superintendent and the public as well.
There are but few lots remaining unsold.
Number of interments, 27.
Number of bodies in receiving tomb, 8.
No. of lots sold, 7; price of six, $40 each; one at $25.
Respectfully submitted,
J. S. BROWN, Snperintaidc7it.
SwAMPscoTT, Feb. 20, 1895.
1895.]
AUDITORS' REPORT.
Liabilities of the Town of Swampscott.
flOTES PAYRBliE.
Date of note No. To Avhoni payable. Am't. Class Time. Rate.
11
When
payable.
June 1,1886 18 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 9 yrs. 32% June 1 1895
June 1 1886 19 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 10 vrs. *} 1Ott June 1, 1896
June 1 1886 20 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 11 yrs. ''2 June 1, 1897
May 21, 1887 31 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 8 yrs. May 23, 1896
May 2, 1888 34 Lynn Instit'n ior Savings 3,000 00 10 yrs. 4 May 2, 1898
Mar. 25, 1890 44 Lynn Instit'n for Savings 4,333 33 J) 5 vrs. June 13, 1895
Aug. 11, 1891 53 Lynn Instit'n for Savings 2,250 00 E 5 yrs. 4j Aug.ll, 1896
Aug. 11, 1891 54 Lynn Instit'n for Savings 2,250 00 hi vrs 4s- Aug. 11, 1897
July 18, 1892 59 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 AA 3 yrs. July 18, 1895
July 18, 1892 60 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 A 4 vrs 3:[ July IB, 1896
Jan. 12, 1S94 67 State of Massachusetts 4,500 00 XT-T 2 vrs. 3:] Jan. 12, 1896
Jan. 12, 1894 68 State of Massachusetts 4 500 00 Ft! 3 vrs 133^ Jan. 12, 1897
Jan. 12 1894 69 State of Massachusetts 4,500 00 17' 3i Jan. 12, 1898
Jan. 12, 1894 70 State of Massachusetts 4,500 00 3:1 Jan. 12, 1899
Jan. 12, 1894 71 State of Massacluisetts 4,500 00 F G yrs. Jan. 12, 1900
Jan. 12 1894 State of Massachusetts 4 500 00 F T.v,s. 3:] Jan. 12, 1901
Jan. 12, 1894 73 State of Massncliusetts 4,500 00 F 8 vrs. 35 Jan. 12, 1902
Jan. 12, 1894 74 State of Massachusetts 4,500 00 F 9 yrs. 31 Jan. 12, 1903
Jan. 12, 1894 75 State of Massachusetts 4,500 00 F 10 yrs. 31 Jan. 12, 1904
June 25,1894 76 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 3 yrs. 31 June 25, 1897
June 25,1894 77 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 4 yrs. 31 Jiine 25, 1898
June 25, 1894 78 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 5 yrs
.
31 June 25, 1899
June 25, 1894 79 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 6 yrs. 31 June 25, 1900
June 25, 1894 80 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 7 yrs. 31 June 25, 1901
June 25, 1894 81 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 8 yrs. 31 June 25, 1902
June25, 1894 82 State of Massachusetts 1,000 QO F 9 yrs. 31 June 25, 1903
June25, 1894 83 State of Massachusetts 1,000 00 F 10 yrs. 31 June 25, 1904
Total, $66,333 33
A, Water Pipe Loan.
B, Culvert Loan.
C, Monument Loan.
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INTEREST.
By Appropriation $2,800 00
Interest on treasurer's deposits ... 680 22
To Amount of Expenditures |2,824 88
Balance unexpended 655 34
$3,480 22 $3,480 22
EXPENDITURES.
1894.
Lynn Institution for Savings
Mar. 27. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 43 and 44,
($4,383.33 each) 6 months at 4 per
cent $173 33
May 2. Interest on note, No. 34, for $3,000,
6 months at 4 per cent 60 00
State of Massachusetts.
" 21. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 30 and 31,
($1,000 each) 6 months at 4 per cent . 40 00
" "
.
Interest on note. No. 48, for $1,000, 6
months at 3|^ per cent 17 50
June 1. Interest on 4 notes, Nos. 17, 18, 19
and 20, ($1,000 each) 6 months at 3^-
per cent 70 00
July 12. Interest on 10 notes, Nos 66 to 75,
both numbers inclusive, ($4,500 each)
6 months at 3| per cent 843 75
" 18. Interest on 3 notes, Nos. 58, 59 and 60, *
($1,000 each) 6 months at 3| per cent. 56 25
Amount candiedforward $1,260 83
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INTEREST.
Amount hroughtforward 11,260 83
1894.
Lynn Institution of Savings.
Aug. 11. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 53 and 54,
($2,250 each) 6 months at 41 per cent. 101 25
Sept. 25. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 43 and 44,
(14,333.33 each) 6 months at 4 per
cent 173 33'
Nov. 2. Interest on note, No. 34, for |3,000, 6
months at 4 per cent . • 430 00
" 15. Interest on note, No. 43, for 14,333.33,
50 days at 4 per cent 24 47
State of Massachusetts.
" 21. Interest on note, No. 31, for $1,000, 6
months at 4 per cent 20 00
Dec. 1. Interest on 3 notes, Nos. 18, 19 and 20,
(11,000 each) 6 months at 3i percent. 52 50
" 25. Interest on 8 notes, Nos. 76 to 83,
both numbers inclusive, (|1,000 each) 6
months at 3| per cent 150 00
1895.
Jan. 12. Interest on 10 notes, Nos. 66 to 75,
both 'numbers inclusive, ($4,500 each)
6 months at 3| per cent, 843 75
" 18. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 59 and 60,
($1,000 each) 6 months at 3| per cent. 37 50
Feb. 11. Interest on 2 notes, Nos. 53 and 54,
($2,250 each) 6 months at 4^ per cent. 101 25
$2,824 88
KECEIPTS.
Interest on treasurer's deposits :
—
National Security Bank, Lynn $608 16
Manufacturers National Bank, Boston ... 72 06
$680 22
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BENJAMIN O. HONORS, Treasurer, in account
DR.
To Balance casli in treasury, Feb. 28, 1894 . . . $50,928 23
Bunting A. li., reimbursed amount overpaid . . 1 90
Catch basins and gutters, L. & B. R. R. C o . . 8 25
Cemetery Department, sale of 7 lots 265 00
Concrete and curbstones, reimbursements ... 70 38
Corporation tax received from State 14,781 23
Fire Department receipts 54 50
F»ish weir license 50 00
Highway Department receipts 19 57
Interest on Treasurer's deposits 680 22
Library, Public, receipts and dog tax 283 48
Licenses, peddlers 20 00
Military aid, reimbursed by State 158 00
Milk Inspector, C. E. Harris 9 00
National Bank tax, received from State, 1894 . 1,863 91
Phillips School loan, notes, Nos. 75 to 83 in-
clusive • . 8,000 00
Police Department, receipts 222 25
Poor Department, reimbursements 299 10
Schools, Public, receipts .... 41 67
Sealer of Weights and Measures, G. W. Harris . 21 79
Soldiers and Sailors' Aid, reimbursed 34 38
State Aid, reimbursed b}^ State 1,579 00
Taxes received from M. F. Carroll, Collector . . 56,722 44
Town Hall receipts, G. T. Till, agent 1J4 00
$136,228 30
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current with the TOWN OF SWAMPSCOTT.
CR.
By Corporation Tax, reimbursed State ^ 13 65
County Tax, 1894 6,090 83
Interest on notes payable 2,824 88
Notes payable.
1894.
May 22, Water Pipes, note No. 48, |1,000 00
""^
23, " " 31, 1,000 00
June 1, - " 17, 1,000 00
July 18, " ^' " 58, 1,000 00
Nov. 15, Town Debt, ^' 43, 4,333 33
1895.
Jan. 12, Phillips School, note No. 66, 4,500 00 12,833 33
State tax, 1894 4,840 00
Selectmen's orders, 1894-95 104,661 40
Selectmen's orders outstanding, 1894 356 47
Balance due from Treasurer, March 1, 1895 4,607 74
Dep. in Nat. Security Bank, Lynn, 13,238 40
" Mfrs. Nat. Bank, Boston, 920 84
Cash in treasurer's hands
. . .
448 50
$4,607 74
$136,228 SO
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Michael P. Carroll, Collector of Taxes, in
account with the Town of Swampscott.
1894.
DR.
To amount committed for collection, as per Asses-
sors' warrant
:
Town tax . $47,280 37
State tax . . . ... .. 4,840 00
County tax . 6,090 88
Supplementary list ...... 244 79
$58,455 99
CR.
By cash paid B. O. Honors, Treasurei- . . . $56,518 44
discount, 2 per cent, on taxes paid before Oct.
2,1894 825 56
Abatement of Assessors 888 69
Tax titles, tax 1894 223 30
$58,455 99
M. P. Carroll, Collector of Taxes,
in account with the Town of Swampscott.
1893.
'
DR.
To tax titles, 1'893 1427 91
CR.
By cash paid B. O. Honors, Treasurer . . . $204 00
Tax titles, 1893 223 91
$427 91
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SELECTHEN'S DEPARTHENT.
By Appropriation 14,300 00
Amount overdrawn ..... 120 30
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $4,420 30
14,420 30 $4,420 30
EXPENDITURES.
Alden, Charles E.
teller, election Mar. 19, 1894
Alger, James E., distributing 1894 reports .
Bassett, Joseph M.
services as registrar of voters, 1894-95 .
Blaisdell, F. H., 4 casks cement . $1.30
Breed, Albert H., paid J. F. Hannan for
deed and examination of title
Breed, S. N. & Co., lumber for hay scales .
lumber for rail fence, Humphrey st.
Bulfinch, H. Cushing, traveling expenses
services as chairman selectmen, 1894-95
Bunting, Aaron R.
services as selectman, 1894-95
Cahoon, L. Frank, balance services as chair
man auditors, 1893-94
.
Carroll, Michael P., services as collector of
taxes, 1894-95 ....
recording and preparing deed, etc.
stationery and postage stamps
advertising .....
Chapman, John, services as bondsman fo
tax collector, 1894-95
Chase, W. B., reporting 2 births .
Amount carriedforicard
$52 74
18 27
10 78
425 00
400 00
3 90
22 00
2 50
$ 3 00
3 00
35 00
5 20
15 00
71 01
435 78
200 00
50 00
428 40
16 66
50
$1,263 55
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SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward $1,263 55
Delano, Gilbert, services as assessor, 1894-95 $100 00
days' labor, rail fence, Humphrey st.,
$3.00 25 50
traveling expenses as assessor . . 3 50 129 00
Douglass, R. A.
services as constable, 1894-95 . . 10 00
Doyle, James
5 days' labor paving hay scales, . 13.00 15 00
Earp, John B., inspector of elections, Mar.
19 and Nov. 6, 1894 .... 10 00
Eastman, E. S., P. M., postage stamps . 7 10
Eastman, F. H., surveying and plans of King-
st. extension . . . • . 10 00
surveying and plans of "Breed lot" st 15 00
grade foi^Mudge st . . . . 2 50 27 50
Ellison, Coolidge & Co., treasurer's bond . 80 00
Evans & Cole, team, distributing reports . 3 00
carriage for park commissioners . . 6 00 9 00
Fairbanks Co., second-hand 6-ton scales,
double-beam in exchange . . . ' 100 00
Gannon, John, ^ days' labor . . 2.00 17 00
Gardner, Peleg, services as assessor, 1894-95 100 00
carpentering a^d material drain, Beach
Bluff 32 17
carpentering and material drain, Blaney's
beach . . . . . . 21 75
carpentering and material drain, Stacey's
brook . . . . . . 28 14
repairing Hayford house. Orient st . 13 75
labor on sidewalk and drain, Hum-
phrey st 17 62
fencing "Ocean Park" for commis-
sioners 5 94 219 3T
Amount carriedforward 11,887 52
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SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward 11,887 52
Gay, Chas. W.
typing specifications for assessors' plats $6 09
survey for jury plan, Town vs. Douglass 4 00 10 09
Glass, Joseph W., distributing reports 1894 3 00
Gordon, Hiram W.
recutting treasurer's stamp ... 75
Harris, Charles E.
services as milk inspector, 1893-94 . 10 00
services as milk inspector, 1894-95 . 20 00 30 00
Harris, George W.,
services as sealer of weights and meas-
ures, 2 years to Mar. 1, 1895 . . 50 00
painting steps, stand pipes, fence, etc . 11 50
teaming weights and measures, etc . 4 25 65 75
Hardy, Elmer A., services as auditor, 1893-94 50 00
on account of services as auditor, 1894-95 25 00 75 00
Hastings & Sons Publishing Co.
advertising Edmunds' estate for taxes . 6 50
Hatch, Willard M., services as teller, elec-
tions Mar. 19 and Nov. 6, 1894 . . 6 00
Higgins, Albert I., carriage .... 2 75
Holden, Geo. H. & Co., supplies ... 1 70
Honors, Benj. O.,
receipt books and car fares
. .
. 8 00
services as treasurer, 1894-95 . . 400 00 408 00
Honors, S. L. Miss, services as secretary
board of assessors 1894-95 ... 10 00
Hook, Hiram
8 yards concrete, hay scales . . .43 3 44
Hunt, A. Frost, M. D., reporting 6 births . 1 50
Hurd, Stephen P.
teller election, Mar. 19, 1894 . . 3 00
James, Algernon
refreshments, election Mar. 19, 1894 . 30 00
Amount carried forward $2,545 00
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SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward $2,545 00
Jeffers, Charles P., blank-books . 80
Kendrick, Mrs. Henry, rent of house for life-
boat, 1 year to Nov. 18, 1894 10 00
King, G. F. & Merrill, stationery $ 9 79
ledger with canvas cover 11 50 21 29
Knowlton, Daniel F.
teller election, Nov. 6, 1894 . 3 00
Tjittlp TirnwTi Oo Spavpv's Town Officer 4 00
Mahan, John, 5 days' labor, hay scales $2.00 10 00
Marblehead, Town of, tax on gravel bank . 6 88
Marsh, E. Jr., 3^ days' labor, hay scales 2.00 7 00
Marshall, George W.
services as registrar of voters, 1894-95 . 35 00
Massachusetts, State of, standard record ink 2 50
Meek, Henry, blanks for registrars
blanks for assessors and record book Qy U-± 11 66
Melzard, Bertram C,, teller Mar. 19, 1894 . 3 00
Melzard, John E., paint for stand-pipes 3 80
Merritt, C. V.
reimbursed taxes, 1894 overpaid . 6 60
Merritt, John R., services moderator, 1894 . 25 00
Millett, D. Holman, car fare, postage, etc 7 29
services as chairman assessors, 1894-95 . 200 00 207 29
Morris, Oscar F., services as teller elections.
Mar. 19 and Nov. 6, 1894 6 00
Mott, James H., refreshments for registrars . 5 75
Moulton, James H.
services as registrar of voters, 1894-95 . 35 00
Murphy, P. B,, 100 dog-license blanks 2 00
Myers, Daniel J., 8.^ days' labor, mason, 3.00 25 50
McDonough, J.
^
day's labor with team 3.50 2 62
Nesbitt, David W.
teller election Nov. 6, 1894 . 3 00
Amount carried forward $2,982 69
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SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward
Newhall, George, services as inspector of
animals, provisions, etc., 1894-95 .
Newhal], Herbert W., M. D.
Nichols, G. H. & W. A., 1000 town reports . |211 95
ballots, tally sheets, warrants . . 32 50
letter heads, billheads, envelopes . . 19 25
Nichols, Thos. P., 2,000 tax bills . . . 13 00
printing . . . . . . . 37 75
Niles & Carr, to retainer and services for
year ending Mar. 1, 1895 . . . 200 00
to services in preparation and trial of
case against Douglass and Snow, for
obstructing town-way . . . 25 00
returning 5 births .....
Philbrick & Pope, labor and material drink-
ing fountain ......
Porter, Milton I).
services as teller, Nov. 6, 1894
Porter, W. H., use of Highland Hall for
registrars of voters, Mar. and Nov.
Reed, A. W., 2 days' labor rail fence, Hum-
phrey St $2.00
Rich, Benj. F., teller election. Mar. 19, 1894
Roberts, C. K. & W, H., expressing
Rowell, Charles G.
services as teller. Mar. 19, 1894
Russell, Edmund, teller Mar. 19, 1894 .
Shaw, S. H., I day's labor with team, . 3,50
Stanley, John, services as bondsman for col-
lector of taxes, 1894-95
Stimpson, D. P., insurance of stone crusher
Stone, Abram G., distributing reports 1894 . . 3 00
services as inspector of election. Mar. 19,
1894 . . . . . . . 5 00
Amount carriedforward
12,982 69
45 25
263 70
50 75
225 00
1 25
8 08
3 00
6 00
4 00
3 00
11 25
3 00
3 00
2 62
16 66
45 00
8 00
$,68^25
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SELECTMEN'S DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward $3,682 25
Stone, D. Robert, services as secretary of
auditors, 1893-94 75 00
Stone, W. Ernest, services as selectman,
1894-95 200 00
Strauss, Co. A. W., 5 gal. paint, $1.75 8 75
Thomas, Edward H.
services as teller, Nov. 6, 1894 . . 3 00
Thurston, John W.
services as inspector, Nov. 6, 1894 . 5 00
Till, George T., express, postage, etc . . |7 00
services as town clerk, 1894-95 . . 100 00
services as secretary of selectmen,
1894-95 200 00
services as clerk of registrars, 1894-95 . 45 00
recording births, marriages and deaths,
1894 45 10 397 10
Valiquet, J. D., luncheons .... 25 00
White Brothers, binding 2 town reports . 2 50
Wheeler, James, services as constable, 1894 . 11 70
Wires, W. M., photographs of Burrill-St.
grade crossing, map and frame . . 10 00
$4,420~30
CARE OF MONUMENT LOT.
By Appropriation $25 00
Amount overdrawn .... 9 75
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $34 75
134 75 $34 ^5
EXPENDITURES.
Mott, James A.
care monument grounds for season 1894 130 75
Pitman, J. P. M. S., 2 loads loam and labor . 4^
$34 7§
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BURRILL=STREET GRADE CROSSING.
By Appropriation $1,500 00
Due from State of Massachusetts (esti-
mated) ...... 2,000 00
Amount overdrawn 1,675 85
To Amount of Expenditures . . .$5,175 85
$5,175 85 $5,175 85
EXPENDITURES.
Bryson, James
6 days' labor with team
Bryson, J. H.
19J days' labor with team
Cahill, Thomas, 32f days' labor .
Carroll, Patrick, 21i days' labor .
Carroll, AVilliam H., 15 cans kerosene
Chase, John E.
21,V days' labor with team
Clark, J. W., 201 days' labor
Coan, Peter, 25 days' labor .
Crowell, John B., 28 days' labor .
per M
Doyle, James, 27 ^ days' labor paving
Evans & Cole
10 days' labor with team . . 3.50
141 days' labor with team, 2 horses 5.00
Charles W., surveys, profile, detail
drawings, blue print copies, writing
specification and contract, setting line
and grade sticks, etc . . . •
typewriting and expenses
Amount carriedforward
$3.50 $21 00
. 3.50 68 25
. 2.00 65 50
. 2.00 43 00
.
.50 7 50
.
3.50 75 25
. 2.00 41 00
. 2.00 50 00
. 2.00 56 00
blocks,
44.00 491 12
.
3.00 82 50
Gay
35 00
72 50
116 00
6 24
107 50
122 24
.230 86
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BURRILL-STREET GRADE CROSSING.
Amount brought forward
Granger, S. G.
days' labor with team . $3.50 $47 25
12 days' labor with team, 2 horses, 5.00 60 00
Kaiii, Daniel J., 27^ days' labor .
Kendrick, R. P., 27 days' labor, .
Lufkin, C. E., 6 days' labor with team,
Lyons, Dennis
lOJ days' labor with team .
Mace, F. W.,
2 lamp posts, labor and material
Mahan, John, 19J days' labor
Marblehead Water Co., relaying water mains,
material and labor.....
Mayo, F. D. & Co.,
building sewer as per contract
. .1,664 21
sheathing left in trench between houses 50 00
granite cap stones at brook . . , 12 00
labor and material for retainino* wall
2.00
2.00
3.50
3.50
2.00
Myers, Daniel, 27 days' labor . . 2.00
McDonough, J.
18J days' labor with team . .3.50
8| days' labor with team, 2 horses . 5.00
McDonough, Michael D.
21 days' labor with team, 2 horses . 5 00
Newhall, George
15^ days' labor with team , . 3.50
Nies, J. P., 25 days' labor with team . 3.50
Norton, H. P.
20i days' labor with team . . 3 50
Pitman, James P. M. S.
services 7 weeks as Superintendent 20.00
Potter, Benjamin, batters, strips and labor .
50 days' services as inspector of
sewer 2.50
Amount carriedforward
10
64
41
75
25
5 65
125 00
$1,230 86
107 25
54 50
54 00
21 00
36 74
24 91
39 00
640 14
1,737 08
54 00
106 00
12 50
54 25
87 50
70 87
140 00
130 65
;601^
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BURRILL-STREET GRADE CROSSING.
Amou7it brought forward ^4,601 25
Keed, A. W., 1\ days labor . $z.UU $15 00
7 days' labor as engineer stone
crusher ..... 2.50 17.50 32 50
Kyan, Michael, z/ days labor . . 54 00
Ryan, Michael J., 34j days labor . 2.00 68 50
92 days lighting streets . . .dO 27 60 96 10
Ryan, P. H., 5 If days labor . . 2.00 103 50
Ryan, Timothy, 24 days labor . . 2.00 48 00
C1TT^>A1 111 * J. OCAShaw, S. H., 20 days labor with team . 3.50 70 00
Spaulding, E. G., 8 days labor . . 2.00 16 00
Stevens, John, 5 days labor . . 2.00 10 00
A ^ "TTT rkll 9T1 L^AAStocker, C. W., 24 days labor . . 2.00 48 00
<«ifr»Tif» A T> 1Q1 rln^rc' ItiViov 9 00olone, ±\. Ly., i.o-2 ddys idooi . • z.uo 39 00
Stratton, B. F., stable accommodation for
G. R. Hussey's team while building
sewer ....... 11 50
Tufts, Nathaniel, 2 street lanterns 32 90
Woodbury, Estate of J. P.
131 loads gravel . . . . .10 13 10
$5,17'5 "85
MEMORIAL DAY.
By Appropriation " $100 00
To Amount of Expenditure .... $100 00
$100 00 $100 00
EXPENDITURES.
Gen. James L. Bates Post, No. 118, G. A. R. $100 00
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation $5,500 00
Receipts 19 57
To Amount of Expenditures . . $5,100 38
Balance Unexpended . . . 419 19
$5,519 57 $5,519 57
expp:nditures.
Ames Plow Co., tools $11 63
Baker, George A.,
^
day's labor
. $2.00 1 00
Breed, S. N. & Co.^ posts .... 65
Bryson, James, 12 days' labor with team 3.50 42 00
Cahill, Thomas
155 hours street crossings . . .20 $31 00
96| days' labor .... 2.00 193 50 224 50
Carey, Reuben, 1 1 days' labor . . 2.00 3 00
j
Carroll, Patrick, 82| days' laboi- . . 2.00 165 50
Chase, John E., 6 days' labor with team 3.50 21 00
Clark, J. W., 411 days' labor . . 2.00 82 50
Coan, Peter, 110| days' labor . . 2.00 221 50
Corey, Alonzo, 59^^ days' labor . . 2.00 119 00
Crowell, J. B., 56 days' labor . . 2.00 112 00
Cullen, Henry N.
blacksmithing and materials ... 10 57
DeLory, W. A., plumbing and material . 1 26 I
Douglass, H. E
,
J- day's labor . . 2 00 1 00
'
Douglass, R. A., 2^ days' labor . . 2.00 5 00
Duffy & Oulton, blacksmithing and material 4 65
Durgin, F. W., I day's labor . . 2.00 1 00
Emmons, E. G., carpentering and material . 4 59
Evans & Cole
43} days' labor with team . . 3.50 151 37
4 weeks' sprinkling streets . 10.00 40 00
labor plowing snow . . . . 27 80 219 17
Amormt carriedforvmrd $1,251 52
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward 11,251 52
Finnegan, John, days' labor 12.00 6 50
Granger, S. G., labor plowing snow $21 60
56f labor with team 3.50 198 62
2 days' labor with team, 2 horses . 5.00 10 00 230 22
Granger, William, i day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Gilley, Richard G., | day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Griffin, Frank, carpentering and material 4 75
Haley, William, 6| days' labor 2.00 12 50
Hamilton, J. S., h day's labor 2.00 1 00
Hammond, A. S., 5 days' labor 2.00 10 00
Hammond, Stephen, 3^ days' labor 2.00 7 00
Hanley, James, 51 days' labor 2.00 i v'zi uu
Harris, C. E.,
^
day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Harris, George W., 6| days' labor 2.00 13 50
Holden, G. H., & Co., supplies 20 04
Honors & Ward well
7,870 lbs. coal, per ton 4.00 15 84
Horton, George, 1 day's labor 2 00
Hutchinson, W. 11. bolts 22
Jordan, Thomas, 2i days' labor, . 2.00 5 00
Kain, Daniel J., 108^ days' labor . 2.00 217 00
Kendrick, R. P., 93 days' labor 2.00 186 00
Kennedy, F., i day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Lyons, Dennis, 17 days' labor with team 3.50 59 50
Jjufkin, C. E., 18 days' labor with team 8.50 63 00
Mahan, John, 58| days' labor 2.00 117 50
Mahan, John C, 1 day's labor 2 00
Marsh, Edward, Jr., }j day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Martin, Richard, 4 days' labor 2.00 8 00
Myers, Daniel, 67^ days' labor 2.00 135 00
McDermott, Bryan, 17 days' labor 2.00 * 34 00
8yV days' labor on street crossings 2.00 16 33 50 33
Amount carriedforward $2,525 42
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward $2,525 42
McDonough, John, 52^ days' labor with
team $3.50 |182 87
1 day's labor with team, 2 horses 5 00 187 87
McElhiiiney, E. L., repairing harness 3 85
Newhall, George
lU days' labor with team
. 3.50 35 00
Nickerson, Josiah, 2^ days' labor . . 2.00 5 00
Nies, J. P., 30 days' labor with team . 3.50 105 00
Nisbett, S. H., }, day's labor . . 2.00 1 00
Owens, J. G., blacksmithing and material 58 69
Pedrick, J. R., \ day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Perrin, Seamans &> Co., tools 36 01
Philbrick & Pope, drain pipe and supplies . 20 97
Pitman, C. S., 10 days' labor . 2.00 20 00
Pitman, J. P. M. S., horse cart 70 00
35 weeks' services superintendent 20.00 700 00 770 00
Randall, W. N.
32 days' labor with team
. 3.50 112 00
Reed, A. W., 38 days' labor . 2.00 76 00
61 days' engineer stone crusher . 2.50 16 25 92 25
Reed, B. F., 2^ days' labor . . 2.00 5 00
Rich, B. F., 1^ days' labor . . 2.00 8 00
Rich, R. L.,
^
day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Rowell, E. W., painting and lettering cart . 7 00
Rowell, J. B., 2 street signs . 1 00
Rowell, William, day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Ryan, Michael J., 130]- days' labor . 2.00 260 50
Ryan, Peter, 30i- days' labor . 2.00 61 00
Ryan, Patrick H., 44^ days' labor . 2.00 89 00
Ryan, Timothy, 88-i days' labor . . 2.00 177 00
Shaw, S. H., \ day's labor . . 2.00 1 00
AQ'l days' labor with team . 3.50 174 12 175 12
Stone, A. D., 20 days' labor . . 2.00 40 00
Swampscott Carriage Co., repairs 5 20
Am oun t carriedforvKird $4,799 88
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HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward
Trefethen, Frank L., supplies
Widger, J. H.
12 days' labor with team . $3.50
.6 weeks' services superintendent 20.00
Woodbury, J. P
,
Estate of
1294 loads gravel 10
Young, H. L., 13 loads loam . . .30
RECEIPTS.
Bi yson. James
Getchell, Benjamin T.
Gilley, Richard
Honors, B, O.
Kenison, J. B.
Lynn, City of
142 00
120 00
14,799 88
5 20
162 00
129 40
3 90
I 5,100 38
II
50
50
50
1 00
2 00
14 07 $19 57
WATER RATES.
By Appropiiation $600 00
To Amount of Expenditures .• . . $569 18
Balance Unexpended . . . . 30 82
$600 00 $600 00
Marblehead Water Co., water rates for 25
hydrants, 1 year to April 1, 1895 $20.00 $500 00
water rates, hydrant. Greenwood court,
4 months to April 1, 1895 . . . 6 68
water rates 3 drinking fountains, 6
months to Oct. 1, 1894 . . . 37 50
water rates 2 drinking fountains, 6
months to April 1, 1895 . • . 25 00 $569 18
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SIDEWALK DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation 11,000 00
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $438 50
Balance Unexpended .... 561 50
"|l7000~00 $1,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Cabin, Thomas, 17 1 days' labor $2.00 $35 00
Carroll, Patrick, 7 days' labor • 2.00 14 00
Coan. Peter, 12 days labor . . 2.00 24 00
Corey, Alonzo, 2 days' labor . 2.00 4 00
11 nr T~\ -i "1 111
Crowell, J. B., 1 day s labor • 2 00
iLvans <fe Cole, labor on snow $ 3 00
days labor with team . 3.50 22 75 25 75
Granger, S. G., labor on snow 3 00
rloxjc' Inl"^/^!' AT'i'fli fdom
• ' (l<Ayo lilUUl WltU bKDtlLll
.
o.oyj 31 50
4 days' labor with team, 2 horses . 5.00 20 00 54 50
Kain, Daniel J., 17 days' labor . 2.00 34 00
Kendrick, R. P., 13 days' labor . , 2.00 26 00
Mahan, John, 2 days' labor , . 2.00 4 00
Martin, Richard, 2 days' labor . 2.00 4 00
Myers, Daniel, 11 days' labor . 2.00 22 00
McDonough, J.
5.\ days' labor with team . 3.50 19 25
4 days' labor with team, 2 horses . 5.00 20 00 39 25
Pitmas, J. P. M. S.
services 2 weeks as superintendent 20.00 40 00
Reed, A. W., 8^ days' labor . . 2.00 17 00
Ryan, M. J., 16 days' labor . . 2.00 32 00
Ryan, Peter, 11 days' labor . . 2.00 22 00
Ryan, Timothy, 9 days' labor . 2.00 18 00
Shaw, S. H., 6 days' labor with team . 3.50 21 00
$438 50
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SALEn=STREET SIDEWALK.
By Appropriation $500 00
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $466 37
Balance Unexpended . . . . 33 63
1500 00 $500~00
EXPENDITUEES.
Bryson, James
16 days' labor with team i3.50 $56 00
Cahill, Thomas, 16 days' labor 2.00 32 00
Carroll, Patrick, 15.^, days' labor
. 2.00 31 00
Chase, John E.
15| days' labor with team 3.50 55 12
Co an, Peter, 5i days' labor . 2.00 11 00
Evans & Cole, 4 days' labor with tenm . 3.50 14 00
Gannon, John, 2| days' labor 2.00 4 oU
Granger, S. G., 4 days' labor with team 3.50 14 00
Haley, William, 2), days' labor 2.00 5 00
Hanley, James, 14i^ days' labor 2,00 29 00
Kain, D. J., 5 days' labor 2.00 10 00
Kendrick, R. P., 5 days' labor 2.00 10 00
Lufkin, C. E., 16 days' labor with team 3.50 56 00
Myers, Daniel J., 2^ days' mason . 3.00 6 75
McDonough, J.
4 days' labor with team 3.50 14 00
Randall, W. N.
4 days' labor with team 3.50 14 00
Ryan, Michael J., 5^ days' labor .
Ryan, Peter, 2 J days' labor .
2.00 11 00
2.00 5 00
Stone, Addison D., 16 days' labor 2.00 32 00
AVidger, J. Henry
16 days' labor with team 3.50 56 00
$466"37
[ Feb. 28,
CATCH BASINS AND PAVED GUTTERS.
By Appropriation ..... $500 00
Amount received L. c^^ B. K. R. Co. 8 25
10 Anioimt of Expenditures $360 80
ijfii.iiice L neApeutieci .... 147 45
$508 25 $508 25
KXPEXDITURES.
$ 6 75
Ro<;ton Miinp R Co 10 nld nilps: !!^9 00 20 00
XJIctril, O. X> . Cv V-O.j jUIllUcl .... 91
C^hill Thom-is '^^ dav«;' labor ^ 00 5 00
CaiToll Pnti-ipV 1i rlnv«' Inhnr '^00K^allKJUj X cttllLiv, X^ Llct > a IrtUUl . • —i.yjyf 2 50
Crowell, John B., 4| days' labor . . 2.00 9 50
-Lyyjy iK:^ t» tHiiCoj —{/ Liciyo JtlUUi iJttVliJi^ , 'J.\j\J 87 00
1
-¥ Ti rrPi* Si 1^ 1 /^qxt'c iQl^^rvT Tirifn i'onTiiv> 1 <i IJ cl 5 O. Vjr.^ X Hay & IttUUl WlLll Lcdlll . 8 3 50
*^ r1fi"\''G' Inbrii* \x7itli i'CiQm Q VirM^coc *^ Oil 10 00 13 50
"R'qin "Danipl T 9 <lnT'«' Inbnr •> 00 4 00
J-icnl!?, J^flV 111 >> O Uilbcb rtilQ g 1 <ilcf? . . 23 40
ArnbnTi Tnbn 9Ql rlnv«' Ifibm- 00 59 00
McDonough, J., 1 day's labor with team 3 50
2.^ days' labor with team, 2 horses 5.00 12 50 16 00
Xoble Stove Co., catch-basin cover 2 70
Pitman, James P. M. S., services as superin-
tendent, 2 weeks . . 20.00 40 00
Rowell, Charles G., masoning and material . 52 54
Ryan, Michael J.. 7^ days' labor . . 2.00 14 50
Shaw, S. H., 1 day's labor with team . 3 50
$360 80
RECEIPTS.
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co. $8 25
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CONCRETE AND CURBSTONES.
By Appropriation.... $500 00
Amount Reimbursements 70 38
Amount due to town ou 77
To Amount of Expenditures $217 32
Balance Unexpended 383 83
$601 15 $601 15
EXPENDITURES.
Cahil], Thomas,
I
day's labor $2.00 ^ 1 00
Carroll, Patrick, 2^ days'' labor . 2.00 4. .^0
Davis, G. W., ?08' V curbstone . . .50 01\j-±
Doyle, James,
I
day's labor paving . 3.00 I 50
Gannon, John, 5 days' labor 2.00 10 00
Hook, Hiram, 271 yds. concrete . . .43 $116 53
repairing crossings and sidewalks 2 00 118 53
Kain, Daniel J., 1^ days' labor . 2.00 2 50
Myers, D. J., 5 days' labor mason . 3.00 15 00
Ryan, Michael J., 1^ days' labor . . 2.00 2 50
Ryan, Peter, 2 J days' labor . 2.00 5 00
Stone, Susanna, reimbursed for 5.^, feet 2 75
$217 32
REIMBURSEMENTS.
Blaney, John J $ 9 68
Florentine, Nicholas 7 53
Jackson, George A. 11 34
Marshall, Mrs. Sarah 9 25
Rowe, Mrs. Lucy E. . . . 8 60
Stone, Mrs. Susanna 10 86
Wardwell, Robert B. . 13 12 $70 38
DUE TO TOWN.
Methodist Church (paid Mar. 1, 1895) 30 77
[ Feb. 28,
STREET CROSSINGS.
By Appropriation $700 00
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $569 80
Balance Unexpended . . . . 130 20
$700 00 $700 00
EXPENDITURES.
Carroll, Patrick, 3 days' labor . $2.00 $ 6 00
Davis, G. W., 500 paving stones . . .02i $12 50
463' V crossing stone . . . .85 394 05 406 55
Doyle, James, 4 days' labor paving . 3.00 12 00
Gannon, John, 16^ days' labor . . 2.00 33 50
Myers, Daniel J., 22^ days' labor mason 3.00 66 75
Ryan, Peter, 15^ days' labor . . 2.00 31 00
Ryan, Patrick H., 7 days' labor . . 2.00 14 00
$569 80
SALEn=STREET WATER PIPES.
By Appropriation
(balance unexpended, 1893-94) . . $349 54
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $127 58
Balance Unexpended . . . 221 96
$349 54 $349 54
EXPENDITURES.
Tuttle, H. Scott, amount reserved on water
pipe contract, 1893, 5 per cent. $2,551.60 $127 58
$127 58
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ESSEX=STREET LEDGE.
By Appropriation |?225 00
Amount Overdrawn .... 6 80
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $231 80
$231 80 $231 80
EXPENDITURES.
Blaisdell, F. U., cask of cement
Clark, J. W., 71 days' labor $2.00 15 00
Corey, Alonzo,
I
days' labor . 2.00 1 00
Crowell, J. B., 9i days' labor . 2.00 19 00
Eastman, F. H., measuring ledge . 2 00
Gannon, John, 4 days' labor . 2.00 8 00
Mahan, John, 8.^ days' labor 2.00 17 00
Mayo, F. D. & Co.
excavating ledge, contract 125 00
Myers, Daniel, \ day's labor . 2.00 1 00
Myers, Daniel J., 4 days' labor, mason . 3.00 12 00
Ryan, Peter, 5?, days' labor . 2.00 11 00
Ryan, Patrick H., 9J days' labor . . 2.00 18 50
Ryan, Timothy, I day's labor . 2.00 1 00
$231 80
ROAD ROLLER.
By Appropriation $225 00
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $225 00
$225 00 $225 00
EXPENDITURES.
Ames Plow Co.
1 19-section road roller, 5000 lbs . . $225 00
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FIRE DEPARTriENT.
Credit for Labor of Drivers and Horses.
82£ days' services drivers . . $2.00 1165 50
272f days' services, horses . . .1.50 409 13
' $574 6a
SUMMARY HIGHWAY DEPARTHENT.
Catch Basins and Paved Gutters . $ 360 80
Concrete and Curbstones .... 217 32
Essex-Street Ledge 231 80
Fire Department Credit .... 574 63
Highway Department .... 5,100 38
Salem Street Sidewalk . . . ' 466 37
Sidewalk Department . . . . 438 50
Street Crossings 569 80 17,959 60
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation $4,500 00
Receipts 629 13
To Amount of Expenditures . . $4,903 45
Amount Unexpended . . . 225 68
$5,129 13" $5,12913
EXPENDITURES.
Adams, John I., varnish and glazing . . . $ 2 30
American Fire Engine Co.
set of smoke flues 69 00
American Plow Co., Sampson wheel jack . 5 00
Andrews, G. A., 300 lbs. standard food . 18
Amount carriedforward 30
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward $94 30
Baker, J., & Co., 4 patent blocks . . 4 00
Barnes, Albert T., fireman 10 months . . 29 17
Bassett, F. H., & Co., 60 bushels oats . . 33 00
Beattie Zinc Works Co., 72 No. 1 zincs .50 36 00
Blaney, E. G., Jr., fireman 10 months . 29 17
Breed, S. N. & Co., lumber , . . . 2 58
Broad Guage Iron Works, manger and cover 4 45
Brown, C. A. •
8 days' labor fire alarm . $2.50 20 00
Burton, W. J., repairing harness . . 3 75
Cahoon, G. P., cash paid supplies . . $ 5 59
services as chief engineer 1894-95 . 100 00
care of fire alarm 1894-95 . . .25 00 130 59
Cahoon, G. W., fireman 1 year ... 33 34
Cahoon, J. E., fireman 1 year ... 33 34
Chapman, F. L., fireman 10 months . . 29 17
Clark, Lewis G., fireman 2 months . . 4 17
Clark, W. S., 52 weeks' services . 14.00 728 00
Collins, C. H.
11 days' labor on steamer . . 2.00 22 00
services engineer of steamer, 1 year . 100 00 122 00
Crowell, J. B., fireman, 1 year . . . 33 34
.Cullen, Henry N., stufling .... 2 00
Dresser, Fred S., services as lineman . . 2 00
Dunn, Mackenzie & Wade
new pole gear in truck .... 25 00
Earp, John B., fireman, 10 months . . 29 17
Earp, William G., foreman, 1 year . . 40 00
Emerson, Daniel, M. D. V.
professional services and medicine . 34 00
Emmons, E. G., material and labor . . 6 55
Farrington, Chas., repairing harness . . 1 35
Foster, G. D., fireman, 1 year ... 33 34
French, E. R., salt brick and feeders . . 7 40
Amount carriedforward . $1,551 18
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward SI,551 18
Gardner, Peleg, carpentering and material . 19 48
Getchell, B. T., moving pump from Sangns . 4 00
Gifford, W. B., 21 yards carpet . . .90 18 90
Glazier, H. A., ])air harness hangers . . 15 00
Goldthwait, E. O., hoof ointment . . 2 75
Hawes, J. B., fireman, 1 year ... 33 34
Hilton &j Son's Express, expressing . . 50
Holbrook, Amos, fireman, 10 months . . 29 17
Holden, G. H. & Co., hay, grain and supplies 281 18
Holt, S. L. & Co., repairing steam gauge . 1 50
Honors & Wardwell, 2 foot wood . . $2 30
24,935 lbs. Cumberland coal ... 53 82
26,770 lbs. hard egg coal . . . 70 28
carrying in coal . . . . . 6 43 132 83
Jackson, A. S., 2 fire extinguishers . . 54 00
6 rubber coats . . . $4.50 27 00
10 patent reins and trace snaps . . 18 00
2 boxes chemical charger and nozzle . 7 75
1 doz. spanners . . . . . 6 00 112 75
Jeffers, C. P., supplies ..... 3 85
Jennings, Harry
hay, straw, oats and shorts . . . 235 40
Kendrick, C. P., fireman, 1 year ... 33 34
Kimball, C. M., liquid polish ... 4 00.
Lampard, G. H., fireman 10.months . . 29 17
Lease Bros., exchange of horse . . . 120 00
Lynn Gas and Electric Co.
47,600 cubic feet gas ... . 60 30
Marblehead Water Co., 1 Eddy hydrant . 28 00
labor and material . \ . .11 29 39 29
Melzard, John, fireman, 2 months . . 4 17
McDonough, M.. cleaning cess-pool . . 6 00
McElhinney, E. S., repairing harnesses . 16 15
set of double harness .... 50 00
2 pairs blankets and bridle ... . 13 00 79 15
Amount carried forward $2,817 25
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought foricard ^2,817 25
McLaughlin, M. B., labor and material . 45 70
New England Gas Control Co.
equipment, rent and service charges 6 75
New England Telephone and Telegraph Co.
rent of telephone, 1 year $80 00
tolls, messenger, etc. .... 10 65 90 65
Nichols, G. H. & W. A., printing 7 75
Norton, H. P., use of stall 2 weeks 1 00
fireman 10 months .... 29 17 30 17
Owens, J. G., driver steamer 1 year 50 00
blacksmithing and material
.
136 18 186 18
Page, Frank A., 52 weeks' services $14,00 728 00
Philbrick & Pope, plumbing and material . 16 92
Phillips, James E.
services asst. engineer 1 year 50 00
Phillips, W. P. & Co., repairing air chamber 1 50
Pickard, L. W., fireman 2 months 4 17
Proctor, Amos B., fireman 1 year 33 34
Roberts, C. K.
services as asst. engineer 1 year 50 00
Roberts, C K. & W. H., expressing 13 60
Rogers, A. F., fireman 1 year 33 34
Rogers, W. F., fireman 1 year 33 34
Rowell,-C. G., fireman 1 year 33 34
masoning and material .... 3 50 36 84
Rowell, E. W., 26 weeks' services 12.00 312 00
services as asst. engineer steamer, 2 mos. 8 33 320 33
Russell, Edwin, fireman 10 months 29 17
oaviiie, oomes ^o., l uaiieis on 8 13
Small, J. P., padlock and supplies 1 20
Smith, A. H., mouthpiece .... 2 75
Spencer, F. M., & Son, 5 nickel badges 5 00
Stevens, G. M., 15-inch engine house gong . 50 00
fire alarm supplies and labor . 131 55 181 55
Amoimt carriedforward $4,733 63
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
Amount hroughtforward $4,733 63
Stiles, N. R. & Co., 2 ft. split pine wood . 2 .')0
Till, George T., oil cloth and bedding . . 4 23
Trefethen, F. L., supplies .... 5 72
Yinal, J. W. & Co., 2 pairs plyers . . 2 37
Wardsworth, Rowland & Co.
2 doz. sign plates 3 00
Warnock, James, \^ weeks' services ^14.00 146 00
Warren & Co., 4 pairs spring hinges . . 6 00
*4,903 45
RECEIPTS.
Cahoon, G. P., use of telephone ... 4 50
Highway Department, use of horses . . ^^409 13
Highway Department, services of drivers 165 50 574 63
Owens, J. G., rent of old engine house . . 50 00
$629 13
TOWN HALL DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation $400 00
^
Received from G. T. Till, Agent . . 114 00
Amount overdrawn .....
.
694 44
To Amount of Expenditures . . $1,208 44
11,208 44 $1,208 44
EXPEXDITURES.
Alden, Isaiah, carpentering and material . $ 2 95
Allen, Charles W., 12 settees ... 29 70
Clark, D. L., 2 Welsback lights ... $5 00
mantel and chimney .... 65 5 65
Amount carriedforward $38 30
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TOWN HALL DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward $38 30
Getchell, B. T., cleaning 2 vaults ... 4 00
Griffin, Frank
Repairs on Town Hall tower:
—
58| days' labor carpentering 13.00 .1176 25
material and expressing . . . 68 79
repairing slate roof .... 20 55
use of chain falls . . . . 12 00
vestibule doors as per contract . . 53 00 330 59
Honors & Wardwell, 19^ tons hard egg coal 101 40
1 cord hard wood . . . . . 12 75 114 15
Jones, W. E., 6 fire extinguishers . . 6 00
Kain, D. J.,
^
day's labor .... 1 00
Lynn Gas and Electric Co.,
69,500 cubic feet of gas ... 88 29
Marblehead Water Co.,
water rates 1 year to April 1, 1895 5 75
Martin, Gratin, expressing .... 50
Mott, James A.
services as janitor 1 year to Feb. 1, 1895 345 84
care of Town Hall grounds 1894 . . 20 00 365 84
Nesbitt, A. Frank,
assisting ringing bell July 4, 1894 . . 1 00
Nickerson, .Josiah
ringing bell, Feb. 22, 1895 ... 1 00
Philbrick & Pope, labor and material . . 203 00
Phillips & Adams, painting and material . 13 35
circular windows for bell tower . . 9 00 22 35
Ryan, Michael J., J day's labor ... 1 00
Small, Joshua P., locks, keys and labor . 5 40
Till, George T., supplies . . . . 8 87
services as agent, 10 per cent, receipts,
$114.00 11 40 20 27
$1,208 44
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CEMETERY.
By Appropriation |925 00
Amount Overdrawn .... 48 26
To Amount of Expenditures . . . $973 26
$973 26 1973 26
EXPENDITURES.
Blaney, E. G., Jr., 26 doz. plants . . . $22 25
Brown, Joseph S., 40^, days' labor $2.00 $81 00
services as superintendent, 10 months to
to Mar. 1, 1895 291 66 372 66
Collins, John G., 4f days' labor . . 2.00 9 50
Eastman, F. H. 2 copies of plan of cemetery 15 00
Griffin, Frank, carpentering and material . 6 00
remodeling superintendent's building . 348 72
extra work on the same . . . 10 00 364 72
Harris, Nathan M., 49^ days' labor . 2.00 99 00
paint and material for tomb . . . 2 97 101 97
Holden, Geo. H. & Co., tools and seed . 4 26
Marblehead Water Co., water rates . . 5 00
labor and material . . . . . 25 71 30 71
May Co., L. A., 6 lawn settees ... 5 00
Nies, F. R. & Co., 100 feet hose and nozzle . 12 50
Philbrick & Pope, stove and pipe . . 5 99
Pitman, James P. M. S., dressing . . 1 75
Proctor, David D., 12 days' labor . . 2.00 24 00
Small, J. P., repairing lock and keys . . 2 95
~$973^
LOTS SOLD.
Bird, John T., lot 412 .... $40 00
Ingalls, Frank E., lot 256 .... 40 00
Ingalls, Sarah Palmer, lot 255 .. . 40 00
Merritt, John R., lot 490 .... 25 00
McLaughlin, M. B., lot 90 . . . . 40 00
Newcomb, Isaac B., lot 419 . . . .40 00
Stevens, John C, lot 418 . . . .40 00 $265 00
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STATE AID.
CHflPTEF^ 301, ACTS OF 1894.
Blaney, Elbridge G., aid 10 months AAuu (ftOA AAUU
aid ^2 months .... 4 UU Qo AAUU dbO O AAUU
Blaney, Annie V., aid 10 months oO AAUU OAdU AAUU
aid '2 months .... 4 AAUU 8 AAUU o od8 AAUU
Carpenter, Martin, aid 4 months 6 AAUU 12 AAuo
LyDute, Jsaoella r
.,
aici iZ months 4 AAUU 48 AAUU
Connor, Elizabeth S., aid [2 months . oo AAUU ob AAUU
Connor, George M., aid 12 months 6 AAUU Oct AAUU
Douglass, Rodnej^ A., aid 12 months . 4 AAUU 48 UU
Eay, Lydia J., aid
.
12 months 4 UU 4o AAUU
ray, Vv . 1., aicL iz montns 4 AAUU 48 AAUU
Glass, Joseph W., aid 12 months o AAUU TO12 AAUU
Green, Benjamin, aid 12 months 4 i\f\UU A O48 00
Green, Mehitable, aid 12 months 4 AAUU A O48 AAUU
Haley, Mary, aid 6 months 4 UU O A24 AAUU
Haley, Michael, aid 1 month A4 ou
aid 2 months .... 4 00 Q8 UU 12 AoU
Heath, Hannah M., aid 12 months ,) A / >U(J O 124 AAUU
Hodgk'rns, Sarah A., aid 1 month 4 i"kAUU
Horton, George, aid 12 months . '> AAUU oaOD AAUU
Horton, Joseph A., aid 8 montlis o AAUU Z4 AAUU
Marsh, iidward, Jr., aid 12 months () A AUU "70r2 AAUU
Marsh, Mary b
., aid 12 months . 4 AAUU 48 AAUU
IVTilfin T^iMrlcypI" T*^ lid I'? mnntlKj 4 48 00
Pedrick, Benjamin G., aid 12 months 4 00 48 00
Pierce, Sophia F., aid 12 months 2 00 24 00
Spinney, G. F., aid 12 months . 5 00 60 00
Stevens, Sarah B., aid 12 months 2 00 24 00
Stimpson, John C, aid 12 months 6 00 72 00
Stimpson, Susan, aid 12 months 4 00 48 00
Umber Sarah L
,
aid 12 months 4 00 48 00
Walcott, Sarah A., aid 5 months 4 00 20 00
Wardwell, Horace W., aid 2 months 4 00 8 00
Amount carried forivard 11,164 50
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STATE
Amount brought forward
Wiley, Edwin F., aid 12 months
Winslow, Hope S., aid 5 months
AID.
11,164 50
. 16 00 72 00
. 4 00 20 00
11,256 50
REIMBUKSED.
State of Massachusetts, aid rendered 1893
. $1,579 00
DUE FROM
State of Massachusetts, aid rendered 1894 . 1,267 50
aid rendered Jan. and Feb. 1895 . , 222 00
MILITARY AID.
CHflPTEf^ 279, ACTS OF 1894.
Douglass, S. Frank, aid Feb. 1895
Horton, Joseph A., aid 4 months
Martin, Eben S., aid Feb. 1895
Pedrick, John, aid 12 months
Pierce, Frederick, aid 12 months
Rich, Richard L., aid 12 months
18 00
7 00
7 00
5 00
18 00
32 00
8 00
84 00
84 00
60 00
$276 00
REIMBURSED.
State of Mass., for aid rendered 1893 1158 00
DUE FROM
State of Mass., aid rendered 1894 .
aid rendered Jan. and Feb. 1895 *
244 00
70 00
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SOLDIERS AND SAILORS' AID.
By Appropriation
Reimbursements
Due from Town of Marblehead
To Amount of Expenditures
Balance Unexpended
1198 49
268 17
$400 00
57 38
4 28
$461 66 $461 66
EXPENDITURES.
Durgin, Henry
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . $19 00
groceries from Shattuck & Delano . 6 64
Gallagher, Mrs. John
paid Hanlon & Sullivan 1 year's house
rent to Feb. 11, 1895 . . . 72 00
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . 21 36
Horton, George O.
fuel from Honors & Wardwell
Ireson, Thomas E.
groceries from Shattuck & Delano
.
22 38
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . 4 28
Wolcott, Sarah
groceries from Shattuck & Delano . 31 53
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . 12 00
$25 64
93 36
4 30
26 66
43 53
$193 49
REIMBURSED.
Marblehead, Town of, account T. E. Ireson
Beverly, Town of, account Sarah Wolcott
$34 38
23 00
DUE EROM
"Marblehead, Town of, account T. E. Ireson 4 28
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POLICE DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation $2,500 00
Receipts 222 25
Amount Overdrawn .... 83 04
To Amount of Expenditures . . $2,805 29
$2,805 29 $2,805 29
EXPENDft'URES.
Aborn, S. 0,, 3 helmets . . $3.50 ^ 10 50
Rp«!S5om V 4 hours' SDPfial nolice 2.5 00
r^ahoon ^ A 11 hours' siipcinl nolioe 25 $ 2 75
« <-> r v 1 r*p *i IS wppV^n' suppijiI hoIipp 15 00 270 00 1
Carr S B 23 davs' snecial iiolice 2 00 46 00
21 hours' special police . . .25 5 25 51 25
Clark, L. G., 5 days' special police . 2.00 10 00
159 hours' special police . . .25 39 75 49 75
Crowell, J. B
,
28 hours' special police. .25 7 00
Dunlap, C. H.
services as chief of police 52 weeks to
Feb. 21, 1895 . . . 15.00 780 00
3 helmets ...... 10 50
travelling expenses, postage, reports, etc 13 10 803 60'
Evans & Cole, carriages .... 8 50
Fall, F. L., 116^ hours' special police . .25 29 13
Griffin, Frank ,
carpentering and material in lockup 10 39
Kendrick, S. C, car fare .... 2 15
services as police 52 weeks to Feb. 21,
1895 15.00 780 00
cash paid John White for services 3 75 785 90
Lovell Arms Co., J. P., implements 21 68
Newhall, George
49 houi's' special police . . . .25 12 25
Amount carried forvmrd $2,063 70
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POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward
Pickard, L. W.
153^ hours' special j3olice . . .25
Pitman, J. P. M. S.
33 hours special police . . . .25
use of team ......
Small, J. P., 3 keys
Spinney, J. D., 20 hours special police . .25
Whorf, J. C, services as police 45^ week, to
Feb. 21, 1895 . . . $15.00
RECEIPTS.
Jeffries, John
Lynn Police Court, fines
Lynn & Boston Railroad Co.
Marblehead Water Co.
Working Institute
8 25
1 50
$12 00
184 00
19 87
5 25
1 13
$2,063 70
38 38
9 75
60
5 00
687 86
'$2^805~29
$222 25
HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation $1,500 00
To Amount of Expenditures . . $1,338 30
Balance Unexpended
. . . 161 70
$1,500 00 $1,500 00
EXPENDITURES.
Adams, John I., postage stamps . . $ 3 00
services on Board of Health, 1894-95 . 60 00 $63 00
Adams, Wilbur B.
services as clerk Board of Health,
1894-95 25 00
Alden, Charles E., 8^ days' labor . $2.00 17 00
Amount ca/rriedforward $105 00
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
A.mount brought forward ^lUo C\(\
Blan(3hard, Miles
painting, repairing and storing dory 3 50
Coan, Peter, burying horse . • 2 00
Curtis, John, 1 day's labor 2 00
Douglass, Henry E., H days' labor $2.00 oO 00
Douglass, Rodney A., 8 days' labor . 2.00 16 00
Evans & Cole, use of team 1 day 1 1 75
7 days' labor with team . 3.50 24 50 26 25
Finnegan, Michael, 1 day's labor . AO
Gilley, Richard G., 8 days' labor
.
. 2.00 16 00
Glass, Joseph W., 1 day's labor 2 00
services on Board of Health, 1894-95 60 00 62 00
Hammond, Stephen, 1 day's labor 2 00
Hastings & Sons Publishing Co., advertising 6 00
Hawes, J . B , use of team 2 00
Holden, Geo. H. & Co
wheelbarrow and rake 3 70
Jeffers, C. P., 3 sulphur candles . 75
Kendrick, R. P., burying horse 2 00
\\ days' labor 3 00 5 00
Marsh, Edward, Jr., 8 days' labor . 2.00 16 00
Martin, Gratin, I- day's labor 1 00
teaming . , . . 1 00 2 00
McDonough, Michael, burying 18 carrion 19 50
collecting house offal 1 year to Jan. 1,
1895 . . 720 00 739 50
Nichols, G. H. & W. A., printing c A
Norton, Harry P., burying animals 1 00
Pedrick, Benjamin C.
23 weeks' labor on beaches . 8.00 184 •00
Pedrick John, bur} ing animal 50
10 days' labor . 2.00 20 00 20 50
Phiibrick & Pope, steel rake 35
Amount carriedforward $1,226 05
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forwaird
Ryan, Patrick H.
removing and burying 6 animals . .50
Shaw, S. H., 2 days' labor with team $3.50
Thurston, Frank D., 8 days' labor . 2.00
Widger, J. Henry
1\ days' labor with team . .3.50
Wiley, Edwin F.
services on Board of Health, 1894-95
11,226 05
3 00
7 00
16 00
26 25
•60 00
$1,338 30
STREET LIGHT DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation 17,000 00
To Amount of Expenditures .
Balance Unexpended
16,835 87
. 164 13
$7,000 00 $7,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Davey, Thomas & Co., chimneys .
Evans & Cole, carriage
Lynn Gas & Electric Co.
lighting streets as per contract
:
lighting for month of February
lighting for month of March
lighting for month of April
lighting for month of May .
lighting for month of June
1 night extra lighting in June
lighting for month of July
Amount carriedforvmrd
$524 00
522 00
522 00
530.00
538 93
26 77
541 33
95
$3 00
$3,205 93 $3 95
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STREET LIGHT DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward
Lynn Gas & Electric Co. . forward
lighting for month of August
4 nights extra lighting in August
lighting for month of September
4 nights extra lighting in September
lighting for month of October .
1 night extra lighting in October
lighting for month of November
2 nights extra lighting in Notember
lighting for month of December
1 night extra lighting in December
lighting for month of January .
"2 nights extra lighting in January
% 3 95
i7»->
'^4.1
yyjo
OO
1 Aft Oft
. 541 33
. 27 07
. 541 33
. 54 13
. 541 33
. 27 06
. 541 33
. 54 13 6,831 92
$6,835 87
PHILLIPS SCHOOL BUILDING.
By Appropriation, April 27, 1893 . . $45,000 00
Appropriation, March 20, 1894 . . 8,000 00
Amount Overdrawn .... 820 85
To Amount of Expenditures, 1893-94 . $ 3,754 65
Amount of Expenditures, 1894-95 . 50,066 20
$53,820 85153,820 85
EXPENDITURES.
Blethen, Curry & Co.
1 day's labor cutting stone ... $ 4 00
Bobrick School Furniture Co.
72 adjustable desks and seats $4.10 $295 20
less express charges . . . . 3 00 292 20
Amount carried forward $296 20
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PHILLIPS SCHOOL BUILDING.
Amount broughtforward 1 296 20
Breed, S. . & Co., lumber and labor .
Bunting, x4aron R.
services as inspector of construction of
J^billips School ..... 200 00
Burditt &j AVilliams, hardware 216 24
Jburnett, James, days labor . ?>.^.UU 10 50
aniii, ± nomas, y uays i<iuoi . . ^.uu 18 00
Carroll, Jratrick, 19:^ clays labor . . z.UU 38 50
i^oan, r^eter, y days labor . . . z.uu 1 8 00JL O yJyj
t^orey, Alonzo, io^ days labor . . z*UU 37 00
Lrowell, J. I)., y days labor . . z.UU 18 00
Deane Steam Pump Co.
duplex V)rass-fitted pump 7^ 00
Oranger, S. C, 6 days' labor with team 3.50 17 .50
Hai'wood jVIanufacturing Co.
dbuu seats ino. y-i settees . . i.uu $400 00
less freight to Lynn .... G 77 393 23
D. P. Stimpson, insurance .... 67 50
ixu tciiinson, vv . .ri., glazing .... 3 60
In galls & Keiidricken .....
heating and ventilating as per contract 4,200 00
connecting steam pump with tank 83 61
labor and material, extra 154 00
IvendricK, K. -t., y days labor . . 2.00 18 00
Kelly, F. G., carpentering and material 388 51
less allowance for hardware . 315 00 9?l .51
^>iai Dieneaci vv aiei i^o
J-T^JL XC^CL i^rtl V tXlll/iCVl IJilJC J H Cl-j Llli ti
water main . . . . .14 19 74
freight and cartage . . . 2 00 21 74
Mahan, .John, 15 days' labor
. . 2.00 30 00
Martin, Richard, 16^^ days labor . .2.00 33 00
McKenney, C. H. & Co.
gas fixtures, as per contract . 77 00
Amount carriedforward 16,978 65
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PHILLIPS SCHOOL BUILDING.
Amount broughtforward $6,078 65-
Northend, W. W., estate of, in full for all
demands for plans, specifications and ser-
vices rendered in construction of the
Phillips School
Orcutt, J. N., 2 bells, batteries, etc.
Philbrick & Pope, drain pipe
Phillips & Adams, repolishing '252 desks .50 ^126 00
shellacing and varnishing furniture . 5 60
Porter, Milton D.
services as chairman building committee
including cash expenses paid
Pratt & Babb, expense and cartage
Reed, A. W., 16i days' labor . $2.00
Ryan, Timothy, 15}, days' labor . . 2.00
Shaw, S. H., 9 days' labor with team . 3.50
Sleeper Geo. E. & Co.
plumbing, as per contract . . . 1,348
copper shut-off, for conductor . . 4
Spaulding, E, G., 7 days' labor . . 2.00
Strout, Edward E., constructing Phillips
School building, as per contract . 40,446
masoning and material, extra . . 367
00
75
00
38
credit by one half insurance .
Till, George T., 113 window shades
Wheeler, Holman K.
services in full as architect for plans,
specifications, etc., Phillips School
building
140,813
. 33
.95
400 00
9 00
17 21
131 60
300 00
15 02
32 50
31 00
31 49
1,352 75
14 00
38
75 40,779 63
107 35
766 OO
150,066 20
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation 112,000 00
Appropriation Dec. 5, 1894 ... 500 00
Receipts 41 67
Amount Overdrawn . . . . 1,025 44
To Amount of Expenditures . . 113,567 11
$13,567 11 113,567 11
EXPENDITURES.
American Book Co., books .... $ 18 82
Balch Bros., books . . . , . 12 50
Balch, Gardner P.
services as teacher, 10 months . . 1,600 00
Beckford, W. I. 4 chairs . . . . I 7 50
furnishing reception, teachers' room and
library, Phillips School 106 35 113 85^
Bill, Elizabeth A.
services as teacher 10 months 650 00
Bobrick School Furniture Co.
25 No. 2 stationary desks and chairs.
Phillips School . $3.20 80 00
42 sets No. 1 Peerless . . 2.65 111 30
3 sets No. 2 Boston Favorite
. . 3.10 9 30
teacher's desk 18 00
Redington-street school.
teacher's desk 25 00 243 60
Boston School Supply Co., books 9 08
Brown, W. D., use of piano and expressing . 10 00
tuning and moving pianos 12 50 22 50
Cahill, Thomas, days' labor 2.00 17 00
Casey, Bridget
services as janitress, 10 months 50 00
Castor T. H. & Co., books
.
50 41
Amount carriedforward $2,787 76.
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SCHOOL. DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward
Coan, Harriet
services as janitress, 10 months
Coan, Peter, 4 days' labor . . $2.00
Cokeley & Co., George
2 carriages, dedication, Nov. 24
Delano, Gilbert
carpentering and material, Essex street
carpentering and material. Orient street
carpentering and material, Phillips
School
carpentering and material. School Exhi
bition
material and teaming
Dewing, Ellen M.
services as teacher, 10 months
Doyle, James
5i days' labor paving Essex street 3.00
DeWolfe, Fiske & Co., books
Educational Publishing Co., books
Ellis, Emily P., 6 kindergarten chairs .
services as assistant teacher .
Fernald, M. H.
services as teacher, 10 months
Gardner, Edith S.
services as teacher, 10 months
Gardner, Peleg
carpentering and material, Orient street
carpentering and material, Redington
street ......
carpentering and material, Essex street
carpentering and material. Farm
carpentering and material, Phillips
Oetchell, B. T., teaming 10 loads ashes
cleaning vaults and yards
Amount carriedforymrd
$218 39
70 23
210 39
26 73
3 45
2 40
96 00
12 00
5 76
7 50
51 30
110 56
5 00
15 00
52,787 76
125 00
8 00
12 00
529 19
565 00
16 50
21 28
1 68
98 40
550 00
244 00
187 12
20 00
$5,165 93
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward $5,165 9c>
Gifford, W. B., 531 yards carpet . $1.30 69 55'
Ginn & Co., books' 117 0(>
Glass, Joseph W., 4 days' labor . . 2.00 . 8 00
Gould, Frances A.
services as teacher, 10 months . . 530 00
Granger, S. G.
1 day's labor with team, 2 horses . . 5 00
Hadley, Elizabeth J.
services as teacher, 10 months . . 550 00
Haley, M., cleaning schoolroom ... 1 00
Hall & Newhall, insm-ance .... 292 50
Hammett, J. L., blackboard .... $14 25
supplies 37 09 51 34
Heath & Co., D. C. books .... 20 27
Hektograph Mfg. Co., hektograph and pads 6 18
Hicks, G. B., 4 days' carpentering . 3 00 12 00
Holden & Co., G. *H., supplies . . . ' 44 81
Honors & Wardwell
128,960 lbs. broken coal, Phillips . . 338 53
5,230 lbs. Climb, coal, Phillips . . 10 46
19,350 lbs. coal, Redington ... , 50 81
wood, Redington 4 88
50,570 lbs. coal, Pine St . . . 134 63
wood. Pine street 12 25
10,450 lbs. coal, Farm . . . . 28 57
wood. Farm 6 88
15,090 lbs. coal, Orient St . . . 40 69
wood. Orient St 11 50
19,950 lbs coal, Essex St . . . 52 37
wood, Essex St 2 75 694 32
Hook, Hiram, 117 yds. concrete . . .43 50 31
Houghton, Mifflin & Co., books ... 18 45
Hovey, Thomas H., tuning piano ... 3 00
Amount carriedforward $7,639 72
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward $7,639 72
Hutt, M. Isabelle
services as teacher, 10 months . . 430 00
Ingalls, F. E.
services as school committee, 1894-95 . 100 00
Ingalls, Mabel E.
services as teacher 6 months . . . 210 00
Ingalls & Kendricken, material and labor,
circulation pipe, basement Phillips school |80 00
2 valves and labor . . . . 4 50
2 days' instructing engineer |4 50 . 9 00
car fares 88
material and labor, Redington street . 36 30
405^ feet pipe 06 24 33 155 01
Jackson, May E.
services as teacher, 8 months . . 184 00
Jeffers, Charles P., supplies .... 1 10
Kendall, H. C, filling 5 diplomas . . 1 25
Kendrick, R. P., 4 days' labor . |2.00 8 00
King, G. F. & Merrill, supplies . . 239 67
Knight, Mabel S.
services as teacher 3 months . . 120 00
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, books . . 8 44
Lurvey, S. S., music, dedication ... 30 00
Machon, Emma J.
services as teacher, 10 months . . 450 00
Mahan, John, 5^ days' labor . . 2.00 11 00
Marblehead Water Co.
water rates 1 year to April 1, 1895 . 32 00
water rates 4 mos. to April 1, 1895,
Phillips School 26 00 58 00
Martin, Gratin, expressing . . , . 10 00
Maynard, Merrill & Co., books ... 4 15
Amount carried forward $9,660 34
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Amoimt brought forward
Mott, James A.
services High School exhibition
services Phillips school dedication
Myers, Daniel, 1 day's labor . . .
Myers, Daniel J.
labor at Farm and Beach Schools
McDonough, J.
1 day's labor with team, 2 horses .
Nash, Winslow & Co., 1 gal. slating
New England Publishing Co., book
Newhall, George, moving school fm-niture .
Nichols, G. H. & W. A., printing
Nichols, Thomas P., printing
Nickerson, G. M. & Co., pipe and labor
Ohlson, C, repairing chair . . . .
Oliver, Florence A.
services as teacher, 10 months
Orcutt, J. N., gong and extension bell .
Park Square Quartet, services
Pettingell, S. J., 2 pounds manilla
Philbrick & Pope
labor, material and supplies, Farm
labor, material and supplies, Beach
conductor, pipe and supplies, Pine
conductor, pipe, tin roof and supplies.
Essex St ..... ,
piping, repairs and supplies, Reding-
tou St
Phillips & Adams, painting and glazing
Potter, John E., & Co., books
Prang Educational Co., books
Pratt & Babb, expressing
Prescott, N. W., United States History
Amount carried forward
$9,660 34
$10 00
2 00 12 00
2 00
12 50
5 00
5 00
40
11 73
31 50
28 50
3 29
3 00
410 00
13 00
16 00
24
5 40
20 37
16 21
40 45
16 37 98 80
57 89
7 21
3 03
3 00
4 75
$10,389 18
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward 810.389 l!^
Proctor, E. L.
design of Phillips school with floor plans 5 80
Keed, A. W., 1 day's labor . . . . $ 2 00
services as janitor, March .
. . 20 00 22 00
Rideout, A. Lillian
services as teacher, 10 months . . 580 00
Roberts, C. K. & W. A., expressing . . 34 50
Robidon, B. H.^ refinishing desk . . 2 00
Rodrick, Charles, repairs and sawdust . 2 65
services as janitor, 8 months . 850.00 400 00
services as janitor, 2 months . 70.00 140 00
services as truant officer . . . 9 00
cleaning Redington-st. school . 3 00
washing 88 rollers 05 4 40 559 05-
Rogers, W. H.
services as school committee 1894-95 . 100 00
Ryan, M. J., 4 days' labor ' . . . 2.00 8 00
Ryan, Peter, 1 day's labor .... 2 00
Silver, Burdette & Co., books ... 55 94
Sleeper, G. E. <fc Co., l)racket and fixtures . 3 87
Small, E. F.
services as school committee, 1894-95 . 100 OO
Small, J. P., labor on locks and keys . . 12 35
Small, Willard, books ..... 4 95
Stanley, Louise C.
services as teacher, 10 moi\ths . . 450 00
Stimpson, D. P., insurance .... 65 00
Stone, Abram G., extra labor . . . 10 00
services as janitor, Essex street . . 310 00 320 00
Thayer, Hattie A.
services as teacher 10 months . . 450 00
Till, George T., supplies .... 72 10
Titus & Buckley Co., use of 100 chairs . . 4 16
Wardsworth. Howl and & Co., supplies . 66 24
Amount carriedforward $13,307 14
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT.
^m ount brought forward $13,307 14
Ware, Wm. & Co., books . . 13 22
Washburn, L. P.
services as teacher 4 months 200 00
Wheeler, Irving W. & Co., 10 ensigns . 44 00
White Bros., binding book .
.
1 25
Widger, A. L., | day's labor 1 50
113,567 11
FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
By Appropriation 1400 00
Received
from County Treasurer, dog tax . . 262 23
Receipts
from Librarian, fines and catalogues . 21 25
To Amount of Expenditures . . . |674 24
Balance Unexpended
. . . 9 24
1683 48 $683 48
EXPENDITUKES.
Balch^Brothers, books |16 50
Barnard, F. J. & Co., binding books
. . 51 07
Ellis, Howard G., services as assistant libra-
rian to March 1, 1895 . . . . 22 50
Estes & Lauriat, books .... 255 45
Guild, W. H. & Co., magazines ... 62 40
Honers, Miss S. L., services as librarian, 1
year to March 1, 1895 .... 175 00
Amount carriedforicard $582 92.
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FREE PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Ainount brought foricard 1582 92
Ingalls, Xowell, services as assistant libra-
rian, 1 year to March 1, 1895 . . ' 30 00
Macpherson, A. G., services as assistant
librarian to June 1, 1894 ... 7 50
Metcalf, Mrs. E. W., book .... 9 00
Nichols, Thomas P.
cards and catalogue supplements . . 12 50
Ware, B. R., & Co., paper .... 32 32
$674 24
RECEIPTS.
County of Essex, dog tax . . . .$262 23
Honers, Miss S. L,, librarian, fines, etc . 21 25 $283 48
POOR DEPARTMENT.
By Appropriation ...... $2,500 00
Reimbursements ..... 276 10
Due to town ' 45 61
Amount Overdrawn..... 143 64
To Amount of Expenditures . . $2^965 35
$2,965 35 $2,965 85
EXPENDITURES.
Abbott, Solomon
groceries from Shattuck & Delano . $ 93 91
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . .18 11 $112 02
Barker, Kate
paid Mary S. Tucker, for board and
care to Feb. 1, 1895 . . . . 112 00
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . 7 00 119 00
Amount carried forv^ard $231 02
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POOR DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forioard |231 02
Bryant, Gustavus
coal from Honors Wardwell . . 6 26
Burnett, Mary
groceries from G. H. Holden & Co. . $105 78
fuel from Honors & Wardweli . . 40 08
footwear from Stephen Smart . . 25 00
clothing from George T. Till . . 12 50
house rent paid J. M.Lewis, guardian, to
Jan. 1, 1895 65 00 • 248 31
Carroll, M. P
services as overseer of the poor, 1894-95 75 00
travelling expenses . . . . 7 25 82 25
Collyer, James W.
Account of City of Newburyport
:
groceries from Shattuck i& Delano . 12 38
groceries from Kelly Bros. . . 5 26
coal from Honors & Wardweli . . 6 13
cash paid in part for transportation
for Collyer and family to Prince
Edward Island .
. .
. 5 00
C. K. & W. H. Roberts, expressing
and expenses . . . . . 5 53
State Board Lunacy and Charity, bal-
ance transportation of Collyer and
family as above . . . . 41 13 75 43
(City of Newburyport reimbursed
$18.51.)
€rowell, J. F.
services as overseer of the poor, 1894-95 75 00
travelling expenses . , . . 8 25 83 25
€utler, Emily
Account of City of Lynn
:
coal from Honors & Wardweli . . 3 44
(City of Lynn reimbursed, $3.44)
Amount carried forioard $729 96
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POOR DEPARTMENT.
Amount brought forward
Giles, Susan, groceries from J. L. Caverly .
fuel from Honors & Ward well
Harding, Hannah, paid Mrs. AV. W.Bowman
^ weeks' board .... 3.00
J. G. Pinkham, M. D., medical examina-
tion
W. B. Chase, medical examination
Mrs. J. F. Pinkham, care 3 days .
Evans & Cole, carriage . . . .
Danvers Lunatic Hospital, board, 84
weeks . . . . . . .
Hatch, Maria
board at State Alms House 1 year
Horton, Mattie H., Willard M. Hatch, house
rent, 1 year, to Feb. 1, 1895
Kendrick, L. E., services as secretary of over-
seers of the poor, 1894-95
stationery and postage . . . .
Kennedy, Annie
groceries from S. J. Pettingill
coal from Honors and Ward well .
clothing from Geo. T. Till .
footwear from Stephen Smart
milk from John McDonough
Kenney, Catherine, Danvers Lunatic Hos-
pital, board, 1 year, to Jan. 1, J 895
Kenney, Ellen
groceries from F. H. Bassett &> Co.
fuel from Honors & Wardwell
clothing from George T. Till
footwear from Stephen Smart
W. B. Chase, medicine . . . .
Philbrick & Pope, repairing stove
Am ount carrledforward
$729 96
$48 00
18 88 66 8s
11 15
3 00
3 00
2 00
2 00
27 39 48 54
146 00
84 00
25 00
72 25 72:
51 00
11 00
4 79
6 64
9 87 83 30
169 4r;
80 20
32 58
4 99
.
2 00
1 75
7 87 129 39
11,483 25.
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POOR DEPARTMElNT.
Amount brought forward $1,483 25
Lowe, Ernest
Account of City of Lynn :
groceries from Shattuck & Delano . $3 00
coal from Honors & Ward well . . 2 75 5 75
Lyons, Dennis, Jr.
Mass. Hospital for Dipsomaniacs, board
1 year to Jan. 1, 1895 ... 165 28
jVIartin, Gratin
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 6 50
3Iartin, William
Danvers Lunatic Hospital, board 1 year
to Jan. 1, 1895 ..... 169 47
Melzard, G. T.
services as chairman of overseers of the
poor, 1894-95 100 00
travelling expenses . . . , 21 50 121 50
Morris, Mrs. C. H.
Account of City of Boston:
groceries from S. J. Pettingell . . 20 00
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 3 13 23 13
(City of Boston reimbursed $23.13.)
Myers, Sarah
paid Catherine Morrow, house rent 1
year to Dec. 1, 1894 . . . . 60 00
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 3 13 63 13
Pedrick, Benj. F.
Danvers Lunatic Hospital, board 1 year
to Jan. 1, 1895 169 46
Richardson, Willie
paid Mrs. Abram G. Stone, board 1 year to
Mar. 1, 1895 ... . 97 44
Hodrick, Mrs. Charles' T., paid D. H. Millett,
trustee, rent, to Dec. 1, 1894 . . 97 50
Amount carriedforward |2,402 41
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POOR DEPARTMENT.
Amount broughtforward $2,402 41
Russell, Sarali P., Danvers Lunatic Hospital,
board, 1 year to Jan. 1, 1895 . . 169 46
Scalpin, W. A.
Account of State of Massachusetts
:
groceries from Kelly Bros. . . $24 35
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 3 13 27 48
Shaw, Lydia
groceries from Shattuck &> Delano . 12 63
fuel from Honors & Wardwell . . 4 00
W. B. Chase, 16 visits and medicine for
child, H. .J. Shaw . . . . 17 45
groceries from J. L. Caverly . . . 42 00
.
footwear from Stephen Smart . . 2: 80 78 8S
Stone, Lucinda
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 3 50
Thomas, Elmer
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 6 26
Thomas, Sidney
paid Abbie Atkins, house rent . . 17 26
paid Geo. T. Till, rent, to Mar. 4, 1895 63 00 80 26
Welch, Margaret, Danvers Lunatic Hospital,
board, 1 year, to Jan. 1, 1895 . . 169 47
Whorf, John C, cash paid tramps . . 2 25
Wills, Annie
Account of State of Massachusetts :
groceries from S. J. Pettingell . . 6 00
coal from Honors & Wardwell . . 6 38 12 3>
Woodman, George T.
paid city of Boston, for burial . . 10 00
Wright, Mrs. Wallace
W. B. Chase, medical examination . 3 00
$2,965 35-
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REIMBURSEMENTS.
Boston, City of
account of Mrs. C. H. Morris
Danvers, Town of, account of J. S. Eaton
Lynn, City of, account of Lydia Shaw
Lynn, City of, account of Ernest Lowe
Lynn, City of, account of Emily Cutler
Massachusetts, State of
account of A. M. Fraud
account of Annie Wills
Newburyport, City of
account of J. W. Collyer
account of Mrs. J. S. Tufts .
I 5 72
7 63
157 01
2 49
I 23 13
11 00
42 88
12 08
14 16
13 35
159 50
$276 10
DUE FROM
Lynn, City of, account of Ernest Lowe . I 5 75
Massachusetts, State of
account of W. A. Scalpin . . . $27 48
account of Annie Wills . . . . 12 38 39 86
$45 61
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RECAPITULATION.
Catch Basins & Gutters [fflirsed,*'^ 2°?
Cemetery:
Concrete & Curbstones [feS^nts.*'?? Si
County Tax
Essex- Street Ledge
Fire Department [^St',""""' ^'Sisj
Health Department 1,500 00
Highway Department
.
[-^PPeTp'tf ^^'w Trl
Iiitovoof rAppropriation, |2,i^On.OO?llLt^iefel LReceived from Treasurer, 6 so 22^
LihrnvA' Fvpp PnbliP rAppropriation, $400 00?101 ai } , r 1 et jrUOllC [Receipts and dog tax, 2^3 48 5
Memorial Da}^
Military Aid
Monument Lot, Care of
National Bank Tax 1,863 91
Notes Payable r'^'^^'isS/no
'
Phillips School Building ! .' 49,245 35
Police Department.
. . . KSf'""' ^^''§2
Poor Department
.
.
. [SeSSnts, '^f???
Road Roller
Salem-Street Sidewalk
School Department.
.
''^^^''4r6?
Selectmen's Department 4,300 00
Soldiers and Sailors' Aid.[^|PSsed.'^S Si
State Aid PrS.'i
State Tax
Street Crossings
Tnwn TTnll rAppropriation, $400 00?1 OVS n naii [Receipts, 114 005
Water Pipes [Balance Am>mpnation|
AVater Rates
Appropriations
and receipts.
-| r AA AA1,500 00
Expenditures.
5,175 85
508 25 360 80
925 00 973 26
570 do 217 32
14,781 23
6,090 83
225 00 231 80
5,129 13 4,903 45
1 CAA AA 1,338 30
0,519 5/ 5,100 38
3,480 22 2,824 88
boo 4o 674 24
1 AA AA100 00 100 00
"1 K O AA15o 00 276 00
O C AA25 00 34 75
"1 O P O A1l ob
O AAA A8,000 00 12,833 33
50,066 20
O Tf)0 OPL2,722 25 2,805 29
2,77b 10 2,965 35
oo C A A225 00 225 00
C A A AA500 00 466 37
12,541 b7 13,567 11
i OAA A A 4,420 30
1 AAA AA1,000 00 438 50
457 38 193 49
1,579 00 1,256 50
4,840 00
700 00 569 80
7,000 00 . 6,835 87
514 00 1,208 44
349 54 127 58
600 00 569 18
$129,479 46 $131,690 17
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Financial Condition of the
Town of Swampscott, February 28, 1895.
RESOURCES.
Cash in hands of Treasurer .... $ 4,607 74
Due to Poor Department 45 61
'* " Highway Department .... 16 30
" " Concrete and Curbstones ... 30 77
" " Soldiers and Sailors' Aid ... 4 28
" " State Aid ...... 1,489 .50
" " Military Aid 314 00
Burrill-Street Grade Crossing, estimated . 2,000 00
Tax Titles, 1893 223 91
Tax Titles, 1894 223 30
Value of Public Property, as per inventory
. 177,033 20
$185,988 61
LIABILITIES.
Notes Payable ( 1895 Water Pipe Loan . . $2,000 00
I
1895 Town Indebtedness . 4,333 33
( 1895 Culvert Loan . . . 1,000 j30 $7,333 33
"
f 1896 Water Pipe Loan . . 1,000 00
"
! 1896 Culvert Loan . . . 1,000 00
"
j 1896 Engine House Loan . 2,250 00
I 1896 Phillips School Loan . 4,500 00 8,750 00
( 1897 Culvert Loan . . . 1,000 00
I
1897 Engine House Loan . 2,250 00
( 1897 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00 8,750 00
j 1898 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
I
1898 Monument Loan . . 3,000 00 8,500 00
1899 Phillips School Loan . 5,.500 00
"
" 1900 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
1901 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
"
" 1902 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
1903 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
1904 Phillips School Loan . 5,500 00
Selectmen's Outstanding Order, 1894-95
. . 439 73
$66,773 06
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AUDITORS' REPORT.
To THE Citizens of Swampscott :
Herewith we present for your consideration the forty-third
annual report of the finances of the Town for the fiscal year
ending Feb. 28, 1895.
The accounts of the Treasurer have been carefully exam-
ined and found to be correctly cast, and his disbursements
supported by approved vouchers.
All other accounts of officers and agents of the Town have
been verified, and satisfactory receipts presented for pay-
ments made.
We have on file Cashiers' certificates from the National
Security Bank, Lynn, and the Manufacturers National
Bank, Boston, showing the Treasurer's balance to the Town's
credit at the time of making the quarterly examination of
his accounts.
The bank pass books agree with the Treasurer's accounts,
allowing for checks not returned.
The Auditors would respectfully recommend that the
Town adopt some modern method of recording the Treas-
urer's transactions upon his cash book. The system in use
at the present time is but a memorandum of the financial
records, at the best, without proper arrangement of dates to
clearly exhibit a satisfactory statement of the Town's fiscal
affairs.
In the list of standing committees, 1894-95, (page 13 of
this report,) the name of ''Martin Nies" appears as a member
of the "Committee on Water Supply;" this should have been
Martin E. Nies.
Respectfully submitted,
J. ROSWELL WIDGER, ) Board
ELMER A. HARDY, [ of
JAY C. MERRITT, ) Auditors.
Swampscott, Mar. 8, 1895.
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TOWN WARRANT.
ESSEX, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Swanipscott, in said
County, Greeting:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
you are directed to notify the inhabitants of the Town of
Swampscott qualified to vote in elections, and in Town
affairs, to meet at the Town Hall, in said Swampscott, on
Monday, the Eighteenth day of March, current, at six o'clock
in the forenoon, then and there to act on the following Arti-
cles, viz.:
—
Article i. To choose a Moderator to preside in said
meeting.
Art. 2. To choose a Toyvn Clerk for one (i) year.
To choose a Board of Selectmen for the year
ensuing.
To choose one member of the Board of Assessors
for three (3) years.
To choose a Town Treasurer for one (i) year.
To choose a Collector of Taxes for the year en-
suing.
To choose one member of the School Committee
for three (3) years.
To choose one member of the Board of Trustees-
of the Public Library for three (3) years.
To choose a Board of Auditors for the year en-
suing.
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To choose one Overseer of the Poor for three (3)
years.
To choose a Board of Health for one (i) year.
To choose a Surveyor of Highways for the year
ensuing.
To choose three Constables for the year ensuing.
To choose a Park Commissioner for three (3)
years.
All to be chosen on one ballot.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot "Yes" or ''No" upon the
•question : Shall Licenses be granted for the sale of In-
toxicating Liquors in this Town ?
Art. 4. To hear and act upon the reports of the Audit-
ing Committee, the Board of Selectmen, the School Commit-
tee, the Superintendent of Streets, the Board of Trustees of
the Public Library, the Engineers of the Fire Department,
the Superintendent of the Cemetery, the Board of Health,
the Chief of Police, the Milk Inspector, the Committee on
Street Lights, the Sewerage Committee, the Inspector of
Provisions and Animals, the Committee on Phillips School
Building, the Committee on Future Water Supply, and the
Committee on Assessors' Plans. *
Art. 5. To raise such sums of money as may be neces-
sary to defray Town charges for the ensuing year, and
make appropriations therefor.
Art. 6. To see if the Town will accept the list of names
for Jurors as prepared and posted by the Selectmen.
Art. 7. To see what amount of bonds 'will be required of
the Town Treasurer for the current year.
Art. 8. To see if the Town will authorize the Treasurer,
with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, to borrow money
in anticipation of taxes.
Art. 9. To see what amount of bonds will be required of
the Collector of Taxes for the year ensuing.
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Art. io. To see what compensation the Town will allow
the Collector for the collection of taxes for the ensuing-
year.
Art. II. To see what action the Town will take in
regard to the collection of taxes, and what rate of discount,
if any, will be allowed for prompt payment on or before a
certain date.
Art. 12. To hear and act upon the report of the Park
Commissioners and see if the Town will make an appro-
priation in accordance therewith.
Art. 13. To see what action the Town will take as to
raising and appropriating money for watering certain streets
of the Town as petitioned for by S. F. Crosman and others.
Art. 14. To see if the Town will erect aii electric (arc)
light at some suitable' point on Farragut Road, and appro-
priate money therefor, as petitioned for by Charles E, Howard
and others.
Art. 15. To see if the Town will vote to erect an electric
(arc) light on Outlook Road, and appropriate money there-
for, agreeable to the petition of A. VV. Dearborn and others.
Art. 16. To see if the Town will vote to erect one or
more electric (arc) lights on Phillips Avenue, Little's Point,
and appropriate money therefor, as petitioned for by John
Mason Little and others.
Art. 17. To see if the Town will vote to erect an electric
(arc) light at the junction of Paradise and Andrews Roads,
and appropriate money therefor, agreeable to the petition of
E. H. Hilliard and others.
Art. 18. To see if the Town will vote to amend the By-
Laws so as to prohibit the erection of buildings without a
permit from the Board of Selectmen.
Art. 19, To see what action the Town will take towards
defining the lines and grading that portion of Redington
street lying between Sheridan Road and Mapledale Avenue
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and building a sidewalk and retaining wall on the westerly
side thereof, and appropriate money therefor, as petitioned
for by Harry B. Newcomb and others.
Art. 20. To see if the Town will vote to lay Stone
Crossings across Essex street, at its junction with Burrill
street, also across Essex street at its junction with Beach
avenue, agreeable to the petition of F. H. Bassett and others.
Art. 21. To see if the Town will" vote to construct a
Street Crossing across the westerly end of Boynton street at
its junction with Pine street, and appropriate money for the
same, as petitioned for by A. L. Pierce and others.
Art. 22. To see if the Town will construct a stone Street
Crossing across Porter's court at its junction with Burrill
street, and Appropriate money therefor, agreeable to the
petition of Milton D. Porter and others.
Art. 23. To see if the Town will vote to locate and con-
struct a stone Street Crossing from the southerly corner of
Monument avenue and Burrill street across Burrill and
Humphrey streets to a point near the iron steps to King's
Beach, and appropriate money for the same, agreeable to the
petition of F. O. Thompson and others.
Art. 24. To see if the Town will vote to construct two
stone Street Crossings as follows:—Across Orient street at
the northerly end of Woodbine avenue, from the estate of
George S. Hall, and also across Orient street at the southerly
end of Woodbine avenue, from the estate of Mrs. Jewell to
that of Charles P. Curtis, and appropriate a sum of money
therefor, agreeable to the petition of Weston K. Lewis and
others.
Art. 25. To see if the Town will construct a stone Street
Crossing from the easterly corner of Marshall street, across
Orient street, and appropriate money for the same, as peti-
tioned for by D. W. Nisbett and others.
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Art, 26. To see if the Town will accept the Medal Fund
donated by D. K. and L. H. Phillips, as specified in the
School Report. \
Art. 27. To see what action the Town will take^ toward
building a Hose House at Mountain Park, and appropriate
Three Hundred dollars ($300) for the same, agreeable to the
petition of Willis E. Doughty and others.
Art. 28. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate a
sufficient sum of money for the use of the Committee on
Future Water Supply and Sewerage Committee.
Art. 29. To "see if the Town will vote to appropriate a
•sum of money to be used in payment for such portion of the
Assessors' Plans as may be completed.
The polls to be closed at 5.30 o'clock P. M.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by posting
attested copies thereof at the Town Hall, Depot, Post Office,
and three other public and conspicuous places in the Town,
seven days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
HEREOF FAIL NOT, and make due return of this
Warrant, with your doings thereon, to the Town Clerk, at the
time and place of meeting as aforesaid.
Given under our hands, this Fourth day of March, in the
year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
H. CUSHING BULFINCH, ) Selectmen
A. R. BUNTING, [ of
W. ERNEST STONE, ) Swampscott.



